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PREFACE

During the past fifteen years marked changes have occurred

in the practice of Geodetic Surveying. The methods herein

described are mainly those used by the United States Coast

and Geodetic Survey, and the author is indebted to this Survey

for the precise information given in its publications. Proper

credit is given in each case for anything taken from these or

other publications.

In many schools, Geodetic Astronomy and the Method

of Least Squares are taught separately from Geodetic Sm-vey-

ing, and for this reason these subjects are discussed in the

Appendices.

Edward R. Cart.

Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute,

Troy, N. Y., 1915
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GEODETIC SURVEYING

INTRODUCTION

1. Geodetic Surveying is that branch of surveying in which

by the most precise methods, the geographic positions of

points are found and the form and dimensions of the earth

are determined.

The Purposes of a geodetic survey are, first, the deter-

mination of the relative positions of points on the earth's

surface, and second, the determination of the form of the earth.

For the first purpose it is necessary to determine the dis-

tances, both horizontal and vertical, between the points and

the directions of the lines joining them. For the second pur-

pose the latitudes and longitudes of the points must also be

found.

2. History records many foolish notions regarding the shape

of the earth. Although it is stated that Pythagoras and Thales

taught that the earth is spherical, their teaching was without

avail, as for nine centuries th^ shape of the earth was the

subject of all kinds of theories. The credit for the principle

of the present method for the determination of the form and

size of the earth belongs to Erastosthenes, who was born at

Cyrene in 276 B.C. and was of the famous school of Alexandria.

A full and complete knowledge of the coast of a nation

is of the greatest practical value to it. For this purpose

Congress in 1807 authorized the establishment of a national

Coast Survey as a bureau under the Secretary of the Treasury.
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For the purpose of furnishing geographic positions and other

data to State and other surveys, the scope of the bureau was

enlarged, and in 1878 its designation became the Coast and

Geodetic Survey, which has since become a bureau in the

Department of Commerce.

3. The Work of this Survey includes the systems of main

and secondary triangulation, together with the determination

of geographic positions by means of astronomic and geodetic

methods; hydrographic surveys covering a length of coast for

the United States and Alaska of 10,000 miles (the actual shore,

including islands, bays, sounds and rivers in the tidal belt,

is 91,000 miles, and to this must be added the shore line of

Porto Rico, Guam, Tutuila and the Hawaiian and PhiUppine

islands, whose general length exceeds 6300 miles and whose

detailed length exceeds 13,000 miles); topographical surveys

covering a strip 3 to 4 miles wide along the shore lines; a study

of terrestrial magnetism; a study of the force of gravity; and

a network of precise levels covering the United States.

The triangulation and the astronomic observations con-

nected with it, made by the United States Coast and Geodetic

Survey, furnish the most valuable data for the determination

of the figure of the earth that have been contributed by any

one nation. Each civilized nation maintains an organization

for similar purposes. An International Geodetic Association

was formed in 1886, of which the United States became a

member in 1889. The publications of the United States

Coast and Geodetic Survey may be obtained from the Super-

intendent of Publications of the Department of Commerce,

Washington, D. C.

4. To determine the Azimuths or directions and the Dis-

tances, it is necessary to measure the angles of triangulation

systems and the lengths of the base lines connected with them.

To determine the Differences of Elevations, lines of precise

levels must be run, or, with less precision, the vertical angles

and distances found.

5. The method of measuring an arc of the earth's sxuface

and thereby determining the figure of the earth, consists of
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finding the distance between two points on the same meridian

by means of a triangulation system between them, and finding

from the latitude of each point the angular value of the arc

between the two points. Knowing the length of the arc, I,

and its angular value A, the radius of this arc may be found
from the proportion 27it : 360° ::l : A. In geodetic work the

length I, is reduced to mean sea level. Hence r is the radius

of the arc on the sea level.

To find the latitudes and longitudes, astronomic methods
must be used, which are discussed in Appendix I. The stand-

ard methods of the Coast and Geodetic Survey for finding the

latitudes and longitudes are fully described in its Special

Publication No. 14.

6. Triangulation is divided into three classes:

a. Primary Triangulation, which is the highest grade,

is used where the work is extended over long distances and
where it constitutes the franaework for all other surveys.*

b. Secondary Triangulation, which is less precise than the

primary, is used in a main system of triangulation where the

distances are not very great (e.g., in the PhiHppines), and is

used also where it is frequently supported by the primary

system,t

c. Tertiary Triangulation, which is the least precise used by
the United States Coast and Geodetic Survey, is used for

the control of topographic and hydrographic surveys and in

general engineering work where such work extends over a large

area. The methods herein described serve for either secondary

or tertiary triangulation, and cover the principles of primary

triangulation but do not give all its details.

7. Different Characters or Forms of Figures are used for

triangulation systems, but the unit of each figure is the tri-

angle.

Fig. 1 shows the simplest and cheapest form to use.

* See Appendix No. 4 of the Report of the Coast and Geodetic Survey

for 1911,.which gives the instructions for Primary Triangulation.

t See "General Triangulation Instructions," United States Coast and

Geodetic Survey, Jan. 10, 1905.
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Fig. 2 shows the form that covers the largest area with

the greatest precision at least cost.

Fig. 3 shows the form for greatest precision.

Figs. 4 and 5 show the character of the figxires used in the

survey of the Texas and California Arc of Primary Triangu-

lation.*

Fig. 1. Fig. 2. Fig. 3.

For tertiary triangulation, the main system should be made
up of figures of from four to seven points each. Enough lines

should be observed to give a double determination of each

side. When a supplementary station (a station outside of the

main system), is to be used, it should be connected with the

main system by the sunplest figure in which there is a check,

as a triangle of which all the angles are measured.

* See Special Publication No. 11.
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CHAPTER I

RECONNAISSANCE

8. A Reconnaissance Survey is made to locate the stations

of the triangulation system.

The proper equipment of the party for this survey consists

of a pair of good field glasses, a hand compass, an aneroid

barometer, a pair of tree climbers, an axe and a saw. The
equipment used on the reconnaissance of the Texas-California

Arc consisted principally of five horses and mules, one freight

wagon, one spring wagon, two riding saddles, two 9-foot center-

pole tents, bedding for three men, a small amount of supphes

and tools for making repairs, two draw telescopes, several

binoculars and prismatic compasses, a pocket tape line, a 4-inch

transit with a vertical circle, an odometer and a small case

of drawing instruments.

The best location for a triangulation survey is along a broad

valley with high peaks on each side.

In locating a triangulation station the following should

be considered:

The " strength of the figure"; the height of the station; the

amount of trees to be cut to clear the lines to other stations;

the avoidance of the fines of sight passing over towns, manu-

facturing plants and other causes of changes in refraction;

the accessibility of the station, and its permanency.

9. The Strength of the Figure depends on the value of

R in the equation,

R= -^^^^2[Sa2+ 5a5b+M,
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where Nd is the number of directions observed in the figure,

Nc is the number of conditions to be satisfied in the figure, and

5a and 5b are the tabular differences for one second in the

logarithms of the sines of the " distance " angles A and B of a

triangle.

The value of R depends wholly on the character of the

figiu-e, and the smaller its value the greater the strength of the

figure.

The Number of Conditions of a figure is the number of

geometric conditions that should be satisfied, as in a triangle,

that the sum of the three angles should equal 180°.

The Distance Angles of a triangle are the two angles used

in computing the side which is common with the adjacent

figure of a triangulation system. The other angle of the

triangle is the azimuth angle.

Table I* gives values of 5a^+SaSb+Sb^- The unit of

the values in the table is one in the sixth decimal place of the

logarithm.

The two arguments of the table are the distance angles

in degrees, the smaller distance angle being given at the top

of the table.

Nd—Nc
Some values of the quantity •

—

^j^— are given in the

" General Instructions " for the field work of the Coast and

Geodetic Survey.

The following, taken from the " General Instructions,"

regarding Tertiary Triangulation, shows the use of the quantity

R. In the main scheme of triangulation, the value of R for

any one figure must not in the selected best chain (call it Ri)
exceed 50, nor in the second best (call it R2) exceed 150 in

units in the sixth place of logarithms.

In Figs. 6 and 7, the sides AB are the known sides and the

sides CD are required. As the figures are of the same geometric

form, the values of R may be taken from table 1, for the

purpose of comparison. In Fig. 6, the values of the distance

*From the "General Instructions" for the field work of the Coast
and Geodetic Suryey.
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TABLE I

For Determining Relative Strength op Figures in Triangulation
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angles are 27° and 90°. By table I, R has the relative value

of 17.5 for Fig. 6. In Fig. 7, the values of the distance angles

are 63° and 90°. By table I, R has the relative value of 1.

This shows the increase in strength of figure due to the decrease

in the relative length of the figure in the direction of the

progress of the survey.

10. The Direction to an Invisible Station can be foXind

by the solution of the following problem

:

In Fig. 8, "A and B are the established stations from which

the directions have been measured to C and D, the tentative

\63-'
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directions of CB and DB and the values of these angles. Along
this line the trees may be cleared in either direction, until a

clear sight can be obtained from one station to the other.

11. The Lengths of the Lines in a primary system vary

from 5 to 190 miles, while in the secondary and tertiary systems,

the lengths vary from 1 to 20 miles. The longest line in this

country is from Mt. Shasta to Mt. Helena, a distance of 190

miles.

The lower limit of the length of the line depends on two
things: first, with short lines it is difficult to obtain the degree

of precision necessary to close the triangulation within the

required limit; second, short lines are apt to give poor geo-

metric conditions as shown by large values of R. However,

there is no advantage in the use of very long lines to obtain

accurate results. Long lines are apt to introduce delays due

to signals not being visible, and other stations need to be

introduced to reach all parts of the area to be covered. In

any survey the endeavor should be to obtain lines of such

lengths that the cost of reconnaissance, signal building, tri-

angulation and base line measurements should be a minimum
for the area to be covered and the precision required.

To obtain lines of proper lengths, it is often necessary to

elevate the instrument above the surface. The reconnaissance

party must determine the height of the station. After a

station's location is selected, it is temporarily marked by

fastening a pole with a flag on it to the tallest tree in the

Ticinity of the station. In the selection of a new station,

the highest ground in the vicinity of its desired location is

found. From the highest trees on this ground, the surrounding

country is examined to see if other stations can be seen. If no

trpe or structure is available, ladders may be fastened together

and guyed so that the desired height may be reached.

12. The Heights of Stations depend on the relative eleva-

tions of the ground at the stations, the profile of the ground

between them and the distance between the stations. The

elevations of the ground at the stations can be found, with

eufficient .pajecision for the reconnaissance, by an aneroid
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barometer. A description of this instrument is given in any
modern book on Plane Surveying. By the use of the following

tables the differences in the elevations of points can be found

if the barometer and temperature readings are known at each

of the points. The formula for the difference in the elevations

of two points is H = (Ai— A2)(l+C), where Ai and A2 are the

elevations found in Table II from the barometer readings at

the higher and lower points respectively, and C is the tem-

perature correction found from Table III by obtaining the

value corresponding to the sum of the observed tempera-

tures.

Problem 1. The barometer and temperature readings at

New York City were 29.92 ins. and 51.5° F., respectively and

at Troy, N. Y., were 29.62 ins. and 47.0° F. respectively.

Find the difference in the elevations of the points at which

these readings were made.

Bi =29.62 and Ai = 366 -2X9.2 = 347.6

B2 = 29.92 and A2= 91-2X9.1= 72.8

Ai-A2 = 274.8

h= 4:7.0°

<2 = 51.5

ti+t2=9S.5

C = +0.0049-1.5X0.00045.

C = +0.0042.

H = 274.8(1+0.0042) = 274.8X 1 .0042 = 275.95 ft.

From Table IV (taken from the 1882 Report of the United

States Coast and Geodetic Survey), the heights of stations can

be found if the ground is level between them, or if the profile

between them is known.
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TABLE II

Barometric Elevations *
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Inches
11.0
11.1
11.2
11.3
11.4
11.5
11.6
11.7
11.8
11.9
12.0
12.1
12.2
12.3
12.4
12.5
12.6
12.7
12.8
12.9
13.0
13.1
13.2
13.3
13.4
13.5
13.6
13.7
13.8
13.9
14.0
14.1
14.2
14.3
14.4
14.5
14.6
14.7
14.8
14.9
15.0
15.1
15.2
15.3
15.4
15.5
15.6
15.7
15.8
15.9

Feet
27,336
27,090
26,846
26,604
26,364
26,126
25,890
25,656
25,424
25,194
24,966
24,740
24,516
24,294
24,073
23,854
23,637
23,421
23,207
22,995
22,785
22,576
22,368
22,162
21,958
21,757
21,557
21,358
21,160
20,962
20,765
20,57p
20,377
20,168
19,997
19,809
19,623
19,437
19,252
19,068
18,886

18,705
18,525
18,346

18,168,
17,992
17,817
17,643
17,470
17,298

Dit. for

.01

Feet

-24.6
24.4
24.2
24.0
23.8
23.6
23.4
23.2
23.0
22.8
22.6
22.4
22.2
22.1
21.9
21.7
21.6
21.4
21.2
21.0
20.9
20.8
20.6
20.4
20.1
20.0
19.9
19.8
19.8
19.7
19.5
19.3
19.1
18.9
18.8
18.6
18.6
18.5
18.4
18.2
18.1
18.0
17.9
17.8
17.6
17.5
17.4
17.3

-17.2

B

Inches
15.9
16.0
16.

16.

16.

16.

16.

16.

16.7
16.8
16.9
17.0
17.1
17.2
17.3
17.4
17.5
17.6
,17.7

17.8
17.9
18.0
18.1
18.2
18.3
18.4
18.5
18.6
18.7
18.8
18.9
19.0
19.1
19.2
19.3
19.4
19.5
19.6
19.7
19.8
19.9
20.0
20.1
20.2
20.3
20.4
20.5
20.6
20.7
20.8

Feet
17,208
17,127

16,958
16,789
16,621
16,454
16,288
16,124
15,961
15,798
15,636
15,476
15,316
15,157
14,999
14,842
14,686
14,531
14,377
14,223
14,070
13,918
13,767
13,617
13,468
13,319
13,172
13,025
12,879
12,733
12,589
12,445
12,302
12,160
12,018
11,877
11,737

11,598
11,459
11,321

11,184

11,047
10,911

10,776
10,642

10,508
10,375
10,242
10,110

9,979

Dif. for

.01

Feet

-17.1
16.9
16.9
16.8
16.7
16.6
16.4
16.3
16.3
16.2
16.0
16.0
15.9
15.8
15.7
15.6
15.5
15.4
15.4
15.3
15.2
15.1
15.0
14.9
14.9
14.7
14.7
14.6
14.6
14.4
14.4
14.3
14.2
14.2
14.1
14.0
13.9
13.9
13.8
13.7
13.7
13.6
13.5
13.

13.

13.

13.

13.

-13.

•

Inches
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TABLE II—Continued

B



CURVATURE AND REFRACTION

TABLE IV

Curvature and Refraction

15
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The quantities in this table can be found from formulas

<2) and (3)

:

'2R'
°

rnD^

R

(2)

(3)

In these formulas, C is the curvature difference, D is the

distance between the points on the earth's surface, R is the

mean radius of the earth, m is the average coefficient of

refraction and F is the refraction

^B difference.
^

If E is the combined differences of

curvature and refraction, E = C— F.

Eq. (2) is derived as follows:

In Fig. 9, AB = D, BE = C and AO
or OE = R. By the solution of the

right-angled triangle ABO,

or
Fig. 9.

(R+C)2 =R2+D2,

R2+2RC+C2 = R2+D2.

C^ is always so small with respect to 2RC that it may be

neglected and then

2RC = D2 or C = 2^. (2)

2R may be taken as 8000 miles (approximate^), and then

for D = 1 mile.

By using R = 20,890,592 ft., the values in the table may
be found.

Eq. (3) is derived as follows:

In Fig. 9, BG=F. The radius of the arc of the refracted
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ray of light AG is, approximately, 7R. By the same method
of solution as above, solving for F,

D2

Let m = , . , then
14

F =

14R

F =^-, (3)

Let /i= the height in feet above the earth's mean surface.

from which the ordinary horizontal line of sight of an instru-

ment is tangent to the earth's mean surface at a distance of

D miles. Assuming the average condition for refraction,

'-oia «'

^=#5 «)

Eq. (4) is derived as follows:

^=(l-2X07)20«572X^2802=rW6-- '
' ^^^

Eq. (5) is derived directly from Eq. (4).

13. The Use of Table IV is shown in the following problems

:

Pboblem 2. Find the necessary height of the signal at

station B if the distance between stations A and B is 20 miles,

the height of the tripod at A being 36.7 ft. above the level

ground between A and B and it being required that 15 ft.

of the signal at B is to be seen by the instrument at A.

From Table II, the distance corresponding to a difference

of 36.7 ft. is 8 miles, and this is the distance at which the

line of sight from A becomes tangent to the level ground

between the stations.

20-8 = 12 miles.
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From the table 82.7 ft. is the difference corresponding to

12 miles. 82.7+15 = 97.7 ft., or the necessary height of station

B's signal.

Show that the line of sight from A, which is at all

points at least 6 ft. above the level surface, would intersect

B's signal at about its top.

Probiem 3. The elevation above sea level of station A,

(see Fig. 10), is 248 ft., of station B is 192 ft., and of a point

v
Pig. 10.

C, 4 miles ,from A toward B, is 220 ft. The distance from
A to B is 16 miles. The ground between C and B is at an
elevation of 140 ft. How high must the tripod at A and the
signal at B be so that at least 10 ft. of B's signal can be seen
from A, and have the line of sight at least 6 ft. above C.

The tabular amount for 4 miles is 9.2 ft. Elevation of
line of sight at C is 2!20+6 = 226 ft.

226+9.2 = 235.2 ft. Elev. of D.
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If the tripod used at A is 5.2 ft. higti, then the Hne of sight

at A is 18 ft. higher than necessary. The tabular amount
for 12 miles is 82.7 ft. Then

226+82.7 = 308.7 ft. Elev. of E.

The triangles AGD and GEF are approximately similar

and hence the difference in the elevations of E and F, or

12
EF=18X^=54ft.

4

308.7- 54 = 254.7 ft. Elev. of F.

254.7+10-192 = 72.7 ft. This is the necessary height

of the signal at B.

If the tripod at A is 12. 2 ft. high, then

EF =25X^ = 75 ft.
4

and the height of the signal at B is

308.7-75+10-192 = 51.7 ft.

A line of sight should pass at least 6 ft. above the ground

at all points to avoid the irregularities of refraction which

below this height is sometimes sidewise.

14. The general form of Signal Towers is shown in Figs.

11 and 12. A good description of the construction of signal

towers is given in Appendix IV, report of 1903. The observer's

platform must be constructed independently of the signal

and instrument part of the structure. When only one ob-

serving party is doing the work, the upper platform in Fig.

11 is omitted. The superstructure in Fig. 12 is used to elevate

the heliotrope and lamp signals, when it is found that a line

is obstructed after the lower part of the tower has been erected.

Thirty-six signals erected for the work of the Texas-California

Arc, with an aggregate height of 1015 ft., cost $3.55 per ft.

of height.
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15. Signals or Targets are the objects sighted on, and should

be visible against all backgrounds, readily bisected, rigid,

accurately centered and without phase.

Phase is the error arising from sfghting at the center of the

illumined part of a target, where this is not coincident with

the center of the target.

Fig. 11.—Sixty-foot Signal.

That a target may be visible against light and dark back-

grounds it is painted in strips of alternate black and white.

That a target may be readily bisected it must be of sufficient

diameter or width. If a geodetic transit measuring to one

second is used, then a target subtending an angle from two

to four seconds will be of sufficient size. For a line 10 miles
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long this requires a target 6 ins. wide for an angle of two
seconds.

The tripod signal, shown in Fig. 13 consists of a 4X4 in.

mast from 16 to 24 ft. loAg, painted as shown in black and
white strips 2 ft. long and mounted on a tripod. This signal

Fig. 12.—Signal at Bursou on the Ninety-eighth Meridian Triangulation.

can be used for distances as great as 15 miles. For short

distances the braced signal shown in Fig. 14 can be used.

Both these signals are rigid and are easily centered.

That a target may be without phase, it is necessary that

the center line of its illumined part shall at all times be in the
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center line of the target. If the target is to be sighted on

from one direction only, a surface target, such as a board, may
be used. It is generally neces-

sary to sight on a target from

several widely different direc-

tions. To avoid phase, a

target like that used on the

Mississippi River surveyshown

in Fig. 15 must be used. This

target consists of rings of wire

soldered to four vertical wires,

the vertical wires being at ends

of diameters at right angles

to each other. Between the

vertical wires are stretched

canvas strips painted black

and white as shown. The

lower part is a block of wood
bored to fit over an accurately

centered peg.

16. Where the distance is too great to use the above forms

of targets, the reflected rays of the sun may be used by means

Fig. 13.—Tripod Signal.

Fig. 14.—Braced

Signal.

Fig. 15.—Mississippi River

Survey Signal.
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of the Heliotrope. Fig. 16* shows a form of this instrument

used by the Coast and Geodetic Survey.

Fig. 16.—Heliotrope.

Fig. 17 shows a form of heUotrope that may be fastened

to a board. This simple form gives the principle of the helio-

trope. The mirror is so mounted that

it may be revolved about vertical and

horizontal axes. A line of sight is ob-

tained by removing a little of the silvering

at the center of the mirror and using a

ring whose center is the same height

above the board as the center of the

mirror. By directing the line of sight

toward the station at which the observer

is, and bringing the reflected rays from

the sun so that they cover the ring, the

observer sees a bright spot of light where

the heliotrope is. At this bright spot of

light he directs the line of sight of the

instrument. The alignment of the helio-

trope need not be very precise, as the

* See Special Publication No. 11.

Fig. 17.
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cone of the reflected rays has an angle of 32 minutes, and

the light covers an area of 1000 ft. in diameter at 20 miles

from the heliotrope.

17. As the heliotrope can be used only on clear days and

as refraction troubles increase with the brightness of the sun,

Night Signals are now very generally used. Fig. 18* shows

a modern type of acetylene signal lamp used by the United

F

Fig. 18.

States Coast and Geodetic Survey. These are used at night

in the same manner as heliotropes are used in the day.

It is necessary to have an operator for either a heliotrope

or lamp signal. By a code of flash signals, using the heliotrope

or lamp, the operator is informed by the observer when obser-

vations are to be made, when the work at the station is finished,

or any other information can be given to direct his work at

the station or his movement to some other station.

* See Special Publication No. 11.
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18. The General Instructions for the Field Work of the

United States Coast and Geodetic Survey, give the following

for Marking Stations: " Every station, whether it is in the main
scheme or is a supplementary or intersection station, which

is not in itseK a permanent mark, as are hght houses, church

spires, cupolas, towers, large chimneys, sharp peaks, etc., shall

be marked in a permanent manner.
" The marking of stations by simple drill holes in rock is

not sxifEcient, for after a time such holes are not distinguishable

from natural marks, especially in coral rock. Every drill hole

should have a distinctive mark around it, as a triangle, cross

or arrows pointing toward it.

" Permanent reference marks, usually three, should be estab-

lished at each marked station, and should be referred to it

accurately by distance (tape measure) and true direction (the-

odolite angle), so that the position could be recovered from

any one of these reference marks. At least one of these refer-

ence marks shall be estabhshed not less than 10 meters from

each station of the main scheme and in such a position that

it is not likely to be destroyed by any occurrence that may
destroy the station itself. Reference marks shall be of a

different character from the center mark and shall preferably

be established on fence or property lines, and always in a locality

chosen to avoid disturbance by cultivation, erosion and build-

ing. At all stations where digging is feasible, it is desirable

to estabUsh both underground and surface reference marks

which are not in contact with each other. Wood is not to be

used in permanent marks. Metal is to be used with caution

wherever it might excite cupidity, as permanence rather than

prominence is desired."

For marking stations drain tiles filled with Portland cement

mortar are used, the center mark being embedded in the

mortar. A small copper bolt is usually used for the center

mark, as it is less affected by the weather than cheaper

metal, but glass bottles may be used for underground marks.

A full description should be made of the marked station,

giving data regarding reference marks and its location with
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respect to adjacent natural or structural points, for the purpose

of finding the precise position of the station mark.

Figs. 19 and 20 show the form of the station marks used

by the United States Coast and Geodetic Survey. The station

mark is made of brass and consists of a disk and shank cast

Fio. 19.- -Station Mark. Fig. 20.—Reference Mark.

in one piece. The disk is 90 mm. in diameter and the shank

is 25 mm. in diameter and 80 mm. long, with a slit in the

lower end into which a wedge is inserted, so that when driven

into a drill hole it will hold securely.



CHAPTER II

BASE LINES

19. The Base Line is the Hne of a triangulation system,

whose length is measured and from which the lengths of the

other hnes of the triangulation system are computed.
The Base Net is the part of the triangulation system which

connects the base hne with one side of the main triangulation

system. In Fig. 21* it is the part that includes the Deming
base hne and connects it with the side of the main system

from Cooks to Hermanas.

20. The Best Length of the base hne is the one that gives

a small value of SR (see sec. 9), in the base net as found from
the formula,

R = ^^^^S(5a2+SaSb+5b2). ... (6)

The longer the base the easier it is to obtain small values

of R, and the longer may be the chain of triangles before another

base line is necessary. It is desirable that SR, for the best

system of tertiary triangulation between two base lines or

between a base hne and a side of a primary or secondary

triangulation system, should not exceed 130. It may, however,

be allowed to equal 200. This corresponds to a chain of from

10 to 35 triangles according to the strength of the figures

secured. If in any case the discrepancy between the measured

length of a base and its length computed from the preceding

base through the tertiary triangulation system exceeds 1 in

5000, an intermediate base should be introduced or that part

of the triangulation system strengthened.

* See App. 4, Report of 1910.

27
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For -primary systems, base lines 3 to 10 miles long and at

distances of 100 to 600 miles apart are used. For secondary

systems, base lines 2 to 3 miles long and from 50 to 150 miles

apart are used. For tertiary systems, base lines | to 1| miles

long and from 25 to 40 miles apart are used. These values

losioo'
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the values of R may be kept small in the base net. Broken

bases (see sec. 38) are permissible.

21. Base Line Measurements in tertiary systems should

be made by the method and apparatus that will give a pre-

cision of 1 in 30,000 for constant errors and 1 in 100,000 for

accidental errors. For primary triangulation, a measurement

of the base line with a precision of 1 in 500,000 is sufficiently

close.

For tertiary triangulation no difficulty will be found to

keep both classes of errors within the above limits even if the

measiurement is over rough ground with steep slopes, provided

that the vertical measurements be made with sufficient accuracy,

that two measurements are made of each section of the base

line with 50-meter steel or invar* tapes, and that the tapes

have been properly standardized.

22. The U. S. Coast and Geodetic Survey now uses the

Invar Tape exclusively for the measurement of base lines.

This tape is made of an alloy of nickel and steel, which has

a very low coefficient of expansion, the name " Invar " being

given to it on this account.

The largest constant error in measuring with steel tapes

is due to errors in temperatures given by the mercurial ther-

mometers attached to the tapes. This error is reduced very

much by the use of invar tapes. The average coefficient of

expansion of steel is 0.0000065 for 1° F., or 0.0000117 for 1° C,
and for invar the coefficient is 0.00000024 for 1° F. or 0.00000043

for 1° C. An error of 2.5° in temperature of the invar tape

produces only the same error in the measurement as an error

^of 0.1° in the temperature of the steel tape. The above

coefficients are average values.

The discoverer of this alloy, C. E. Guillaume, of the Inter-

national Bureau of Weights and Measures at Paris, has experi-

mented with it in the form of wires and bars, but in recent

years it has been made in tape form adapted to making measure-

ments. The invar tapes are more Hke nickel than steel in

appearance. They are rather soft, bending easily, and are

* See sec. 22.
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not nearly so elastic as steel. When laid flat without tension,

these tapes are full of smaU bends in aU directions. Although

a 15-ldlogram tension does not entirely remove the bends, they

are so nearly eliminated that continued stretching does not

practically affect the length of the tape.

Oxidation or rust forms more slowly on invar than on steel,

but oihng and care, however, are necessary. The tensile strength

Fig. 22.—Reel for Invar Tape.

of invar tapes is only about one-half that of steel tapes, but

is far greater than required for use in the measurement of base

lines. The graduation marks on the invar tapes are ruled on

silver sleeves which are riveted to the tapes. This is also the

way in which steel tapes for geodetic work are marked. The

reels for invar tapes are best made of aluminum and should be

at least 16 ins. in diameter, a smaller diameter reel being

liable to give the tape a permanent set. See Fig. 22.
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The average dimensions and weights per unit of length of

the steel and invar tapes used by the United States Coast and
Geodetic Survey in comparative measurements of six primary

bases* are as follows: For steel tapes, width 6.14 mm., thick-

ness 0.43 mm., and weight 19.5 gms. per meter of length; for

invar tapes, width 6.31 mm. (ranging from 6.23 to 6.39),

thickness 0.51 mm. (ranging from 0.50 to 0.52), weight 25.09

gms. (ranging from 24.2 to 25.59) per meter of length. Both
the steel and invar tapes are 50 meters long.

For a full description of invar tapes and for the method
of standardizing steel and invar tapes, see App. 4, report of 1907

and App. 4, report of 1910 of the Coast and Geodetic Survey.

The conclusions given in last named report are

:

" The cost of measuring a single base Hne, or several base

lines widely scattered, by the triangulation party when in the

vicinity of each base line, will be much less than when measured

by a party organized especially for measuring base lines. When
a base is measured by a triangulation party, what may be called

the unproductive periods, before and after the measurement,

are eliminated. Such periods are usually occupied by traveling

to and from the base and in organizing and disbanding the base

line party.
" The 50-meter tape has been found to be both convenient

and satisfactory, thus confirming the conclusions based upon

previous tape work in this survey.
" Invar tapes, with measurements made in daylight or at

night, give results which have probable errors comparable with

those obtained by the duplex bars, which were used to measure

the Salt Lake base, and in 1900-1901, in connection with steel

tapes, in the measurement of nine bases along the 98th

meridian.
" It is not necessary to standardize invar tapes in the field.

" With proper care during measurements in the field, the

invar tape does not appreciably change in length. While not

so elastic as steel, yet it is sufficiently strong to withstand the

ordinary shocks due to excessive tension, and no change in its

* See App. 4, Report of 1907.
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length should be caused by using a reel which has a diameter

of 16 ins. or more. During the measurements, the tape

should not be dragged along the groimd, but should be carried

forward by members of the measuring party. Caution is

necessary to prevent giving the invar tapes sharp bends, as they

are not so elastic as steel tapes.

" To minimize the effect of wind, the 50-meter invar tape

should be supported by five stakes, equally spaced, two of these

being the end supports on which the markings of the tape length

are made and the other three being the intermediate supports

from which the tape is suspended. By using this number of

supports, measurements can be made with an invar tape

during a wind which would make it impracticable to secm-e

good results if the tape is only on three supports, one at each

end and one at the center. It is believed that more than five

supports should not be used for a 50-meter tape, for with a

decrease in the distance between supports the difficulty of

obtaining the grade corrections is increased."

23. While in base line measurements invar tapes are now
used, for some years a Base Line Apparatus * consisting of rods

was used. The best of these were the Duplex Base Apparatus
and the Iced-Bar Apparatus.

The Duplex Apparatus, shown in Fig. 23, f consists of two
measuring rods, the one of steel and the other of brass, so

arranged as to give two independent measurements of the same
distance, one in terms of the steel rods and the other in terms
of the brass rods used. From their coefficients of expansion
and the measurements, the average temperature at which the

rods are used can be found much more closely than by the use
of mercurial thermometers. The rods are tubular and the thick-

ness of their walls is based on the specific heat and conduc-
tivity of each, and to give equal powers of absorbing and
radiating heat the rods are plated with nickel and are enclosed

in cases. The length of each apparatus is 5 meters and a pair

is used in making a measurement.

* See "The Work of the Coast and Geodetic Survey."

t From "The Work of the Coast and Geodetic Survey."
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The Iced-Bar Apparatus* consists of a single steel bar

packed in ice, thereby keeping it at the constant temperature

of melting ice. The successive positions of the bar are fixed

by powerful microscopes firmly attached to stout posts soHdly

Fig. 23a.—Duplex Apparatus

Fig. 236.—Duplex Apparatus.

planted in the ground. Such refinements of measurement

are used that a high degree of precision is obtained. The work

with these forms of base apparatus is so slow and costly that

the United States Coast and Geodetic Survey has abandoned

them.
* See App. 8, Report of 1892.
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In most of the European geodetic surveys, the bimetallic

forms of base apparatus were favored. In the more recent

surveys in Russia the Jaderin method* has been used. In

this method, wires of steel and brass each 25 meters long and

2 mm. in diameter are stretched between tripods under a tension

of 10 kilograms. Each wire has a scale at the front end and

a mark at the rear end for measuring the exact distance from

the rear to the forward tripod. The tension is measured by

a spring balance. The principle is the same as in any bi-

metallic device, the temperature being obtained from the

measurements of the same distance by the steel and brass

wires and the coefficient of expansion of each wire. This

method is sufficiently precise* for geodetic work and is rapid

and cheap, 3500 meters being easily measured by it in one day.

The apparatus is simple, portable and inexpensive.

24. Standardizing Tapes for ordinary surveying work is

done by the Bureau of Standards, Washington, D. C, for a

small fee. For standardizing tapes for geodetic work, the

charge is $50 per tape. The method used is described in App.

4, report of 1907. The observations are made on a 50-meter

comparator with the tape under the same conditions as to

support and pull as when used in the field, and with mer-

curial thermometers at 1 meter from each end of the tape.

The tape is suspended under the end microscopes of the com-

parator using the cut-off cylinder for end supports. The com-

parator room is in a tunnel connecting the two principal

buildings of the Bureau, and is about 52 meters long, 2J meters

high and 2| meters wide. Along one wall are pipes through

which brine may be pumped to get low temperatures and
along the other wall is a bench or mural standard. The ends

of the 50-meter comparator are marked by spherical-headed

bolts cemented into concrete piers at the ends of the tunnel.

The tops of the piers are flush with the floor of the tunnel.

The length of the comparator is measured just before and just

after the tapes are compared, by a 5-meter iced bar. This is

necessary, as changes of 0.93 mm. or ^tsut of the length of the
* See App. 5, Report of 1893.
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comparator have been noted. Each determination of the

length of the comparator consists of a measurement in each

direction. The length of the 5-meter iced bar is in turn com-

pared with a prototype meter.

The cut-off cylinder referred to above consists of a cylinder

having at its lower end a conical hole that fits over the spherical

bolt head at each end of the comparator. The upper end

of the cylinder has a scale and bubble tube placed parallel

with the comparator. The scale is brought into the focus of

the microscope at the end of the comparator, the scale is then

read and the position of the bubble noted. Then the cylinder

is turned 180° and the scale and level again read. From these

measurements and the height of the scale above the top of the

bolt, the horizontal distance from the zero or line of sight of

the microscope to the center of the bolt can be found.

25. Equations of Tapes. The results of standardizing

tapes are in form of equations. Those for the invar tapes

_used in measuring the primary bases at Stanton, Tex., and

Deming, N. Mex., from the standardization in January, 1909,

are:

T52i = 50meters+(9.678mm.±0.018mm.)
+ (0.0205 mm.±0.0008 mm.)(i;°-17.7° C),

where t is the temperature at which the tape is used ex-

pressed in the Centigrade scale.

T5i6 = 50meters+(9.480mm.±0.017mm.)
+ (0.0178mm. ±0.0007mm.)(r- 17.7°).

T6i7= 50 meters+(9.679mm.±0.018mm.)

+ (0.0160mm. ±0.0007mm.) (1°- 17.7°)

.

The tapes must be used under the same conditions of pull

and sag in the field as when tested, so that these equations

may be used to give the length of the measurement, subject,

however, to other corrections stated in sec. 28.

26. The Field Work of measuring a base line consists of

establishing stakes at ends of tape lengths and at supporting

points, and measuring the distance along these stakes from
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one end of the base line to the other. Several points are

located in the base line between its ends by a 6-inch theodolite,

only forward sights being taken, the end and supporting

stakes being lined in between these points by eye, the end

stakes having their centers on line and the supporting stakes

having one face on line. For 50-meter tapes, 3 intermediate

supporting stakes symmetrically placed should be used for

each tape length, if the wind is apt to cause trouble in measure-

ments, and if there is no trouble from the wind, a supporting

stake at the center of the tape is sufficient. The end stakes

may be 4X4 ins., 3 ft. long and driven 18 ins. in the ground

and the supporting stakes may be 2X4 ins. In the sup-

porting stakes, wire nails are driven in the face on line and

projecting out about 2 ins. These nails are driven in the

grade line joining the end stakes unless the ground pre-

vents. In the latter case, the nails must always be above

the line joining the supporting points of the two adjacent

stakes and never below it. On tops of the stakes at the ends

of tape lengths are nailed copper strips 55 mm. long, 2 mm.
thick and 12 mm. wide. One edge of the copper strip is placed

about one-half the width of the tape from the line of the base.

The thickness of the strip and of the sleeves of the tape are the

same, making it easy to extend the hne mark of the tape on to

the strip. (See Fig. 24.)

The rear end of the tape is held by a wooden staff fitted

with a metal point or foot, the. end of the tape being fastened

to the staff by a strap. (See Fig. 25.)

The rear division of the tape being brought into line with

the mark on the copper strip on the stake by means of the

hand, which is protected by a " tape-stretching hand guard,"

as shown, then a mark is made on the copper strip at the

forward stake by means of a sharp brad-awl held against the

edge of a short T-square, aligned against the edge of the copper

strip. The tape is stretched by means of the stretcher, a

simple form of which is shown in Fig. 26.

The mark is made at the forward stake when the spring

balance indicates 15 kilograms and the rear division mark of
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the tape is opposite tiie mark on the copper strip of the rear

stake.

If, due to excessive expansion or contraction, the forward

Fig. 24.

end division mark is too near the edge of the copper strip, a

new mark is made on the copper strip of the rear stake ahead

or back of the original mark and the amount that the new
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mark is ahead of the original mark is called the " set-forward,"

or if back the " set-back." The rear end division of the tape

is now brought opposite the new mark, the tape stretched by

Fig. 26.

a 15-kilogram pull and the forward end division is marked on
the copper strip of the forward end stake. The copper strips

are properly marked to identify them and with their marks
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form a part of the permanent record of the measurement of

the base line. Zinc may be used in place of copper for strips.

The set-backs and set-forwards are measured by dividers and
a scale reading to lOths of a millimeter. Two thermometers

should be used, fastened at symmetrical points on the tape

theoretically, but for the practical reason of being read by the

_ 3ja«fca^e«B;.aKi^'..w SAimiim^/ni^ixi^^iiiiM'-'

Fig. 26.—Tape Stretcher.

men at the tape ends, they are fastened at a meter's distance

from the end marks of the tape. The thermometers read to

half of a degree C. The thermometers used should be stand-

ardized to obtain correct values from the values read. The

spring balances used read to 25 gms., but 10 gms. may be

easily estimated. A complete revolution of the dial corresponds

to 5 kilograms, and 5-kilogram marks are placed on the bar
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that connects the hook and spring. A stop is placed at 15.3 kilo-

grams, so that too great a tension cannot be applied to the spring.

27. The Form used by the United States Coast and Geodetic

Survey for the record of the base measurements is:
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V is the offset from the straight line to the middle point of the

part of the tape between the stakes. P is the pull on the

tape.

First. To find I in terms of v and d:

From calculus

'-/('+f)-*7

The formula for a parabola is ifi= 2vx, and -f- = ^.
dy V

Then

'iM)%-
The coordinates of the point B are x = v and y = \d, and

d? „ d^

Then

Expanding Il+%64w2 1 by the binomial theorem and

using only the first two terms of the expansion, the others

having values too small to affect the result,

32iP
(1+^64^)^=1

Then

Y-

Integrating Eq. (7) between the limits of +id and — |d,

^ =K'+I3 ^'^

Second. To find Cj, the sag correction. Taking the

moments about B of the forces, acting in the right half of the

part of the tape shown in Fig. 27,

Pv= iwdXid= iwd^,

where w equals the weight of a unit length of the tape.
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Then
W(P

Substituting this in Eq. (8),

8 wM*
l = d{l+

3 64d2p2

Cs = d-l =d-d

r> — ^ (wd\^

If L = total length measured, then

.... (9)L = nd and Cs=— Trrl-r-) .

24\ I' /

In determining Cj, L may be taken as the measurement

given by the tape, for the resulting error will not affect the

precision required. Cj must always be subtracted from the

recorded length to obtain the corrected length.

If a tape is of standard length at a pull of Po kilograms and

a distance between supports of do meters, then for a measure-

ment made with a pull of P kilograms and a distance of d

meters between supports,

uPdo^ tiPd^X^"2—
-pTJ'

or

L u^iFW-'Po'^d^)

24V

a=-
24 Po2p2

30. The Correction for Pull. For elastic materials, as

steel or invar, the amounts of the stretch produced are pro-

portional to the pulls producing them. This is true only

within the elastic limit of the material. The pulls used in

stretching tapes are always comparatively small and hence

this rule will hold for tapes. The " Modulus of Elasticity "

is the amount of pull on any material to produce a stretch
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equal to the original length of the material, or it is the ratio

of the intensity of the stress to the amount of strain produced.

For steel it is 30,000,000 lbs. per sq.in. or 2,100,000 kilo-

grams per sq.cm.

For invar steel it is about 3,000,000 kilograms per sq.cm.

If Cp= the stretch due to a pull of P lbs.,

Z= the length of the tape,

S = the area of the cross-section of the tape in sq.ins.,

E= the modulus of elasticity,

p
K= the pull per unit of cross-section, then
to

P
Cp_S

r-
_P^

I -E "" ^^~SE-

For length L,

r. PL
^^=SE (10)

If the tape is standard for a pull of Po lbs., then

r. (P-Po)L
SE (11)

The correction for pull derived by Eq. (11) should be added

algebraically.

31. The Normal Pull. The conditions under which the

tape is standardized should be known, i.e., the distance between

the supports, the pull, and the temperature. The normal

pull is the pull which produces a stretch equal to the correction

for sag, or Cp = Cs.

PL^L/wd\2
SE"'24\P,

from which

-4'SEM)! (12)

If this ampunt of -pull is put on the tape, no correction for

sag or pull need be made.
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32. The Spring Balances used to measure the pull may be

tested by taking the readings of the balance when a 15-kilo-

gram weight is hung on the hook of the balance by a cord

passing over a pulley with practically no friction, the balance

being in a horizontal position. These readings are taken at

different times and the average may be used. The values

here shown are for two balances tested by the Bureau of

Standards, Washington, D. C. Each value is the mean of

several readings:

Date, Temperature, Balance,
1906. C° No. 134. No. 138.

kg. kg.

Feb.— -1 15.050 14.997

Mar. 1 22 15.083 15.045

Mar. 2 22 15.099 15.063

Oct. 1 22 15.100 15.031

Oct. 5 22 15.035

Excluding the one for each balance taken at the low tem-

perature, the values agree well, and as it requires a change

of 25 gms. to produce a change of 0.04 mm. in a tape 50

meters long, the errors arising from calling the readings of the

balance correct, when corrected by the results of Mar. 1 and 2,

would produce no appreciable effect on the result.

33. The Temperature Correction.

If C«= the temperature correction,

T = the temperature at which the measurement is made.

To = the temperature at which the tape is standard,

a = the coefficient of expansion,

and I = the length of the tape,

then Ct—al{T— To). If L = the length of a given measure-

ment with the tape at an average temperature T, then

C,=aL(T-To) (13)

The correction Ci as found by Eq. (13) is added algebra-

ically to the recorded length to get the corrected length.
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34. The Normal Temperature is that at which the tape is of

standard length when it is stretched out on a floor and without
any pull on it, i.e., the tape is supported throughout its entire

length and has no pull on it. If the tape is of standard length
for a pull of Po lbs., a distance between supports of do ft. and
at a temperature of To, the normal temperature, T„, of the

tape is that at which the temperature correction is equal to

the sum of the pull and sag corrections for a distance, do ft.,

between the supports and a pull of Po, or Ct= Cp— Cj. The
minus sign is used because the pull and sag corrections are

of opposite signs.

Then

T /rp rp N PoL L /wdoVaL(T„-To)=gg-24(^p-j
,

/rp rp X Po -Updo^
a(T„-To)=g-^-2^^.

Let

^ Po_«W^ SE 24Po2-

Then

T„=To+- (14)a

If a room is at a temperature of Tn, then the tape stretched

out on the floor, nails driven in the floor opposite the end

divisions of the tape, and marks made on the nails at these

points, the distance between these marks on the nails will

serve as a standard for tapes used for ordinary measurements.

35. Where Steel and Brass Tapes or Wires are used for the

measurement of a line, the average temperature may be found

by the following method: If the lengths of the two wires at

the normal temperatures are k and h respectively, the sum-

mations of the set-backs and set-forwards are Xes and Ses

respectively for n wire lengths, and the excess of the average

temperature at which the tapes are used above the normal
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temperature is t°, then the length of the distance as given

by the stee! wire is,

L = nZ5+Ses+(nZs+Ses)asi, ... . (15)

and by the brass wire is,

L= n?6+Sej+(7i?4+2e6)ai,<, .... (16)

where as and as are the coefficients of expansion of steel and

brass respectively.

Equating Eqs. (15) and (16),

nZi,+Se6+(K^4+2e6)ai,i = nZs+ Sej+(?iZs+2es)a:si.

Solving for t,

7ils+'Les— nli— Xei, ,

ai,{nlt+2ei,) —oisinls+'Se,)

Eq. (17) gives a value of t in terms of known quantities.

(Hence the combination of brass and steel is called a metallic

thermometer.) Approximately ab(nlt+'2eb)=a!,Li, and as{nls+

Sgj) =asLs, where Lj and Lb are the measurements of the

distance given by the steel and brass tapes respectively.

Substituting the value of t from Eq. (17) in Eq. (15),

L = nZs+Ses+(nZs+2ej— nZj— Ses) ^—

,

ab—as

and substituting the same value of t in Eq. (16),

L = nZ6+Se6+(wZs+2e5— nZo'-Ses)—^^—

.

oib—as

Using the above approximate values for txbinlb-\-I^eb) and

as{nls+'Ee ) in these values of L,

L=U+{U-U)^^ (18)
an— as

L = L.+(L,-L6)-^^ (19)
ab— as ^ '
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1 _ °">

Ub—as ab—a.

\at,— (Xs otb— as/ Oil,— as

_T "" T °^» IT "a T "«— i-is -Lis rJ-'s ' J-6"
ai)— as ab—Us ab— a, otb—as

l. =U-^ U-^^ (20)
ab— OLg ab—as

By Eq. (20) the corrected length may be found without

finding the average temperature at which the tapes are used.

36. A Grade Correction must usually be made, as the points

of support of the tape are not usually in the same horizontal

line, due to the topography of the ground over which the base

line is run. A correction is made for each section of the tape

when only two successive supports are, on the same grade.

However, it is usual to have the same grade extend over

several supports. Then each part having the same grade may
be reduced as -a single section. The correction for a single

section is found as follows:

If Cg= the grade correction,

Z= the measured length of the section,

b = the horizontal length of the section,

and h= the difference in elevation of the points of support

at the ends of the section, then

Cg = l-b= l-Vl2-h^,

l-Cg = Vp-h?,

P-2lCg+C^g = P-h'^.

Ordinarily, C^g is very small as compared with 2lCg, and

may be neglected without effect on the required precision of

the work.

Then

2lCg = h^ or C3 = |.
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For the entire line,

If ^1 = ^2 = ^3 = I, then

C,-|f (22)

The values of h for the sections are found by obtaining the

elevations of the supports at the ends of each section by leveling.

Two lines of levels are run over the base line, using a precise

level and a self-reading rod. The rod is held on the stakes at

the end of each tape length and at the intermediate stakes

where there is a change in grade, and from these readings the

elevations of the points of support are found.

If all points of support can be put in the same grade line,

the grade reduction can be made from the vertical angle of

the grade line. This vertical angle, if very small, can be

measured by the number of divisions through which the bub-

ble is moved from its position for a horizontal line of sight

to its position for the line of sight parallel to the grade line

of the base line.

Let a = the vertical angle of the grade line of the base line,

then
Cg= —{I— I cosa) = —l{l — cosa),

= -12 sm^% = -12^ siir^ r *,
2 4

= -0.00000004231a2i (23)

Table V gives the grade corrections for 25-meter and for

50-ft. distances between supports. In measurements with

50-meter and with 100-ft. tapes, the tape is frequently sup-

ported only at the ends and at the middle. Under this con-

dition of support the grade corrections may be taken from the

table when a 50-meter or 100-ft. tape is used.

* Practically true if a is less than 6°.
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TABLE V

Grade Corrections

For 25-meter Lengths and 60-foot Lengths

From the formula Cg=-il-Vl^-h')

Difference of
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37. Example of the Computation of the Length of a Base

Line,* when a standardized tape is used.

Standardization formula for tape No. 403, supported at the

ends and in the middle, with a tension of 15 kilograms, is

to 50 m. = 50 m.+8.32 mm.+0.568 mm. («- 14.56° C.)

±0.039 mm. ±0.003 mm.

Measurement of 20 tape lengths made; 5 on a 2.30 per

cent grade, 5 on a 1.66 per cent grade, 4 on a 1.10 per cent

grade and 6 on a 1.63 per cent grade, with the 50-meter tape

supported at the ends and at the middle and at a mean tem-

perature of 15.58° C.

20 (50 m.+8.32 mm.) =20(50.00832) =

Temperature correction

:

20(15.58- 14.56)(0.568 mm.)
Set-forwards, sum
Set-backs, sum
Inclination corrections (from Table V)
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C2+2C(a+5) + (a+6)2= c2 = a2+62+2a6 cos <l>.

' C2+2C(a+6)+a2+2a6+62 = a2+62+2a6 cos <^.

C2+2C(a+6) = -2a6(l-cos <l>)
= -2a6X2 sin^ J^.

C^ is usually very small compared with 2C(a-\-b) and may
be neglected. As <^ is small-

Then

2 sin2 A0 = 2^ sin2 1' =^ sin^ 1'.

-2a6~sin2l',

ab (fP sin^ 1'

a+6 (24)

Fig. 29.

39. To find the Length of an Unmeasured Part of a Straight

Base. In Fig. 29, x is the part of the base that has not been

measured, a and b are the measured parts. Take O at such

appoint that the angles ADO, DOC, DOB, COA, BOA and

OBA shall be as large as possible. With a transit at O measure

the angles AOB, AOC, BOD and COD.
In the triangles ABO and ACO,

CO g+x sinAOB
B0~ a sin AOC

and in the triangles BOD and COD,
C0_ b sin BOD
BO 6+xsinCOD"
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CO
Equating the values of ^57^,au

, ,
, ,, , . , sin BOD sin AOC

sin COD sin AOB

, ^ ,
„ ^sin BOD sin AOC

ab+ax+ox+x'' = ao-.—^^j^ •—xTvo)sin COD sin AOB

2^r ,l.^ ,
(a+i)^ (a+b)^ ,

, ^sin BOD sin AOC
x^+{a+b)x-\ -.— =

—

-. ab+ab . „„„ .

—
t-tt^'^ 4 4 sin COD sin AOB

^^+2ab±^-4ab sin BOD sin AOC
4

"^^
sin COD sin AOB'

a2-2a&+&2 sin BOD sin AOC= ; hao—
sin COD sin AOB

"

a+b,
X= 7^±

^ l/a— b\^
,

,sisin BOD sin AOC
sin COD sin AOB

"

(25)

Fig. 30.

40. Reduction of the Base Line to Sea Level. In Fig.

30, AD or B is the length of the base line after the corrections

have been applied, b is the length reduced to sea level, R
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is the radius of the earth and a is the mean elevation of the

base hne.

6 R , RB
or 0=;

B R+a R+a
r-i T -r, RB T-- RB—RB

—

DO,

R+o R+a

*^-"R+^==-%+%-%+ • • •

All terms but the first of the second member of the equation

are negligible. Hence

C=-B|- (26)

41. The Precision of Base Line Measurements. Precision

is the ratio of the probable error of a measurement to the

measurement itself. The latest reported base hne measure-

ments by the United States Coast and Geodetic Survey are

those of the Stanton and Deming base lines, given in App. 4

pf the Report of 1910, from which the rest of this section is

taken.

The conditions under which these base lines were measured

are as follows

:

Four invar tapes were standardized both before and after

the measurements were made. The bases were measured by

three of these invar tapes in daylight. The bases were measured

in sections approximately one kilometer in length, excepting

one section of shorter length. Each section was measured

with at least two different invar tapes. Different pairs of

tapes were used on different sections. Two and only two

measurements of each section were made excepting when the

discrepancy between the two measurements was greater than

20 mm. VE (in which K is the length of the section in kilo-

meters), in which case additional measurements were made

until two were obtained which agreed within the required

limit. The fourth tape was retained for use in case of damage

to any of the other three tapes.

In computing the probable error of each section of the base,
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three causes of uncertainty in the measurement were con-

sidered:

First. . The uncertainty of the length of the tapes. The
probable error in the measurement of a section due to this

cause was assumed to be the number of tape lengths in the

section multipUed by one-half the square root of the sum of

the squares of the probable errors of the lengths of the two

tapes used in measuring the section.

Second. The uncertainty caused by not knowing the true

temperature coefficient. The probable error of the measure-

ment of the section due to this cause was assumed to be

nQo— t) multiplied by one-half the square root of the sum of

the squares of the probable errors of the temperature coefficients

of the two tapes used in the measurement of the section. In

this expression n is the number of tape lengths in the section,

to the temperature of standardization, and t the temperature

at which the tapes are used.

Third. The accidental errors of measurement. The prob-

able error of the measurement of a section from the accidental

errors was computed from the residuals, using the formula

ro = 0.6745 \—r—^r, v being a residual, [v'^] the summation
n{n—L)

of the squares of the residuals, and n the number of measures

of a section.

The final probable error of the length of a section was
obtained by taking the square root of the sum of the squares

of the three probable errors obtained as stated, while the prob-

able error of the length of the entire base was taken equal to

the square root of the sum of the squares of the probable

errors of all the sections.*

The length of the Stanton base is 13191.3417 meters, with

a probable error of dz5.15 mm., which corresponds to a pre-

cision of 1 in 2,561,000.

The following table shows the various probable errors for

each section of the Stanton base:

* These rules and formula are derived by the Method of Least Squares
for which see Appendix 2.
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TABLE VI

*
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tapes, see App. 4, Report 1907, was $115 per kilometer. It was

estimated that by the use of invar tapes only, the cost would

have been $94 per kilometer.

Less time is taken when invar tapes are used, as the

measurernents can be made during daylight and hence under

the most favorable conditions for rapidity of work.

43. The Conclusions drawn from the measurement of the

Stanton and Deming base lines are:

The cost of measuring base lines by the triangulation party

is less than by a special base-line party. The 50-meter tape

is both convenient and satisfactory. Invar tapes, with

measurements made in the daylight, give results which have

probable errors comparable with the best measurements here-

tofore made.

Due to their lower coefficient of expansion, invar tapes

are better than steel tapes for measuring base lines. It is

not necessary to standardize invar tapes in the field; with

proper care during measurements, the invar tape does not

appreciably change in length. It is strong enough to with-

stand the ordinary shocks due to excessive tension, and by the

use of 16-in. reels, no change in length occurs. During the

measurement the tape should be carried by the party and not

dragged along the ground.

To reduce the effect of wind, the 50-meter tape should have

five supports, equally spaced, two of these being the end stakes

on which the markings of the tape lengths are made, and the

other three being the intermediate supports from which the

tape is suspended. With more than five supports, decreasing

the distance between supports, the difficulty of obtaining the

grade correction is so increased as to overcome the benefit of

the reduction in the effect of the winds.



CHAPTER III

HORIZONTAL ANGLES

44. The Instruments used to measure the horizontal angles
of a triangulation system are the " Repeating " and the
" Direction " instruments. In the United States Coast and
Geodetic Survey for tertiary triangulation, the instrument and
methods used are such that the closing error of any triangle

in the main system shall be seldom more than 15 seconds, and
the average closing error shall be between 4 and 5 seconds,

and that the probable error of any base line as computed from
an adjacent base hne shall always be less than 1 in 5000.*

A " Repeating " instrument for geodetic surveying is in

design like an engineer's transit, but is more carefully con-

structed and has a limb of larger diameter. Instruments

adapted to geodetic surveying have limbs of 7, 8 and 10 ins.

in diameter. The small parts of the angles are read by verniers.

Reading glasses are attached for convenience in reading the

verniers. Fig. 31 shows a " Repeating " instrument adapted

to geodetic work. A " Direction " instrument has a limb of

8 or 12 ins. in diameter. The limb has no spindle, but it

may be moved in a horizontal plane so that the position of

its zero may be changed. This instrument is a theodolite,

as its standards are so low and its telescope so long that it

cannot be completely reversed about its transverse axis. The
telescope may be taken from the standards, turned 180° and

replaced in the standards, without reversing the pivots in the

wyes. The small parts of the angles are read by microscope

* For a more detailed statement of the requirements see " General

Instructions for the Field Work," published by the United States Coast

and Geodetic Survey.

57
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micrometers, either two or three of these being placed on the

alidade symmetrically with respect to the divided circle of the

limb. Both the repeating and direction instruments have

U-shaped standards, long vertical axes and three widely spread

leveling screws. These give great stability to the instruments.

Fig. 31.—Repeating Instrument.

Fig. 32 shows a " Direction " instrmnent used by the United

States Coast and Geodetic Survey.

Fig. 33 shows the construction of a microscope microm-

eter.

It consists of a metal frame in which a screw moves a frame

carrying two wires. Attached to the outside frame is a fixed

wire and a comb-shaped scale. At the outer end of the screw

is a micrometer-head divided, usually, into sixty equal parts.
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This metal frame is mounted in a microscope which is so

arranged that the microscope being focused on the divisions

Fig. 32.—12-inch Direction Instrument.

of the limb, it is also focused on the plane of the fixed and

movable wires. The fixed distance between the movable wires

is sufiicient to have between the wires a black division mark
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on the limb and an equal part of the bright silver surface on

either side of the division mark. This gives a more precise

setting than can be obtained by setting a single wire over a

division on the limb. Fig. 34 shows this condition of setting.

Fig. 33.—Microscope MiorometSr.

The section-hned part is the bright silver surface of the

limb.

The limb of a " Direction " instrument is ordinarily divided

into 5- or 10-minute divisions. One full turn of the micrometer-

head should move the movable wires through a space on the

Fig. 34.

hmb equal to 1 minute. If the microscope is in perfect adjust-

ment, five full turns of the micrometer-head will move the

movable wires from one 5-minute division of the limb to the

next 5-minute division.

By dividing the micrometer head into 60 equal parts, the

instrument can be read to 1 second.
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The telescope of the 12-in. direction instrument used on
the Texas-California primary triangulation, has two vertical

Fig. 35.—Altazimuth Instrument.

vires about 20 seconds apart, for making the sightings. This

airangement is more satisfactory than either a single wire or
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oblique cross-wires, especially when the image of the light

of the heliotrope is large and unsteady^

Fig. 35 shows an altazimuth instrument of the repeating

type. By the addition of a vertical circle with a vernier or

microscope micrometer for reading the small parts of angles,

to a repeating or direction instrument an altazimuth instrument

is produced. This instrument may be used to measure ver-

tical as well as horizontal angles.

45. The Run of the Micrometer. The micrometer is tested

by running the movable wires from one 5-minute or 10-minute

division on the Umb to the next 5-minute or 10-minute division.

The difference in the readings of the micrometer-head for the two

positions of the movable wires gives the run of the micrometer.

This test is made over various parts of the Umb. The differ-

ences in run are due to the different distances that different

parts of the limb are from the lens of the microscope, and, due

largely to temperature changes, the variations in distances

are not constant. At least once a month the run of each

micrometer on the instrument must be determined. If the

run of the micrometer exceeds 4 seconds, the microscope must

be adjusted.

In the instruments used by the United States Coast and

Geodetic Survey, there are two pairs of movable wires about

4 minutes apart in the microscope micrometer. Where both

backward and forward readings of the micrometer are made,

as in primary triangulation work, much time is saved by this

arrangement, as it is necessary, after one pair of wires is set

over a division on the limb, to move the other pair only through

a 1-minute space to bring it over the adjacent 5-minute gradua-

tion on the limb. With one pair of wires, it was necessary

to move the wires through a 5-minute space to make the

second setting.

46. The Adjustments of the Repeating Instrument are like

those of the ordinary engineer's transit.

First. The axes of the plate bubble tubes should be parallel

to the plates. Bring the bubbles to the middle of the plate

bubble tubes by the leveling screws. Revolve the alidade
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180° in azimuth. Correct one-half the apparent errors by
the adjusting screws of the plate bubbles. Bring the bubbles

to the middle of their tubes by the leveling screws, repeating

the above operation until the bubbles remain in the middle
of their tubes for both positions of the ahdade.

Second. The axis of the striding level should be parallel to

the line joining its points of support. By any means bring

the bubble of the striding level to the middle of its tube, when
resting on the horizontal axis of the telescope. Reverse the

level on its supports and adjust one-half the apparent error

by the adjusting screws of the striding level. Repeat the above

operation until the bubble remains in the middle of the tube

for both positions of the striding level.

The bubble tube should be adjusted for wind. The test

is made by bringing the bubble to the middle of its tube and

by any means revolving, if possible, the bubble tube through

a small angle about the center line of its supports. If the

bubble remains in the middle of its tube there is no wind. If

it does not remain in the middle of its tube correct the whole

error by screws that give a lateral motion to the bubble tube.

Third. The line of sight of the telescope should be at right

angles to the horizontal axis of the telescope. Sight on a well-

defined point about one mile away, reverse the telescope about

its horizontal axis, marking a point at about the same distance

and the same elevation as the first point, revolve the instrument

in azimuth about its vertical axis, until the line of sight is

again on the first point, again reverse the telescope about its

horizontal axis, and if the hne of sight is now on the second

point sighted on, the line of sight is perpendicular to its hori-

zontal axis. If the line of sight is not on the second point,

adjust the vertical wire by means of the adjusting screws that

move the ring of the cross-wires until it is moved over one-

fourth the distance from the third toward the second point

sighted on. Repeat the entire operation until the third and

second points coincide.

Fourth. The horizontal or transverse axis of the telescope

should be horizontal. The test is made by placing the striding
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level on the horizontal axis after the instrument has been

leveled up. If the bubble of the striding level is in the middle

of its tube, the horizontal axis is horizontal. If it is not in

the middle of its tube bring it there by means of the adjusting

screw that moves one end of the horizontal axis up or

down.

The adjustments of the direction instrument are made in a

manner similar to those of the repeaiting instrument.

47. The Method of Observing with a Repeating Instrument

is as follows: First, set the instrument to read zero. Second,

sight on left station with the lower motion. Third, unclamp

upper motion and sight on right station. Fourth, unclamp

lower motion and sight on left station. Fifth, unclamp upper

motion and sight on right station. Sixth, repeat this operation

the required number of times.

For tertiary triangulation, a 7-inch repeating instrument,

used on its own tripod and protected from the sun and wind

by an umbrella, will give the required precision with from two

to four sets of six repetitions of each angle. Sometimes two

sets of three repetitions of each angle will give the required

precision. After measuring an angle with the telescope direct,

the explement of the angle should be measured in a like manner

but with the telescope reversed.

The number of repetitions of an angle required to eliminate

any errors that may come from unequal divisions of the circle of

the limb is 180° divided by the size of the angle. The nearest

whole number is taken.

The angles measured in any series are those between adja-

cent lines, and if for any reason adjacent signals fail to show at

the same time, the signals that do show are sighted on in their

order, and then the remaining signals are sighted on in another

series together with some one, and only one, of the signals taken

in the first series.

The following set of notes from the " General Instructions
"

for the Field Work of the United States Coast and Geodetic

Survey, shows the record for this method of taking horizontal

angles:
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Station: Dab.
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and sight on the first station or object sighted on before, by

the lower motion. Then unclamp the upper motion, taking

angles aromid to the right until the horizon is closed by

sighting on the first point. Set the telescope direct, and then

take the angles around to the left until the horizon is closed.

A set includes the readings of the angles to the right and to

the left.

By reversing the telescope in either the repeating or direction

instrument the errors due to lack of the adjustment of the

instrument are eliminated.

By taking the angles to the right and to the left, the tendency

is to eliminate errors from the clamping device and from the

" personal equation."

By starting with different readings of the direction instrument

in each set, the tendency is to eliminate the errors of graduation

of the divided circle of the limb.

By reading both verniers and using the mean reading the ten-

dency is to eliminate the errors from eccentricity of the plates.

49. For Primary Triangulation the Precision Sequired is

such that the closing error of a single triangle shall seldom

exceed 3 seconds, and that the average closing error shall be

out little greater than 1 second. This standard of precision

with the requirements for the strength of figures and frequency

of bases will insure a probable error of any base Une as com-

puted from an adjacent base of 1 in 88,000 and an actual

discrepancy between bases of less than 1 in 25,000.

For primary triangulation repeating instruments are to be

used only when it is difficult to occupy the station with a

direction instrument or when it is not certain that a movement
of the observer will not disturb the azimuth of the instrument.

For the latter case such stations are usually on lighthouses and
buildings. On all other stations of a primary triangulation,

the direction instrument is used.

In the main scheme of a primary triangulation each horizontal

direction should be measured sixteen times, a direct and reversed

reading being considered as one measurement. The readings or

settings on the initial signal should be approximately as follows:
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being considered as one measurement. Any two positions of

the circle may be used with this instrument, for which the two

settings of the limb for the initial signal differs by approxi-

mately 90° 05'. The backward (additive), reading of the

micrometer only is taken in each position of each micrometer.

20 CM theodolitp:

W
Fig. 36.—Eight-inch Direction Instrument.

When the average value of the run of the micrometer is less

than 4 seconds, and using the above stated settings, the error

due to the run will be eliminated sufficiently for the precision

required by taking the means of the readings.

If a signal does not show within a minute when wanted,

a sight is taken on the next signal. The missing signals are
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taken in another series with some one and only one of the sig-
nals already observed.

The following set of notes shows the form of record used by
the United States Coast and Geodetic Survey for this method:
Station: Gunton.
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52. Supplementary and Intersection Stations are observed

in the three kinds of triangulation. The supplementary sta-

tions are for the purpose of connecting the main scheme with

stations that cannot be effectively reached from the stations

of the main scheme. Observations may be made upon or from

the supplementary stations. In primary work in observing

upon supplementary stations and in observing from supple-

mentary stations, four measures of the kind required in primary

triangulation are made of each direction, using the circle in the

first four positions given in sec. 49. In secondary and tertiary

triangulations the observations from and upon supplementary

stations are made in the same manner as for other stations.

An intersection station is one whose position is determined

by intersections from stations of the main scheme or from

supplementary stations and is not occupied. The use of inter-

section stations is in recovering the position of a station in

the main scheme, where the station mark has been disturbed

or is lost. In primary triangulation only one measure is made
of the direction to each intersection station. Each series of

observations on intersection stations contains only one of the

main scheme or supplementary stations. Three lines to each

intersection station should be obtained to secure a check, but

the intersection station should be taken even if only two lines

to it can be secured. Observations upon and from supple-

mentary stations and observations upon intersection stations

may be made under any atmospheric conditions whenever the

object to be sighted is visible.

53. The Reduction to Center becomes necessary when the

station, as a steeple, cannot be occupied, and an eccentric

station is used. Observations of the directions from the

eccentric station to the other stations are made with the same
precision as if the station itself were occupied. The distance

from the eccentric station to the station itself must be found,

by triangulation if necessary, and the angle that the line from
the eccentric station to some station of the main scheme makes
with the line from the eccentric station to the station itself,

must also be found.
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Figs. 37 to 40 inclusive show the conditions under which

the reduction to center may be made. Figs. 41 to 44 inclusive

show the second method of solution.

In Fig. 37 the sides a and b are found with sufficient pre-

cision by computing their lengths from the triangle ABC in

which the angles A and B and the side AB are known. The
angle at C, for the purpose of computing a and b, is found by
subtracting the sum of A and B from 180°, and then the sides

a and b are computed by the sine proportion.

cdC

Case I. Fig. 37.

The angle AOB =C+x= C'+y.

C = C'-x+y.
To find X solve the triangle ACC by the sine proportion.

d .

sinx= ^in(a-C'), or x=y^^^
Similarly,

sm a, or y= -sm V — — oii-i ct, v^i- H — -tit"a a sm 1
sma

77sin(a-C'). (27)

. . . (28)

Then

C =C'-^fsm 1 \

Case II. Fig. 38.

sin (a— C) sinsina\

a /• (29)

C+2/= C'+a;. C = C'+x-y.

If the angle between C'B and C'C is always measured

from B clockwise to C, Eqs. (27) and (28) give the values of

x and y respectively.

C =c'+-J^I'^^^-'^\ . . . (30)
sm 1 \ a /
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Case III. Fig. 39.

C = C'+x+y.

^c-+^/^'"^r^Vg^v . . . (31)
J sin 1 \ 6 a /

Case IV. Fig. 40.

C = C'-x-y.

_p/ d /si

sin 1"\

sin (a— C)
I

sin a

b a

C

(32)

A second method of solution is given by the use of the normals

CE and CF, from C to the sides BC and AC respectively.

These normals may be found from the solution of the triangles

CC'E and CC'F.

Let

CE = e and CF=/.

Then

/ /sm X = ^ or x= -,
—

.
_, ,, ,sm 1

and

e esmw= — or y=—;—
-7"a " a sm 1'

Case I gives

C=C'-x+y,

sml"\b a}"^ (33)
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Case II gives

Case III gives

Case IV gives

C = C'+x-y,

=C'+-^({---) (34)
sin 1 \o a I

C = C'+x+2/.

= C'+^,({^f-) (35)
sin 1 \o a /

C = C'-x-2/.

= C'
sin \"\h ^a (36)

If directions are observed, then the following gives the

value of the direction of a line from the station itself to a station

in the main scheme in terms of the direction of the line from the

eccentric station to the same station in the main scheme.

Fig. 45.

In Fig. 45, CM is perpendicular to AC
a sin c = d sin a.

Then
d sin a

c =
a sin 1'

Then the direction from C to A is equal to the direction from

C to A plus or minus c.



CHAPTER IV

ADJUSTMENT OF THE HORIZONTAL ANGLES

54. While it is impossible to measure exactly an angle,

there are certain corrections whose approximate values may be

found and applied to the measured value to obtain a more

precise value of the angle. These corrections are for the

reduction to sea level, the station adjustment, the spherical

excess and the adjustment of the figure.

55. The Correction for the Reduction of a Horizontal

Angle to Sea Level. In Fig. 46, B and B' are at mean sea

level. H is the point on which a sight is made by an instrument

at A. The line of sight traces the line HB'M' in the meridian

plane of B, M' being the point where the normal through A
cuts the polar axis. The line HBM is the normal at B. There

74
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is an error in the azimuth or direction of AB equal to the angle

BAB'.

Let c = BAB', &=BHB', L= latitude of A, L' = latitude of

B, K=AB, B'AP=a:, B'M'A' = d, A'M' =N and A'OB=L'-L
= b+d. Then,

6 =L'-L-d=(l-j^)(L'-L). . . . (37)

A'B' = Ndsin 1"=R(L'-L) sin 1" (approx.)

d R a

L'-L N" (l-e2sin2L)

Then

R = «(1-^')
see D 93

(l-e^sin^D^ ^^^P-y^-

R l-e2

N l-e^sin^L'

L'-L N l-e^sin^L l-e^sin^L

6^(1 — sin^ L) e^ cos^ L
1 — e^ sin^ L 1— e^ sin^ L'

(38)

Substitute the value of 1 — 7737- as found in Eq. (38)

in Eq. (37) and

^~i_^2.;„2t(^'~L),
1 — e^ sin^ L

R(L'— L) sin 1" =K cos a (approx.),

K cos aL'-L =

Rsinl'"

, ^ e^ cos^ L K cos g _ e^K cos a cos^ L(l — e^ sin^ L)^
l-e^sin^LRsinl"" a(l-e2)sinl" '

HB'=h.

hh sin 1" sin a = Kc sin 1" (approx.),
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Kcsinl" e^K ccsacos^ L(l — e^ sin^ L)^
b=

h sin 1" sin a a(l— e^) sin 1"

e^h sin a cos a cos^ L ( 1— e^ sin^ L) ^^

csinl" =

csinl"=

a(l-e2)

e^^ sin 2a cos^ L (1 — e^ sin^ L)^

2R (1=12)

Let

Then

_ e^h sin 2a cos^ L (1— e^ sin^ L) '^
,„q,

'^~
2(1 -e2) ^IST^ • •

^"^^^

. _(l--^_sii^JL)^

a sm 1

e?h sin 2a cos^ Lc=A
2(1 -e2)

Values of A may be found in App. 9, Report of 1894, and

App. 4, Report of 1901.

As c is a very small quantity, the approximation that

N = R may be used.

Q K .-. +• If (l-e^sin^L)^ , ^, 1 . 1 .

Substitutmg =77 tor and then =r for :r? mN a R N
Eq. (39),

_e^/i sin 2a cos^ L
'^~2R(l-e2)sin 1" ^^^^

The maximum value of c is for a = 45°. If a is zero, then

c is also zero.

If a is 90° then c is zero.

Hence, it follows that if A and B are in the same meridian,

there is no correction, and if A and B have the same latitude,

there is no correction.

56. The Station Adjustment is made when the angles are

measured by the repetition method.

The sum of all the angles, BAG, CAD, DAE, and EAB,
as shown in Fig. 47, should equal 360°. Any excess or defi-

ciency is divided equally among the angles measured at the
station, i.e., to each of the angles BAG, CAD, DAE, and EAB
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i

should be added or subtracted i the difference between their

sum and 360°. This is shown by the following equation:

a+b+c+d = S60°±e,

where e is the difference above stated.

a±|-+6±|-+c±^+d±|=360°.

Fig. 47.

57. Spherical Excess. The sum of the angles of a spherical

triangle is greater than 180°. The excess becomes appreciable

when the sides are from 4 to 5 miles long. The equation* for

spherical excess is

ab sin C
E =

2Rsinl"

for the amount is seconds, where a and b are the sides that

include the angle C.

Then

— = the area of the triangle.

^ area of the triangle . , , , ,

,

E = :^^—.—777 m seconds. . . . (41)R sm 1
^

* For the derivation of this equation, see p. 166, Crandall's "Text

Book on Geodesy and Least Squares."
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If

1

^"2Rsinl"'
then

E = ma& sin C.

The values of m for every 30' of latitude are given in App. 4,

Report of 1894, United States Coast and Geodetic Survey.

From each angle of the triangle f E is subtracted for the

adjusted value of the angle.

The spherical excess amounts to about 1" for each 75

square miles that the figure covers.

58. A Condition Equation is one that expresses the geo-

metric or other relation that must exist between the measured

values of quantities. In a triangle the sum of its three angles

equals 180°, or the condition equation is A+B+C = 180°,

where A, B and C are the exact values of the angles of the

triangle. If A', B' andC are the measured values of the angles,

corrected for spherical excess, and Ca, et and Cc are the corrections

to be applied respectively to the measured values to obtain

the correct values, then

A'+ea+B'+eb+C'+ec=lSO°, . . . (42)

and A= A'+ea, B = B'+ e6 and C = C'-l-ec.

If the two sides, a and b, of the triangle are measm-ed, then

sin C , sin C
c = o^

—

Tj= b——^„sm A sm B

gives another equation condition for the triangle.

59. The Adjustment of a Triangle. If only one side of a

triangle is measured or its value determined from preceding

work, the only condition equation comes from the measured

values of the angles and is

A'+ea+B'+es+C'+ec= 180°.

As there are three unknown quantities, ea, et, and ec, and
only one equation, the values of the unknowns cannot be

exactly determined. Hence, their most probable values should

be used.
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None of the constant errors that arise from the use of the

repeating or direction instrument are affected by the size of

the angle, and as each angle or direction is measured with the

same precision, the most probable values are

180°-(A^+B'+C') , .„,
eo= e»= ec= —^ -. . . . (43)

Usually, only one side of the triangle is known in a tri-

angulation system and Eq. (43) gives the following rule for

the adjustment:

Divide the difference between 180° and the sum of the measured

values of the angles of the triangle, equally among the three angles of

the triangle, so that the sum of the adjusted valves shall equal 180°.

C

Fig. 48.

60. The Adjustment of a Quadrilateral. Angle Condition

Equations. If all the angles or directions of the lines shown

in Fig. 48 are observed and are corrected for the station adjust-

ment, if there is any, and for spherical excess, the resulting

values of the angles should satisfy three condition equations

with respect to the angles and one condition equation with

respect to the sides. There are seven condition equations

with respect to the angles of a quadrilateral, but if the follow-

ing three are satisfied all seven are satisfied.
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Let Ai, B2, B3, etc., be the observed values of the angles,

i.e., the observed angles corrected for spherical excess and the

station adjustment.

Then from the geometric conditions of the angles of the

quadrilateral,

180°-Ai-B2 = 180°-C5-D6. ... (44)

180°-B3-C4 = 180°-D7-A8. . . . (45)

Ai+B2+B3+C4+C5+D6+D7+A8 = 360°. . (46)

The actual values usually do not satisfy these equations

and the following equations result:

180°-Ai-B2-180°+C5+D6 = ei. . . (47)

180°-B3-C4-180°+D7+A8 = e2. . . (48)

Ai+B2+B3+C4+C5+D6+D7+A8-360°= e3. (49)

In Eq. (47) transpose ei and divide into four equal parts.

Then,

-Ai-^-B2-J+C5-J+D6-J= 0. . . (50)

In a simOar manner,

-B3-f-C4-f+D7-y+A8-y=0. . . (51)

In Eq. (49) transpose 63 and divide it into eight equal parts,

and

8 8
Ai-H+B2-f+B3-^+C,-|^+C5-^+D6-^

+D7-^+A8-|-360°= 0.

Then
e3-2ei „ 63— 2ei „ 63— 2e2

, ^ ' 63— 2e2
Ai g I-B2 g I--B3 Tg hC4 g

—

£3+2£i
, T^ £3+2ei

I -n ^3+262 . . e3+2c2+ C5 g—+D6 g- +D7 g—+A8 g—
-360° = (52)
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Hence the cprrections to be applied to the observed values of

the angles are as follows:

fs — 2ei
a;i=X2 =
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The actual values do not usually satisfy Eq. (54) and there

results

log sin A'l — log sin B'2+log sin B'3— log sin C'4+log sin C'5

—log sin D'e+log sin D'7— log sin A'8 = e4.

Let yi, 2/2, 2/3, 2/4, 2/5, ?/6, 2/7, and j/g be the corrections which,

applied to A'l, B'2, B'3, C'4, C'5, D'e, D'7 and A'g respectively,

will give values of the angles that will satisfy Eq. (54). Then

diyi-d2y2+d3y3-diyi+d5y5-d6y6+d7y7—dsy8=—ei, . (55)

where di, ^2, ^3, di, d^, de, dj, and d% are the tabular differences

for 1" of the log sine table corresponding with the values

of A'l, B'2, B'3, C'4, C's, D'e, D'7 and A'g respectively.

The most probable values of 2/1, 2/2, 2/3, 2/4, 2/5, 2/6, 2/7, and y%

that wiU satisfy the condition that the sum of their squares

be a minimum, are those that are proportional to their co-

efficients,* i.e.,

^=_^ =^=_^ =^=_^=^=-^ (56)
rfi d2 dz di ds de d? dg" " '

Divide Eq. (55) by Eq. (56), term for term, and

^12+^22+^32+^42+^52+^62+^7^^8^= -64-= +e4-= etc.,

or

, ,„, di ,
d2 ds di ds

[d2 = — e4— = +64- = —64— = +64- = -64—
^

2/1 2/2 2/3 2/4 2/5

de d7 dg= 64—= — £4— = 64—

.

2/6 2/7 2/8

Then
64 , 64 J 64 J 64 J

2/l=-r^l«l. ^2 = J^d2, 2/3= -^jds, 2/4 = n2T«4'

64 J 64 , 64 J 64 J
2/5=-p2]«5, 2/6 = pjd6, 2/7= -^-jdT, 2/8=[^j«8.

The corrections 2/1, 2/2, 2/3, 2/4, 2/5, 2/6, 2/7, and 2/8 applied

respectively to A'l, B'2, B'3, C'4, C'5, D'e, D'7, and A'g give

* See "Method of Least Squares,'' App. 2.
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values that will satisfy the side condition equation, but may not

satisfy the angle condition equations.

The new values of the angles should be substituted in Eqs.

(45), (46) and (47), and if they do not satisfy them, then values

of Xi, X2, xz, etc., should be determined and applied to the

values of angles for the new values of the angles which will

satisfy the angle condition equations but may not satisfy the

side condition equation. If the last values of the angles do

not satisfy the side condition equation, new values of yi, j/2, ys,

etc., must be found and applied to the last found angles, giving

values of the angles that satisfy the side condition equation.

This method is continued until values of the angles are found

that will satisfy both the angle condition equations and the

side condition equation. Usually by going through the process

two or three times, values are obtained that are satisfactory.

62. By the Rigid Method of the side equation adjust-

ment the values obtained will still satisfy the angle condition

equations. Take

yi=ZO+Zl, 2/5 = 20+33,

y2 = Z0— Zl, 2/6=20— 23,

J/3= -20+ 22, 2/7= -20+ 24,

yi= —Z0— Z2, ,2/8=— 20— 24.

Substitute these values in Eq. (55), and

di(zo+2i) — dz(zo— zi) +d3(— Z0+Z2) — dii— zo— Z2) +d5(zo+Z3)
— de,{zo— Z3)+d7{— Zo+Zi)—dsi— Zo— Zi) = —64. (57)

{di — d2—d3+d4+d5-d6— d7+ds)zo+(di+d2)zi+ {d3+d4)z2

+ {d5+d6)z3+ {d7+da)Z4:=~ei. (58)

Let di — d2—d3+d4+d5— d6—d7-\-d8 = Co, di+d2 = Ci, ^3+
di= C2, d5+d6 = C3, d7+ds = Ci. Then

Co2o+Cl2l+C222+ C323+C424=-e4. . . (59)

.j2o+Cl2l+^20+C222+^2o+ C323+^2o+C424=-e4. (60)

'
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As stated above the most probable values are those that

are proportional to their coefficients, then

Co Ci C2 C3 C4

T
Divide Eq. (59) by (61) term by term, and

-64^
^+Ci2+C22+C32+C42= i = ^^*^=etc.

(61)

Then
4 '

^
'
^

' "
^

zo zi

— e4 Co _ — g4 p,
zo — fT-2 T' S3 — pr2 ^s-

^+[C2] ^+[C2]

22 = p^ C2.

From the values of zo, zi, 22, 23 and 24, the values of j/i, 2/2, ya,

yi, 2/5) J/6i 1/7) and 2/8, can be found. From the values of the

y'a, the values of angles adjusted for the side condition equation

can be found and these values will satisfy the angle condition

equations.

This method may be used for tertiary triangulation, but in

primary triangulation the Method of Least Squares is used.

The student is referred to Wright and Haj^ord's " Adjustment

of Observations " and other similar works for a complete dis-

cussion of the Method of Least Squares. In Appendix 2 is

given enough of the Method to show how to adjust a quadri-

lateral by this method.

Problem 4. The angles of a quadrilateral, as observed,

a,re given in column 2 of the following table. Find the adjusted

values by the " rigid method."
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.
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63. The Computation of the Lengths of the Sides. From
the adjusted values of the angles and the length of the base

line, reduced to sea level, the lengths of the sides of the tri-

angulation system can be found by the sine proportion.

Fig. 49. Fig. 50.

The following gives an arrangement of the computation

where the triangulation system consists of a series of simple

triangles, as shown in Fig. 49.

(1) log 12 (base line)

(2) log sin 132

(3) log sin 321

(4) log^i
sin 132

(5) log sin 312

(6) log13
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(7)

(8)
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logav.CD( ) logav.CD( )

log sin E4 log sin F7

CD - CD
log „7:rnr log

sin E4 sin F7

log sin Di -—— log sin C2

logCE ( ) logFD ( )

log sin Fe log sin E5

CE , FD
log :j:r^ log

sin Fe sin E5

log sin C3 log sin Ds
logEF ( ) logEF ( )

log av. EF ( ) log av. EF ( )

etc. etc.

It is necessary to average both values of the line conunon

to two quadrilaterals, as the adjustment of the angles gives

only their probable and not their exact values. Moreover,

a check on the work is thus furnished.

64. From the Azimuth of the base line or that of any other

line in the triangulation system that may be known or found,

and the adjusted angles of the triangulation system, the azimuths

of all the lines of the triangulation system are found. If the

latitude and longitude of one of the triangulation stations are

known or found by astronomical methods, the geodetic latitudes

and longitudes of all the other stations can be found from the

lengths and azimuths of the Hnes of the triangulation system

and the known latitude and longitude.



CHAPTER V

THE COMPUTATION OF GEODETIC LATITUDES, LONGI-
TUDES AND AZIMUTHS

65. The differences between the known latitude and longi-

tude of a point and the latitude and longitude of another

point and the difference between the known azimuth of a line

and the reverse azimuth or azimuth of another line are to be

foimd.*

Fig. 51.

In Fig. 51 the latitude and longitude of point A are known

and the length and azimuth of AB are also known. The lati-

tude and longitude of B and the azimuth of BA are to be found.

* App. 4 of the Report of 1904 gives the derivation of the formulas

by which these differences can be found.

89
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In the derivation of the formulas to solve the problem, the

equations for the length of the normal and for the radius of

a meridional section of the earth are used.

66. The Derivation of the Equations for the Normal and

the Radius of a meridional section of the earth.

Fig. 52 represents such a meridional section. Let a and c

be the semiaxes of the section. Take PD = c, then PF = a by

Analytics. Let PM=to, the length of the normal as far as
the X axis and PN = N, the length of the normal as far as the

y axis.

First. To find the value of in in terms of N.
From Fig. 52, x = a cos u and y = c sin u.

— dx = a sin udu = ds* sin L. .

dy = c cos udu= ds cos L.

* Where s is the arc PQ in Fig. 52.

(62)

(63)
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Divide Eq. (62) by Eq. (63), and then

a sin M sin L
, ^ , ^= T or atanM = ctanL. . . (64)

c cos u cos L ^ '

r sin u ,-_,msinL =csmM or m = c-.—^ (65)
sin L

NcosL = acosM or N = a 7- (66)
cos L

,

Divide Eq. (65) by Eq. (66), and then

m _ £ tan u
N ~a ti:^ ^^^'

In Eq. (67) substitute for ^, its value found from
tan L

ffZ C C^
Eq. (64), and then ^^-j- % analytics -^=l — e^, where

e2 =^^. Then

VY)

_=l_e2 or m = N(l-e2) (eg)

Second. To find the equations for N and m. The equation

of an ellipse, which is the form of the meridional section, is

^+? = 1 (69)

x =N cos L and y =m sin L =N (1 — e^) sin L.

Substitute these values of x and y in Eq. (69), and then

N^cos^L N2(l-e2)sin^L ,

a^
+

c2
~^-

j^g/cos^L (1-e^) sin^LX ^
\ a^ (? )

1.

c2cos2L+a2(l — e2)2sin2L „-.
, a^

cos^ L+-2(l — 6^)2 sm^ L
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cos^ L+(l — e^) sin^ L 1 — sin^ L+sin^ L— e^ sin^ L'

1 — e^ sin^ L'

N = M r-TTTli (70)
(1— e-^sin^ L)^

By Eqs. (68) and (70),

in = r^ \ OTNu: (71)
(1— e^^in^L)^ ^ '

Third —To find the equation for the radius:

a cos L
X =N cos L =

x= a cosM=

(l-e^sin^L)^'

a cosL
(l-e^sin^L)^"

_ cos L cos u _ 1 ,_„,

cosw-(l_e2sin2L)^ or
cosL~(l-e2 sin^ L)^' * ^

From Eq. (65), ^^p-=—

.

sin L c

Substitute in this the value of m from Eq. (71),

sin u_ a(l— e^) _ (1 — 6^)5^

sin L c(l -e2 sin^ L)J^ (1 -e^ sin^ L)^

Differentiate Eq. (64) and

(73)

du dL
a—TT- =c-
cos^ u cos^ L'

Substitute in this equation the value of du from Eq. (63).

a cos Lrfs _ cdL

cos^ u c cos M cos^ L'

ds^_<P cos^ M
dL a cos^ L*
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Substitute in this equation the value
"°^ "

from Ea. (72)
cos JL

-» \ /I

and

ds^ <?_ ^^
dL a(l-e2 sin^ i:fi^~a^ (l-e2 sin^ L)W

ds_ a(l-e2)

dL (l-e2 sin^L)'/^
^^*^

Then

RdL=ds, approximately, or R=-tj^.

p_ a(l-e^) ,„,
(l-e^sin^D'/a ^'^^

67. In Fig. 51, A is a station whose latitude and longitude

are known and the distance reduced to sea level, from A and B,
is known. It is required to find the latitude and longitude of

B and the back azimuth from B to A.

Let L be the known latitude of A;
L' be the required latitude of B;
M be the known longitude of A;
M' be the required longitude of B;
a be the known azimuth of AB;
a' be the required azimuth of BA;
s be the distance from A to B, reduced to sea level;

and (S be the angular value of the arc AB, as an arc of unit

radius = qi^, where N is the length of the normal.

The angle APB or dM = the difference in the longitudes

of A and B.

The difference in latitude or dL=B?, where AZ is a part of

the parallel of latitude through A. Ap is a part of the great

circle through A. EQ is a part of the equator.

It is assumed in the following that the form of the earth

is a sphere tangent to the actual earth at the mean latitude

of A and B. As this mean latitude is unknown, the formulas

are first derived for the latitude of A and then corrections are

applied to reduce the results for the mean latitude.
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68. The Formula for the Difiference in Latitudes is found

as follows:

By trigonometry,

cos (90°-L')=cos (90° -L) cos S

+sin(90°-L)sinScos(180°-a). . (76)

sin L' = sin L cos S— cos L sin S cos a. . . (77)

As the arc s is small, cos S may be taken equal to 1, and

sin S = S = ^,

the value of N being given by Eq. (70) . Then

sin L' = sin L— :j^ cos L cos a.

This assumes that the surface on which the triangle PAB lies

is spherical. If this surface is that of a spheroid, then L' may
be taken equal to L+dL and

sin(L+dL)=sinL— r^rcos L cosa. . . . (78)

Developing the first member of Eq. (78),

sin L cos dL+cos

Dividing by cos L, then

tan L cos c/L+sin dL = tan L—^ cos a.

Cos dL may be taken equal to 1 and sin dL equal to dL,
where dL is the arc of unit radius. Then

— a!L = ^cosa (79)

A more precise value of dL may be found as follows:*

In Eq. (77) put L+dL for L', and

sin (L+dL) = sin L cos S— cos L sin S cos a.

* See " Precise Surveying and Geodesy," by Mansfield Merriman, and
App. 4, Report of 1901, Coast and Geodetic Survey.

sin L cos dL+cos L sin dL = sin L— tj^ cos L cos a.
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Developing the first member,

sin L cos dL+cos L sin dL = sin L cos S— cos L sin S cos a.

Dividing by cos L and transposing,

sin dL = cos S tan L— cos dL tan L— sin S cos a.

Developing the sines and cosines of the small angles Of dL and

S and omitting all terms containing dL or S which have higher

powers than the third of either in these quantities,

dL—^-= ( 1
—

-^j tan L— (
1

—

^ ) tan L- (S — -^ IcOSa.

dL—r- = tanL— -^tanL— tanL+-^— tanL—Scosa+^cosa.

dL—7r-=-^ cos a— S coscc— -K- tan L+-^— tan L. . . (80)

FromEq. (80),

— / S^ \dL= — ( S cos a+-^ tanL 1, approximately,

and

dL^= ( S cos a+~ tan L !( S cos a+-«- tan L
j

Substituting for dL^ in Eq. (80), this value, and

g3 g2 g2
dL =— cosa— S cosa— TT tanL+TT cos^atan L

Z z

,
S3

^ 2T ,

^'
+"7^ cos a tan^ LH

—

-x-.
Z D

g3 g2 g3 ^3
dL =— COS a— S cos a— TT tan L(l — cos^ a)+—cosa tan^ L-J——

.

L • Z 6

gS g2 g3 ^^3
dL = -^cos a— S cosa— Tj-sin^ a tan L+—cos a tan^ L+—— . (81)

Z Z \>
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From Eq. (81),
/ g2 \

dL= — ( S cos a+-^ sin^ a tan L
j

, approximately,

and
/ g2 \2

dh = (S cosa+-^sin2a tanLj .

dL^= — S^ cos^ a, approximately.

Substituting these values for dh^ and dh^ in Eq. (80),

§2 §3
—dL = S cosq;+-^ tan L(l — cos^a)— -^cosa(l— cos^a)

gs
—

-^ sin^ a cos a tan^ L.

g2 g3
—dL = Scosa+-^sin2atanL— -^sin^a cosa(l+3 tan^L). (82)

In Eq. (82) put for S, ^. Then

-pr s , s^ sin^ a tan L s^ sin^ a cos a,,
, „ ^ ^ , ,„„.-dL = j^cosa+

2N2 6N3
-(l+3tanL). (83)

This difference in latitudes is referred to a sphere whose

radius is the normal at A, while it should be referred to the

sphere whose radius is Rm, the radius of curvature of the earth

at the mean latitude of A and B.

It is best to first obtain the value of dL in terms of the radius

of curvature, R, at the point A, and then find the correction

to be applied to get the value of dh in terms of Rm-
N

Multiply Eq. (83) by ^, whose value is approximately

1, and divide by the arc 1" to express dh in seconds.

Then— s s^— dL = ^ "7, cos a+ oT-,AT 777 sin^ a tan LR arc 1" 2RN arc 1"

§3

~
6RN2 arc 1'' ^^^^ « cos a (1+3 tan^ L)

.

Let

Tj_ 1 r^_ tan L , ^ l+3tan2L
^-Rarcl'" '"-2RNarcl"' """"^ ^

=
6 '
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Then

— cOj =B scosa+s^sin^aC—B s^ sin^ acosaE . (84)

Note that the coefficient of E is the product of the first

term of the second member of the equation and the coefficient

of C. _
The corrective term to get dL in terms of R™ may be found

by the following method of approximation:

g COS a
^dLm = ^ 77/ approximately,

sxm arc 1

—dL = ^ ry, approximately.
Ix arc i.

s cos a

dLm_ Rmarc 1" _ R

R arc 1"

dLm=:5-(iL.
-Km

dLm—dL = ^5—dL—dL=—^—^dL.
Rm iim

Substituting the values of R and Rm as given by Eq. (75),

a(l-e2) a(l-e2)

^R— Rib
'^^ R„ a{l-e^)

[l-e^sin^^L+y
dL.

[^-^'^i^+f)]
3/2

^R-B. f'-«'-'°<^+t)
R«. (l-e2sin2L)'/2

Developing

3/2

-(l-e2sin2L)^/2

dL.

• 2 /j .
^L\ / . , dL

, -r
• <^A^sm^ ( L+-2- 1 = I sm L cos ^+cos L sm -^j ,
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and putting

dL , , . dL dL . ,„
cos -g- = 1 and sin— = "2" sin 1 ,

then

dL\ ( . ^ ,dL . ,„

sin-

dl?

sin^ 1 L+-7^ ) = ( sin L+-^ sin 1" cos L
j

,
and

L+^ j =sin2 L+dL sin 1" sin L cos L+^ sin^ 1" cos2L

sin^ 1" cos^ L is very small and may be neglected. Then

tin,

_ [1 -g (sin^ L+(ZL sin V sin L cos L)]'/^- (1 - e^ sin^ L)'/'
^|-"

(1 — e^sin^L)

Developing by the binomial theorem

[l-e- (sin2 L+dL sin 1" sin L cos L)]''^ and {l-e^ sin2 1)^1^

and omitting all terms with higher powers of e than the second,

[1 - e2 (sin2 L+dL sin 1" sin L cos L)] _
= 1 — fe^ sin^ L — f/dL sin 1 " sin L cos L,

and
(1- e2 sin2 L) 5/2=1- 1.2 sin^ L.

Then

R—EmTr_l-4e^sin2L—fe dLsin l"sinLcosL-l+f e^sin^L-rr-

~Rir ~ (l-e2sin2 L)5/2
'^^

R— Rmjj- _ |e^ sin L cos L sin l"j^a

-R^ (l-e^sin^L)^/^ ''^

'

Make

_ fe^ gin L cos L sin 1"
^"

(l-e^sin^L)'/^ '
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Then dLm— dL = dL^D, and finally

—dL = s cosa-B+s^ sin^a-C+dlL^D— /is^ sin^a-E

where h = s cos a • B.

The term dL^-T> is made the third term because the fourth

term may be neglected if s is less than 10 statute miles or log

s, in meters, is less than 4.23. The term dL^ D should be used

if log h exceeds 2.31, and h^ may be used for dL^ if log s

does not exceed 4.93.

The term expressed in the fourth power of s is never greater

than 0.002" for S = l° or s=100 kilometers and may usually

be neglected.*

The values of the logs of B, C, D and E for each minute of

latitude from 0° to 72° are given in Special Publication No. 8,

1911, of the Coast and Geodetic Survey.

69. The Formula for the Difference in Longitude is found

as follows:

In Fig. 51, dM is the difference in longitude. By trigo-

nometry,

sin dM _ sing , ,

^iirs"~sin (90°-L') ^ '

Assuming that the sines of the small angles m and S are pro-

portional to their arcs and dividing by arc 1" to express m
. s sin a

TVT/ • , 1m seconds, dM=r7; 77 77,, where N is the length of
' N cos L' arc 1

the normal at B as far as the polar axis, and 1/ is the latitude

of B.

Let
(l-e2sin2L')^_ 1A = '

a arc 1" N' arc 1'

Then dM=s sin a sec L'-A.

Values of A are given in the same table as the factors

B, C, D and E.

* In the line from Ibepah to Ogden, Utah, 230 kilometers long, this

term amounted to 0.038".
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To allow for using the ratio of arcs equal to the ratio of

the sines of tbe angles, a table is given in Special Publication

No. 8, 1911, of the Coast and Geodetic Survey.

If M and M' are the longitudes of A and B respectively,

thenM' =M+dM.
70. The Formula for the Difference in the Azimuths of

AB and BA is found as follows

:

The solution of the spherical triangle in Fig. 51 gives

cot J(a'-180°+180-.) =tanmZf^lZHZ+Y] -

C0ti(a'-a)-taniJM^HL|^;.

cot |(a'— a) = —tan ^(a'— 180°— a) = —tan ^da.

-tanid^=tani^-^^^^-|77T-^-
• • (86)

cos 2 \L — -L')

da is the difference in the azimuths of AB and BA.

Assuming that the tangents of da and dM are in the same

ratio as their arcs, and putting L^ for ^(L'+L), then

-d^=dM-^^^^, (87)
cos ^dL

a'=a+180°+d^ (88)

For a primary survey a correction must be applied to Eq.

(87) on account of the assumption that the tangents and arcs

are in the same ratio.

\2 /
tan ^da = ^da-\ 5

—

/dM\^

tan idM = |dM+-^4—
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Putting cos 4dL = l, the correction for

=-?n- sin Lm— -tt;- sin^ L»
dM? . ^ dM3 .^^sinL„—

2^

dM3
24

The correction for

sin Lm cos^ Lb

eta= ~TK' sill J-im COS"' La

Let Ca= the correction for da.

Then

and

„ . ,„ (dM sin 1")3
Ca sm 1 = "2 sin L», cos^ L„

dM^
Ca= -T^- sin L«, cos^ L™ sin^ 1'

T , -c,
sin Lm cos^ Lm sin^ 1"

LiCt r = Yo •

Then Ca=dM^F in seconds of arc.

The values of F are given in Special Publication No. 8

of the Coast and Geodetic Survey.

A table of the reciprocals of the cos JdL is given in the same

pubhcation.

The correction term is only 0.01" when log dM equals 3.36

and need not be apphed in secondary or tertiary triangulation.

71. The Formulas for the Computation of the DijBferences

in Geodetic Latitude, dL, in Geodetic Longitude, dM, and in

Azimuth da are as follows:

-dL=s COS a-B+s^ sin^ a-C+dL^ -B-hs^ siii^ a-B. (89)

dM=ssinQ:secL'-A (90)

-d^=dM sin K^+L') sec idL+dM^-F . . (91)
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In Eqs. (89), (90) and (91),

L' = L+dL,

M' =M+dM,

and

h = s cosa-B (91a)

For subordinate triangulation, the sides of which do not

exceed 25 kilometers or about 15 statute miles, the term

involving E in dL, the factor sec ^dL and the term involving

F in da may be omitted.

72. The Inverse Problem, to find the distance and mi:.tual

azimuths between two points on the spheroid from their lati-

tudes and longitudes, can be solved from formulas (90), (91)

and (91a).

a;=scosQ:=:p (92)

rfM cosL'
y = ssma= T (93)

tana= ^ (94)

s = a; sec a or s = y cosec a (95)

By Eq. (93) the value of s sin a may be found. Then

the value of the second term of the second member of Eq. (89)

may be found. Subtracting this from the value of dL, an

approximate value of h may be found, which may be used to

find the value of the fourth term of the second member of Eq.

(89). Applying this to the approximate value of h gives a

closer value of h. Continuing this process, a value of h is

found that is sufficiently close to find the value of s cos a in

Eq. (92). Then by Eqs. (94) and (95), the values of a and s

respectively are found.
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Problems 5 and 6 give the solutions for finding the latitude

and longitude of a point from the latitude and longitude of

a given point and the distance and azimuth from the given
point to the point in question, for primary and subordinate
triangulation respectively.

Problem 5

FoEM roK Primary Triangulation

a
Z

a

a'
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Problem 6

Form for Subordinate Triangulation

a.
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Problem 7 gives the solution of finding the distance and
the mutual azimuths between two points whose latitudes and
longitudes are known.

These problems are from App. No. 4, Report of 1901.

Wherever dL, as computed, is negative, it indicates a

numerical increase in the latitude.

Problem 7

Distance and Azimuth Computation

a
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In the following table the latitudes, longitudes and mutual

azimuths of the base or known points of a triangle and the

distance between them are given. The computation of the

triangle is also shown.

Problem 8.* From the data given in the following table find

the latitude and longitude of the new point and the azimuths of

the two sides, 1-2 and 1-3, of the triangle, putting each of the

computations in the form shown for primary triangulation.

In the computations made by the Coast and Geodetic Survey

the name of the new point is written first in the form for the

computation of the triangles, the known base points following

in clockwise order. The two position computations from the

known base points to the as yet unknown vertex of the triangle

are made on two pages which face each other. The angle

opposite the second name in the triangle computation is always

entered on the left-hand page and is added to get the azimuth

from that point to the vertex. The third angle is placed on

the right-hand page and always subtracted to get the azimuth

from the other base point. While this method is mechanical

it is conducive to accuracy and speed in computing. The
latitude and longitude of the vertex both appear on opposite

pages, and an immediate check is furnished, while the two
azimuths from the vertex to the base points are checked if

the azimuth on the right-hand page is equal to the sum of the

azimuth on the left-hand page and the first angle of the tri-

angle, as given in the data of the triangle.

To apply these tables to the computation of positions south

of the equator, make all south latitudes negative.

To apply these tables to the computation of positions in

east longitude use all east longitude negatively.

* From "The Work of the Coast and Geodetic Survey."
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Problem 8

Data and Computation op a Triangle

No. Stations.

Marysville Butte to

Kent
Lyons
Maryaville Butte. . .

Kent
LyoQS to Kent
Lyons to Marysville
Butte

Observed
Angles.

61 23 36.35
49 55 13.85
68 41 37.45

+0.43
-0.03
-0.54

r ta
£ a

36.78
13.82
36.91

.2 «

02

9.17
9.17
9.17

s

27.61
04.65
27.74

Logarithms
of Dis-

tances and
Sines of
Angles.

5.0627330
0.0565511*
9.8837314
9.9692455

0030155

5.088.5296

Azimuths.

2-3 Marysville Butte to Kent 137 16 41 .00
3-2 Kent to Marysville Butte 316 41 36. 16

* Colog of sine.
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.Problem 9. Using the following form and the data therein,

find the latitude and longitude of point 1, Indianola, and the

azimuth of the line 1-2, Indianola to Sand Point. Values of

A', B, C, and D may be computed by the formulas given in

Table VIII.

Problem 9

Position Computation, Subordinate Triangulation

a
z.

a'
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Problem 10. Using the following form and the data

therein, find the distance from Sand Point to Indianola and the

azimuths of Sand Point-Indianola and Indianola-Sand Point.

Values of A', B, C, and D may be computed by the formulas

given in Table VIII.

Problem 10

Distance and Azimuth Computation. The Inverse Problem

a
L

a

a'
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TABLE VIII

Formulas for A', B, C, D, E, and F, and Logarithms of Some of
THEIR Factors Expressed in Meters, Based upon the Clarke
Spheroid of 1866

Equatorial semi-axis = a.

.

Polar semi-axis =c. ,

c/a =

6,378,206.4
6,356,583.8
293.98

294.98

A' =

B =

C =

D =

E

(1-e'sin'L' )

a sin 1"

,H

3/2
(l-e'sin'L)'

a(l-e2)sinl"'

(l-e''sin'L)nanL
2a2(l-e^)sinl" '

fe' sin L cos L sin 1"

l-e^sin^L '

(l+3tan''L)(l-e'sin''L)

6a2

F =y2 sin L cos'' L sin" 1"

log a

logc

loge''

log
a sin 1"

a(l-e2)sinl"

1

= 6.80469857

= 6.80322378

= 7.83050257

= 8.50972656

=8.51267615

1.4069476
^°^2aHl-e2)sinl"

log (fe^ sin 1") =2.6921687

log^sinM"

=6.61245

=8.29196



CHAPTER VI

MAP PROJECTIONS

73. The Purpose of a Map is to represent some part of

the earth's surface. Any such representation on a plane surface

involves an error, as the only true map is a model of the earth.

„TtoOOI_jOs

90° 80° W"

Fig. 53.—Orthographic Projection.

There is a large number of methods used for the projection

from the earth's surface to a plane surface, and the one to be

used depends largely on the size of the area to be mapped.

Ill
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74. The Most Common Map Projections are :

First, Orthographic; second, Stereographic; third, Gno-

monic; fourth, Cyhndrical; fifth. Conical.

Orthographic Projection is produced by projecting along

lines which are perpendicular to the plane of the map. Ordi-

nary architectural, engineering and mechanical drawings are

of this class.

^on^HL-^M

90 o gjo 10

Fig. 54.—Stereographic Projection.

Fig. 53* shows a hemisphere of the earth mapped by this

method.

Stereographic Projection is produced by projecting in straight

lines from the eye at the pole of a great circle, whose plane is

the plane of the map and on the other side of the plane from

the area to be mapped.

* By permission of the Authors, Figs. 63, 54, 55, 57, 60, 61, 62, and
63 are from "The Principles and Practice of Surveying," by Breed
and Hosmer.
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Fig. 54 shows this class of projection.

Gnomonic Projection is produced by projecting on a tangent
plane in straight lines from the eye at the center of the earth.

Fig. 55 shows this class of projection.

Cylindrical Projection is produced by projection on a right

cylinder tangent at the equator and with its elements parallel

to the earth's polar axis. The cylindrical surface is then

120° U0° 100° 90° 80° 70° 60° 50° 40°

Fig. 55.—Gnomonic Projection.

30

20

30

rolled out into a plane surface. Fig. 56 shows the method of

making this class of projection.

Conic Projection is produced by projecting on a tangent or

cutting cone or cones and rolling out the conical surface into

a plane surface. Fig. 57 shows this class of projection.

The cylindrical and conic projections are usually used for

making maps. Descriptions of some of the forms of these two

classes follow.
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75. There are several forms of the Cylindrical Projection.

First, The Purely Cylindrical, where the meridians are pro-

10 20 30 40 50

Fig. 56.-—Cylindrical Projection.

jected into parallel straight lines with the distances between

them each equal to a degree of longitude at the equator, and the

Fig. 57.—Conic Projection.

parallels are projected into parallel straight lines unequally

spaced, the spaces increasing toward the poles. This gives
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large errors near the poles, as "S, degree of longitude is zero in

value at the poles and a degree of latitude does not change

much in value. Fig. 56 shows the method of making this kind

of a projection.

Second, Mercator's Cylindrical Projection is a modification

of the cylindrical projection, in which a line joining two points

on the earth's surface appears on the map as a straight line.

In the cylindrical projection the line joining the points in Fig.

58, a (40° N. latitude and 70° E. longitude), and b (55° N.

55

50

45

40
50°

d'
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In Fig. 59, AD is parallel to BC.

EC is the correct length of arc for m, a given angular value

of longitude. AB is the length of arc of the equator for the same

angular value of longitude, m.

r = RcosL. Arc EC=rXwi =R cos LX»«,

Fig. 59.

where m is expressed as an arc of unit radius.

CD=AB=RXto.

CD : EC::RXw : RcosLXm,

CD: EC:: 1 :cosL.
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TABLE IX

Lengths op Arcs op tete Parallel and the Meridian and Logs
OP N and R

Metric Units

Lat.
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TABLE IX.—Continued
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TABLE IX—Continued

119
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TABLE IK—Continued
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If the latitude arcs are exaggerated in the same proportion,

then the condition for Mercator's Cylindrical Projection is

fulfilled, and the direction between two points on the earth's

surface is truly represented by the straight line that joins these

points on the map. This makes a map that is useful for

navigation. The distance between two points is not correctly

shown on this map and another form of map must be used to

obtain it. Fig. 60 shows this kind of projection.

160° 110° 120" 100° 80° 60°

Fig. 60.—Mercator's Projection.

Third, The Rectangular Projection, where the meridians

and parallels are at right angles. This is a variation of the

first kind of cylindrical projection. The method of its con-

struction is as follows: Draw a central meridian, divide it into

minutes or degrees of latitude, obtaining the values from

Table IX or a similar table for the latitude of the mid-parallel

of the map; through the points of division draw the parallels
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at right angles to the central meridian, divide the central

parallel into minutes or degrees of longitude, obtaining the

values from Table IX, for the latitude of the mid-parallel, and

through the points of division draw lines parallel to the mid-

meridian.

The main error in this kind of projection comes from

assuming the meridians parallel, and is largest at the corners

130° 120" 110° 100° 00° 80° 70°

Fig. 61.—Rectangular Projection.

of the map. For an area 10 miles square the error is about

25 ft. at the corners for latitude 40°. At this latitude the con-

vergence of the meridians, one mile apart, is about at the rate

of 1 ft. per mile. This method is used on field sheets, where

the survey has been referred to a single meridian. A line

drawn on a map made by this method makes a constant angle

with all meridians, but this is not the true condition. Fig. 61

shows this kind of projection.
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Fourth, The Trapezoidal Projection, where a central meridian

is drawn, the minutes or degrees of latitude are laid off on it,

the values being taken from Table IX or a similar table for

the latitude of the mid-parallel; the parallels are drawn through

the points of division on the mid-meridian as parallel lines at

right angles to the mid-meridianj two parallels that are sym-

metrical with respect to the middle parallel are divided into

110 100° 90° 80° 70° 60° 50°

Fig. 62.—Trapezoidal Projection.

minutes or degrees of longitude for the respective latitudes

of these parallels, and corresponding points on these parallels

are connected by straight lines which represent the meridians.

This produces a map on which the parallels are parallel straight

lines and the meridians are straight lines converging toward

the north in north latitudes and toward the south in south

latitudes.

The main error in a map made by this method is due to

the parallels being represented by straight hues.
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This method is adapted to maps made in sheets covering

an area of not more than 25 square miles, where the geodetic

latitudes and longitudes have been determined from a tri-

angulation. survey. Fig. 62 shows this kind of projection.

76. There are several kinds of the Conic Projection.

First, The Simple Conic, where the projection of the area to

be mapped is made on a cone tangent at the mid-parallel of

the area, and then the conical surface is rolled into a plane

surface. The map is constructed as follows: A central meridian

is drawn on which are laid off the minutes or degrees of lati-

tude, the values for which may be obtained from Table IX, and

through the points of division the parallels are drawn as con-

centric circles, the center of which is found by measuring from

the mid-parallel the length of the tangent to the earth at the

mid-parallel, from its point of tangency to its intersection with

the polar axis. This length is the element of the tangent cone

on which the projection is made. Values of the lengths of

the elements of the tangent cones may be obtained by the

formula T =N tan L. Values of log N are given in Table

IX. On the mid-parallel are laid off the minutes or degrees

of longitude, the values of which may be obtained from Table

IX, and through the points of division the meridians are drawn

as straight lines to the center of the concentric circles. The
meridians and parallels are at right angles.

The latitudes are correctly laid off, and the longitudes are

within the precision necessary for a map covering an area of

several hundred square miles. The degrees of longitude, except

on the mid-parallel, are all too great, and the area on the map
is larger than the area represented. Fig. 57 shows this kind of

projection.

Second, Mercator's or De VIsle Conic Projection. In this

method the projection is made on an intersecting cone through

the parallels at one-fourth of the extent of the map from its top

and at one-fourth of the extent of the map from the bottom,

and then the conical surface is rolled into a plane surface.

The method used for constructing this kind of a map is

similar to that used for the simple conic projection, excepting
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that the minutes or degrees of longitude are laid off on the

parallels one-fourth of the extent of the map from the top and

from the bottom, and the meridians are drawn as straight lines

connecting corresponding points on the divided parallels. In

this method the area between the divided parallels is shown
too small and the area outside of these parallels too large.

The area given by the whole map corresponds closely to the

area represented. If the divided parallels are so selected that

120" U5"' 110 l(j5 100 8j" 90° 8o°

BONNE'S PROJECTION

Fig. 63.

the ratio of the areas, between and outside of the divided

parallels is the same as the scale of map, then the projection

is called Murdoch's or Lambert's.

Third, Bonne's Conic Prcjection. This is a variation of the

simple conic projection. In this method all of the parallels are

properly divided into minutes or degrees of longitude. The

meridians are drawn by connecting the corresponding points

of division of the successive parallels. The parallels being con-

centric circles causes a slight distortion at the corners of the

map. A rhumb-line, which makes a constant angle with
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meridians, is represented by a curve, and distances along it

can be scaled off correctly. Fig. 63 shows this kind of pro-

jection.

Fourth, The Polyconic Projection is produced by projecting

the area to be mapped on tangent cones, a separate cone being

taken for each parallel. The map is constructed by draw-

ing the mid-meridian as a straight line and on it are laid off

the divisions for the parallels that are to be shown on the map.

The precise values for the divisions may be obtained from the

Fig. 64.

tables. From the formula T =N tan L are obtained the

lengths of the elements of the tangent cones for the latitudes

of the successive parallels. These lengths are laid off from
their corresponding division points on the mid-meridian. The
points thus found on the mid-meridian are the centers of

the parallels which are now drawn as arcs of circles, using the

proper centers and radii. On the parallels thus drawn the

divisions are laid off for the meridians that are to be shown on
the map. The distances that are to be laid off along the

parallels may be obtained from the tables for the successive
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latitudes of the parallels. The corresponding points on the

successive parallels are joined to represent the meridians. The
whole of North America may be mapped by this method
without appreciable distortion. The meridians should be

drawn as arcs of circles, but the radii are long and it is not

convenient to draw the circles with the compass.

Fig. 65.

The Coast and Geodetic Survey constructs this kind of a

map by plotting the intersections of the parallels and the

meridians by means of their rectangular coordinates.

In Fig. 64, X and y are the coordinates of the point A, the

intersection of a parallel and a meridian.

Let d = the angular value of the arc of the parallel from the

mid-meridian to the point A.

a; = TAsine.

In Fig. 65, the angle ATn is equal to L, the latitude of A.

TA=NcotL.
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Then

Then

a; =N cot L sine (96)

AB =rm = TA-e.

„ r N cos L . -r ,„_.= =TO = :rtf

—

—z-m = insinL (97)
TA N cot L ^ ^

X =N cot L sin (m sin L) (98)

InFig. 64, ABV = |. Then

2/ = x tan ^ = a; tan |(m sin L). . . . (99)

m is the difference in the longitudes of the mid-meridian

and the point A.

Table X is condensed from the tables in Special Publication

No. 5, 1910, of the Coast and Geodetic Survey, giving the

rectangular coordinates of the intersections of the parallels and

meridians for polyconic maps.

The polyconic map is constructed by this method by

drawing the mid-meridian and laying off on it the true dis-

tances between the parallels. Through these points of division

lines are drawn at right angles to the mid-meridian. From the

tables the coordinates of the intersections of the parallels and

the meridians are obtained. The abscissas are laid off on the

lines at right angles to the mid-meridian and the ordinates are

laid off at right angles to the abscissas, that is, parallel to the

mid-meridian. Through corresponding points smooth curves

are drawn to represent the parallels and the meridians. The

geodetic latitudes and longitudes of all the points to be mapped
having been found as described in Chapter V, these points are

plotted by means of the parallels and the meridians drawn on

the map. Fig. 66 shows this method of construction.
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TABLE X

Table of Coordinates for Polyconic Maps
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TABLE X—Continued
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CHAPTER VII

TRIGONOMETRIC LEVELING

77. The Purpose of Trigonometric Leveling is to obtain

the difference in elevations by means of vertical angles. The
results obtained from trigonometric leveUng are not so precise

as those obtained from precise leveling. The vertical angles

may be obtained at the same time as the horizontal angles at

the triangulation stations and hence the cost of the work is

small. The results from trigonometric leveling are best in

mountainous country, and in this kind of country the cost of

precise leveling is large.

The complete scheme of the Coast and Geodetic Survey

includes a continuous series of vertical angle measures through

the main scheme of the triangulation, observing over each

line over which the horizontal angles are observed (the obser-

vations to be made in both directions if both end of a line are

occupied), and of observations of vertical angles upon all sup-

plementary and intersection stations corresponding to the hori-

zontal angles measured upon such stations. The elevations of

the stations are found from connections made with elevations,

determined by precise leveling or tidal observations, as fre-

quently as possible. The elevations determined are referred

to mean sea level.

78. The Instrument used for finding the vertical angle is

one having a vertical circle, such as the altazimuth instrument

shown in Fig. 67.

The method of observing using this instrument is as follows:

First. The instrument is sighted on the object and the

horizontal wire is brought to position by the telescope-clamp

slow-motion screw.

Second. The bubble is brought to the middle of the tube

132
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attached to the verniers of the vertical circle by the vernier

slow-motion screw.

Fig. 67.—^Altazimuth Instrument.

Third. The vertical circle reading is found from the mean

of the two vernier readings.
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Fourth. The instrument is turned 180° in azimuth, the

telescope is transited and the operation just described is re-

peated in the same order.

A mean of both vernier readings is taken. One-half of the

difference of the mean readings with the instrument direct and

reversed gives the ^zenith angle from which the index error of

the vertical circle is eliminated. .This result may be taken as

a single measure of the zenith angle. Such a single measure

is practically as good as the average of more readings, because

the principal errors in trigonometric leveHng are due to irregular

refraction. The refraction errors are not appreciably reduced

by additional observations taken soon after the first

one.

In every case the record should show the height of the

instrument above the surface mark of the station occupied and

the exact point observed at each distant signal, with its height

above the surface mark.

79. The Difference in Elevations between Two Points whose

distance apart and the zenith angle from one station or both

zenith angles are known, can be determined if the coefficient of

refraction is also known.

The coefficient of refraction is the ratio between the refraction

angle for a given observation and the angle at the center of the

earth subtended by the arc between the two points. The
effect of refraction on the readings is the least about noon. In

the Coast and Geodetic Survey work readings are taken for

the vertical angles from 3 to 4 p.m. and the results are satis-

factory. Readings for the vertical angles were taken at night

on some of the Coast and Geodetic work, but the results were

not satisfactory.*

In Fig. 68, BA is the path of a ray of light from B to A and

is practically a circular arc. VAB is the refraction angle and

its value is mAC, where ?wa is the coefficient of refraction and

C is the angle at the center of the earth subtended by the arc

from A to B. The method of finding the values of the coeffici-

ent of refraction is given in sec. 81.

* See A pp. 4, Report of 1903.
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There are three cases under which the difference in elevations

may be found.

First. When the zenith angles are found at both stations.

Second. When the zenith angle is found only at one station.

Third. When the vertical angle is found on the sea horizon.

80. The Difference in Elevations from Zenith Angles at

Both Stations. In Fig. 68, Za and Zb are the observed zenith

angles. In the triangle AOB,

ct = 180''-(ZA+mAC).

/3 = 180°-(ZB+mBC).

a+/3=180°-C.
Then

a-/3 = ZB-ZA+(mB-mA)C.

By trigonometry

0B-0A ^ tanKa-/3) ^ tanMZB-ZA+(mB-mA)C]
OB+OA tan |(a+;3) tani(180-C)

h^-hj,
=taniCtanMZB-ZA+(mB-mA)C]. (100)

2R+/lB+/lA
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By Maclaurin's theorem,

taniC =^C+^^+. . . .
,

where C is expressed as an arc of unit radius or in radians.

Then

flB—hA

2R+/lB+ /lA

= (^+§) tan MZB-ZA+(mB-mA)C]. (101)

Let s = the distance AB reduced to sea level. Then

C =
:f5-

as an arc of unit radius, and

C = :f;
—

:—r-„ in seconds. Substitute these values of C inR sin 1

Eq. (101), and

hs— hA

2R+hB+hi.

=tan^ZB-ZA+(mB-mA)^^)(j+2|^3+ . . .).

Multiply through by 2R+/ib+/u and omit all terms but those

that follow:

/.B-?iA=stan,(^ZB-ZA+ ^^.^^„ j(^l+-^^+^.(102)

As hB+h\ is small as compared with 2R, the value of each

elevation may be obtained by the aneroid barometer and the

resulting effect, from the lack of precision, on the value of

/iB— /lA is not appreciable.

If rriB and iwa are equal, then

/iB-/iA = stan|(ZB-ZA)(l+^^^+^2)- (103)

s is the horizontal distance between the stations reduced to

sea level, and can be obtained from the computation of the
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triangulation survey. R is the radius of the earth at the mean
latitude of the stations and in the azimuth of the line joining

them, but the results are precise enough if R is taken as

6,364,750 meters, or 20,881,700 ft. Eq. (103) is the one used

by the Coast and Geodetic Survey.

Table XI, from page 36, General Instructions for the Field

Work of the Coast and Geodetic Survey, gives values of

TKo2 ^ units of the fifth decimal place, R having the above

value.

TABLE XI

Values op
12R2

In Units of the Fifth Decimal Place. R = 6,364,750 m.
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TABLE XII

Values of
2R

In Units of the Fifth Decimal Place. R = 6,364,750 m.

I'B+f'A
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Substituting these values of §C and C in Eq. (105), then

s sin KZb-Za) = (/ib-/ia) cos ^Zb-Za+C).

ssinKZa— Za)
h-B—hA^

cosKZb-Za+C)-

V'

(104)

81. The Coefficient of Refraction. In the triangle AOB
of Fig. 68,

a= 180°-(ZA+mAC).

i3
= 180°-(Z3+mBC).

a+f}= lSO°-C.

Then

or

Then

ZA+ZB+(mA+mB)C = 180°+C,

mA+»'iB = 1 — p(Za+Zb— 180°).

C =

^^+^3=1_^-^-:^(Za+Zb-180°).
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If the observations are simultaneous and A and B are at

about the same elevation, then toa = »ib= »i, and

^ = 0.5- -^^^"
^"
(Za+Zb-180°).

If the elevations of A and B are known from precise leveling

and Z'a and Z'b are the true zenith angles, then

Z'b-Z'a= (ZB+mBC) - (Za+waC).

Zb-Za-Zb-Z^+
j^gi^j,,.

From Eq. (102),

x„„i/y 7 I

s(otb-wia) \ K-ht,tan,^ZB-ZA+ ^^.^^„ }
= -( .+h ,2 Y
X'^ 2R ^\2^)

As ° „
^ and ,„r>9 ^-re very small quantities.

/iB+tT^^^^"'""^^"!^'
p'-^''*i*=^iiy'

1 _i /ib+'ia s^

, ,
.tB-T'tA

2R ' 12R2

and

tanKZ'B-Z'A)=^-^^(l-^-j4,). . (106)

From Eq. (106), the value of (Z'b— Z'a) can be obtained

and from Fig. 69, Z'b+Z'a = 180°+C. From these equations

the values of Z'b and Z'a can be obtained. Then

wtAC = p „ ^„ = Z'a— Z^R sm 1

or

(Z'A-ZA)Rsinl"
mA= ^

-.

In a similar way
(Z'B-ZB)Rsinl"

m^=- :
)

is found.
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The average value of the coefficient is 0.071 and the Coast
and Geodetic Survey has found near the coast a mean value
of 0.078 and in the interior 0.065.*

Fig. 70.

In Fig. 70, AB may be considered as an arc of radius

AL= r, the radius of the curve of the ray of hght, or as an arc

of radius R, the radius of the earth. Then

rX2wC = RC.

'-t (107)

Using 0.071 as the average value of m,

r = ^r-r72 = 7R, approximately. . . . (108)

82. The Angle at the Center of the Earth subtended by a

distance of 100 ft. or 1 mile, can be found as follows:

C = ;

Rsinl'"

R= 20,881,700 ft., and sin 1" = 0.00000485.

* See App. 9 of the 1882 Report.
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C= : in seconds (109)
101.34

For s'=100 ft., C = l second approximately.

For s=l mile, C = 50 seconds approximately.

83. The Difference in Elevations when the Zenith Angle

is Found at only One Station can be fomid by the following

equation:*

^ ^ , r, ,

(0.5-m)s^
,
(l-m)s^cot=^ZA

Wb— «A= s cot ZaH
p^

1

TO •

Za is the zenith angle at the lower station.

Fig. 71.

In Fig. 71,

and
a = 180°-ZA-mC,

R+7ii

/3
=

sin [180°-

= ZA+mC-C.
-(ZA+mC)] sin (ZA+mC)

R+Aa sin[ZA-C(l-m)] sin [ZA-C(l-m)]"

Appljdng the method of division to this proportion,

^B— 'iA_sin (Za+wiC)— sin [Za— C(l— m)]
(110)

R+/iA sin[ZA-C(l-m)]

* The derivation of this equation follows a method by Mr. F. W.
Perkins, of the United States Coast and Geodetic Survey.
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sin (ZA+mC)-siii [ZA-C(l-m)]

= sin |^(zA+mC-^)+^] -sin ^(z^+mC-fj -^]. (Ill)

Developing each term of the second member of Eq. (HI),

sin (ZA+mC)-sin [ZA-C(l-m)] = sin (zj,+mC~\ cos
^

/ Q<\ c / c\ c+COS (Za+toC-^J sin 2 -sin f ZA+mC-^) cos
2(c\ c c / c\

ZA+mC-2-)sin2-=2sin -cos lZj,+mC-^).

sin (ZA+mC) -sin [Za-C(1 -m)] =2 sin ^ cos Tza -^(1 -2m)].

By development,

c r c 1
2 sin -^ cos Za— ^(1— 2m)

Cr C CI= 2 sin 2" cos Za cos 5-(l— 2m)+sinZAsin2-(l— 2m)
,

and by development,

sin [Za—C(l—m)]=sinZACOs C(l—m)— cosZa sin C(l—m).

Substituting these values in Eq. (110),

cr c CI
, _ , 2 sin 2" COS Za cos ^{1 — 2m) +sin Za sin K-i^ — 2m)

R+Aa
~

sinZACOsC(l—m) — cosZAsinC(l—m)

Q
As ^(1— 2m) and C(l — m) are very small angles,

cos5-(l — 2m) and cosC(l—m) are each approximately equal

to 1. Then

o • cr „ , . „ .. C
V Qin

h^— ^K
2sin^| cosZA+sinZAsin^(l — 2m)

R+Aa sin Za— cos Za sin C(l—m)
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Dividing the numerator of the second term by its denomi-

nator and omitting all terms that are too small to affect the

value of the result within the required precision,

^T^=2sin^[eotZA+sinJ(l-2m)+cot2ZAsinC(l-m)
K+Wa ^ L "

s C s
For sin C use ^, for sin ^ use jr^, for R+/ia use R, and

ix Z Zi\,

]

then

/jB-/fA= scotZA+^(l-2m)+^(l-m) cot^ Za- (112)

Eq. (112) is used by the United States Coast and Geodetic

Survey, and should be used when A is the lower station. It

is the more usual case in practice that the distant, inaccessible

points are observed from points of relatively low elevations.

However, if the point from which the observation is made is

the higher one, then the following equation gives the more

precise result:

/Jb-/ia=s cot ZB+m^s2+^i^|^s2 cot2 Zb. (113)

Eq. (113) may be derived from the solution of the triangle

ABC in Fig. 68 by the " tangent " formula,

h^—hA _tan ^(a—0)

2R+/iB+AA~tan |(a+/3)'

substituting the necessary quantities in this equation and
ehminating all negUgible terms, as in finding Eq. (112).

Table XIII from page 37 of the General Instructions of

the Coast and Geodetic Survey gives values of ^{1—m) cot^ Za

in meters, R having the value of 6,364,750 meters. If S cot Za
is less than 200 meters, the correction can be neglected as it is

less than 1 centimeter. If S cot Za is greater than 3500 meters,

the equation can be used, R having the value of 6,364,750

meters.

Table XIV from page 38 of the above Instructions gives

the logarithms of the radius of curvature of the earth's surface
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TABLE XIII

Values of —(1—m)cot2ZA
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for various latitudes and azimuths, based upon Clark's ellipsoid

of revolution (1866), and for the metric unit.

84. The Elevation of a Station from which an Observation

is Made on the Sea Horizon can be found by the following

formula:

/i= t^(,^L_f tan2l",
_R/ V

' 2\l-m/

where v is the vertical angle expressed in seconds of arc.

Fig. 72.

In Fig. 72

A =AB =TV = S tan VAT = S tan ATB = S tan ^.

AV is drawn parallel to BT. AH is a horizontal Hne.

S = RtanC.
Then

As C is a small angle.

h =R tan C tan ^.

tan C tan ^= \ tan^ C,
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and

h = ^tan^ C.

TAO = 90°-C = 90°-(y+mC).
C =v+mC,

or

—m

2 l-m"

:; is a small angle, and
1 —

m

*^°' lii

=

(t^-^)'
*^°' 1"- ^^pp''"^-)

Hence

tan2 1". . . . (114)^ =l(l^m/

The log I tan2 1" is 4.39032 for R in feet and is 5.87431

for R in meters.

85. The Precision with which trigonometric leveling can be

done is shown by the results of the United States Coast and

Geodetic Survey on the Texas-California Arc. These results

are given in Special Publication No. 11, 1912, of the United

States Coast and Geodetic Survey.

As there are two or more lines to each station of a triangula-

tion system, over which the vertical angles are read, the differ-

ences in elevations are determined by the method of least

squares.

The probable errors of the elevations found from reciprocal

readings of the vertical angles vary from ±0.1 to ±0.9 meter

and for elevations of intersection stations the probable errors

may be as large as ±3 meters. The elevations of the intersec-

tion stations are fixed by vertical angles which are not recip-

rocal, the intersection stations not being occupied.
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PRECISE LEVELING

86. The Purpose of Precise Leveling is to determine with

the greatest precision the elevations above sea level of points

on the earth's surface, even when these points are at great

distances from the sea.

The elevations are referred to the mean sea level as a datum.

The mean sea level is found at a number of places by means

of automatic tide gauge records which extend over several

years. In the work of the United States Coast and Geodetic

Survey the elevation of mean sea level is taken the same for

the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans and for the Gulf of Mexico.

87. The Extent of the work of precise leveling is shown

by the following:

Up to 1912, 29,934 miles of precise leveling had been run in

the United States. Of this amount the Coast and Geodetic

Survey ran 14,282 miles and the United States Geological

Survey, the United States Army Engineers and various railroad

companies ran the larger part of the remainder. Of the amount
above stated about 6000 miles were run from 1907 to 1912.

88. The Instruments used in precise leveling are of both

the dumpy and wye types. In these instruments the position

of the telescope and of the attached bubble tube, with respect

to a horizontal line, can be changed a small amount by a

micrometer screw at the eye end of the instrument. The
telescope has stadia wires by which the distances to the turn-

ing points can be found.

Fig. 73 shows a precise level of the wye type. A complete

description of this instrument, including its use and adjust-

ment, is given in a paper, " The Theory and Practice of Precise

148
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Leveling," by David A. Molitor, Vol. XLV, Transactions
Amer. Soc. C. E., 1901. As the dumpy type has so many
advantages over the wye type, no further discussion of the

latter type is given herein.

Fig. 74 shows the precise level of the dumpy type.* This

is the form of instrument now used by the United States Coast

and Geodetic Survey and the United States Geological Survey.

With it the most precise, most rapid and cheapest precise

leveling is done at the present time.

Fig. 73.—Kern Type, Precise Level.

The following description is condensed form App. 3, Report

of 1903:

The distance between the level tube and the line of colli-

mation is reduced by placing the tube in an opening cut in the

telescope. This jeduces to a minimum the effect of tem-

perature changes on the parallelism of the axis of the bubble

tube and the line of collimation. The telescope with its in-

serted bubble tube is placed within a tube-shaped support

* Designed by Mr. E. G. Fischer, Chief of the Instrument Division,

United States Coast and Geodetic Survey.
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toward one end of which two pivot screws provide a horizontal

axis about which the telescope can be rotated a small amount

and the hne of collimation made horizontal by means of a

micrometer screw mounted at the other end. The tubular

form gives the strongest and lightest form of support of the

telescope and also serves to protect the level mounted in it.

The level-reading device, consisting of a pair of prisms

Fig. 74o.—U. S. Coast and Geodetic Survey Precise Level.

mounted in a tube at the side of the telescope and at

binocular distance from it, enables the observer to stand with

body and head erect while observing the level with one eye

and the rod with the other. A small mirror is attached at

the top of the tubular support and reflects the light from the

level to the prisms of the level-reading device. Fig. 75 shows

the details of the construction of this instrument. What the

letters represent can be obtained in App. 3, Report of 1903.

The telescope, the tube incasing the level vial, the draw
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tube, the reticle ring and the tubular support are made of

an alloy of nickel and cast iron. The pointed screws pivot-

ing the telescope, the screws holding in place the bubble tube,

the screws holding in place the reticle ring and the microm-

eter screw are made of nickel-steel. The telescope, its

tubular support and the bubble tube, are covered with a coating

of cloth dust of bluish-gray color, giving a finish which has the

appearance of a cloth of fine quality. By using these materials

Fig. 746.—U. S. Coast and Geodetic Survey Precise Level.

and finish the effect of temperature changes is reduced to a

minimum.

The main points in the construction of this level are

:

First. The telescope is not reversible, being supported on

trunnions between the objective and the middle of the telescope

and on the point of the micrometer screw near the eye end.

The bubble tube is fixed with respect to the telescope, except

the small change provided for adjustment.
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Second. The device for reading the position of the bubble

enables the observer to stand erect and to see the bubble and

Hi

S3

I

Fig. 7Gu.

fc jisiisa

Fig. 766. Fig. 76c.

rod alternately by merely changing the attention from the one

to the other.

Third. - The design and materials used greatly reduces
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the effect of temperature changes in different parts of the

instrument.

89. Fig. 76 shows the form of Rod used. It is 3.2 meters

long and in section is in the form of a +. It is thoroughly

treated in paraffin, to make it

impervious to moisture. The

bottom of the rod has a metal

shoe rounded off at its end to

fit in the top of a foot pin or

foot plate. The United States

Coast and Geodetic Survey are

now using only the foot pins.

A diagram of one of these is

shown in Fig. 77.

The rod is graduated to

meters and centimeters, the

meter graduations being on silver

plugs screwed into the rod. As

the telescope of the level used

in precise leveling is inverting,

the figures are placed on the

rod upside down, so that they

may appear erect when seen

through the telescope of the

level. Attached to the rod are

a centigrade thermometer, read-

ing from -23° to +55°, and a

circular level.

The foot pin which is used

as a turning point is driven

into the ground with a wooden
mallet.

90. The Adjustment of the Coast and Geodetic Survey

Level consists of making the axis of the bubble tube parallel

to the line of collimation. While this instrument is a dumpy
level in which both the bubble tube and the line of collimation

are usually adjusted, it is necessary to adjust only its bubble

- From this point down,
tool steel hardened
and tempered ; above
machinery steel*

i<r^l.2 cm.

Fig. 77.—U. S. Coast and Geo-

detic Survey Foot Pin.
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tube as the maker adjusts the line of collimation, and it is not
disturbed, the adjusting screws not being accessible to the user
of the instrument. The adjustment to make the axis of the
bubble tube parallel to the line of collimation is done by the
peg method and in accordance with No. 21 of the instructions
given on page 163.

Fig. 78 shows the method followed.

Fig. 78.

Let the distance b be i of a or -^ of the distance between

the turning points. The readings Ri and R3 are the near rod

readings and R2 and R4 are the far rod readings. Let e be the

the error in the rod reading for the distance b and / be the error

in the rod reading for the distance a. Then

Ri-e-R2+/=R4-/-R3+e,

and

or

1^

Ri+R3-(R2+R4) = -y/,

/=-^[Ri+R3-(R2+R4)]. (115)
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In testing and adjusting the instrument, the readings Ri
and R2 are taken from the instrument set up at Ii in accordance

with the conditions shown in Fig. 78. Then the instrument

is set up at 1 2 and the readings R3 and R4 are taken. From
all these readings, / is found. The rod reading R4 is then

changed by the amount/, adding when the line of sight is below

the horizontal and subtracting when the line of sight is above

the horizontal. To the amount thus obtained the correction

for curvature and refraction in the distance a is added. The
target on the rod is set at this computed reading and the rod is

then held on T . P . j . The middle wire of the instrument is made
to coincide with the target by means of the leveling screws

and the bubble is then brought to the middle of the tube by
means of the adjusting screws. The line of collimation is

then horizontal, as shown by Fig. 78, and the bubble being in

the middle of its tube the axis of the bubble is horizontal and

hence the line of collimation and the axis of the bubble tube

are parallel.

In the Coast and Geodetic Survey the error is found from

sum of near rod readings—sum of far rod readings

sum of far intervals— sum of near intervals

By Fig. 79, this gives

Ri+R3-(R2+R4) ^ 9-^
_ /

2a-2b 16 a'
(116)

That is, c is the ratio of the error to the distance which
gives the error.

If c is not greater than .01 it is not necessary to make the

adjustment.

It is necessary to determine the reading of the micrometer
which makes the axis of the bubble tube perpendicular to the

vertical axis of the instrument, because it is required that the

micrometer shall not be moved more than one turn to bring

the bubble to the middle of its tube. If a greater movement
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of the micrometer is necessary, the instrument is releveled by
the leveHng screws. To determine this reading of the microm-
eter, the instrument is leveled ,in each of two positions at
right angles to each other, then the instrument is revolved
180° about the vertical axis from one of these positions, and
if the bubble remains in the middle of the tube, the reading of

the micrometer is the desired one. If the bubble does not
remain in the middle of the tube, bring the bubble half-way
back by the micrometer and the reading of thfe micrometer is

the desired one. By another trial this reading is checked.

91. The Constants of the Coast and Geodetic Survey
Level are:

1. The angular value of one division of the bubble tube.

2. The angular value of the wire interval.

The angular value of one division of the bubble tube is found
as follows:

The bubble is brought toward one end of its tube by the

leveling screws and the readings of all three wires are taken

on a rod held vertically at 200 ft. from the instrument, but

the mean of these is used as the rod reading.

The reading of each end of bubble is taken on the bubble

scale (as bubble scales are usually graduated both ways from

the middle, those toward the eye end may be considered as

negative and those toward the objective end as positive).

By the leveling screws, the bubble is brought toward the

other end of the tube and the rod reading and the position of

the bubble in the bubble tube are obtained as described for

the other position of the bubble. This method is repeated

a number of times with the position of the bubble changed a

small amount each time.

The position of the middle of the bubble for each reading

is computed. The number of divisions between two successive

positions of the middle of the bubble is then found. This may
be called the run of the bubble. The difference in correspond-

ing rod readings is also found. The difference in rod readings

is divided by the product of the sine of 1" (0.00000485), and

the distance from the instrument to the rod. This quotient
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divided by the run of the bubble is the angular value of one

division of the bubble tube in seconds. The difference of the

averages of the rod readings, when the bubble is toward the

eye end and when it is toward the objective end and the

difference in the averages of the positions of the middle of

the bubble, under the same conditions, are used in place of

the single value for each as shown by the following problem:

Problem 11

Angular Value of One Division of the Bubble Tube

Bubble Toward Eye E
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value c. The sum of / and c is laid off in front of the instru-
ment from the point over which the instrument is set. From
the point thus found, 100 ft., 200 ft., and 300 ft. are laid off.

The readings of the wire interval are taken several times
on the rod held at each of these points. The average reading

at each point is found. The average reading at 300 ft. is divided

by 3 and the average reading at 200 ft. is divided by 2. The
last two results and the average reading at 100 ft. are added
and this sum is divided by 3. 100 is divided by the quantity

thus found for the reciprocal of the angular value of the wire

interval. By multiplying the reading of the wire interval on
the rod by this reciprocal and adding to the product the sum
of / and c, the distance from the instrument to the rod is found.

92. The Method of precise leveling is given in the " General

Instructions for Precise Levehng," taken from Special Publi-

cation No. 18 of the Coast and Geodetic Survey. These
instructions and comments upon them, also taken from the

same Pubhcation, follow. The terms foresight and minus sight

are the same. Likewise, backsight and plus sight are the same.

General 'Instructions for Precise Leveling, March, 1910

1. Except when specific instructions are given to proceed other-

wise, all lines are to be leveled independently in both the forward
and backward directions.

2. The distance between successive permanent bench marks shall

nowhere exceed 15 kilometers. There shall be no portion of the line

100 kilometers long in which there are not at least 20 permanent
bench marks. No permanent bench mark is to be counted in con-

sidering these limits unless it is adequately described, nor shall both

of two bench marks be counted if they are placed so near to one another

and in such similar conditions of exposure as to be likely to be destroyed

at the same time. The preceding statements refer to all permanent
bench marks with which the leveling is directly connected, regardless

of whether they are new bench marks or old ones established by other

organizations. The above-stated limits are to be regarded as extreme

lower limits. It is desired that the number of bench marks shall,

in general, greatly exceed that just necessary to keep within the

limits. A good example to emulate is a line run in New York State,

in 1902, on which the average distance between bench marks was

2.5 kilometers. It is desired, also, that the bench marks in each
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general locality shall belong, in part, to each of several classes, such as

bolts or other marks on buildings, squares cut or bolts or discs set in

railroad masonry, such as bridge piers, water tanks, etc., stone posts,

and iron-pipe bench marks.

3. The line of levels is to be broken by temporary bench marks
into sections from 1 to 2 kilometers long, except where special con-

ditions make shorter sections advisable.

4. Temporary bench marks should be established in places where

they will be free from disturbance by the track hands working along

the road or by materials unloaded from cars. This is especially

important when the temporary bench mark is expected to hold the

line for any considerable time. It is believed, however, that an
undetected error caused by disturbance of the bench mark will be

exceedingly rare, when two points, one set-up of the instrument

apart, are used for holding the line.

5. At each city along the line, the leveling should be connected

with at least two stable bench marks which are connected with the

city datum. Connection should also be made with all stable bench
marks of other organizations which may be found along the route.

6. In general, the top of rail of the railroad track should be used as

the rod support. However, footpins should be carried along during

the progress of the work and they should be used whenever a train

is known to be approaching or when there are special reasons for

supposing the rail not to be in a sufficiently stable condition.

7. When elevations and descriptions of bench marks established

by a railroad (over which a line is to be run) are furnished to this

office with a request by the officials of the road to have the precise

leveling done by this Survey connected with them, as many of the

railroad bench marks will be incorporated in our line of levels as can
be done without greatly delaying its progress. The railroad bench
marks which are of permanent nature are to be treated in the same
manner as new permanent bench marks established by the precise

leveling party. If the permanent bench marks of the railroad are
chiefly of the same general type, they must not be given full weight
in deciding whether there are enough bench marks in any section of

the line. (See paragraph 2.) Bench marks of the railroad which
are not of permanent character may be determined by extra foresights,

as in the manner provided for determining the height of rail in front

of a railroad station (see paragraph 10). It will not be necessary to
connect the precise leveling with the railroad bench marks which are
in places not easily accessible. It will not be necessary to connect
with each railroad bench mark where they are less than 1 kilometer
apart. The benefits derived from connecting a line of precise leveling
with railroad bench marks are (a) that time is gained by having some
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permanent bench marks already established; (6) the elevations of the
railroad bench marks resulting from the connection with precise
leveling are of great value to the railroad concerned; and, (c) as the
work progresses, a check is obtained on gross mistakes which might
escape notice, by comparing the elevations furnished by the railroad
with those by the precise leveling party.

8. All old bench marks are to be called by their old names or
numbers and are to be described fully by quoting the old description,

if one is available, and by making additions or corrections to it.

9. All new bench marks are to be designated by capital letters with
numerical subscripts after the alphabet has been exhausted in each
State.

10. The elevation of the top of the railroad rail in front of each
railroad station along the line of levels is to be determined with a
check. This may be done by using the point on the rail as a rod
support in either the regular forward or backward running of the

line, or by taking extra foresight to it on both the backward and
forward runnings, or by taking extra foresights to it from two instru-

ment stations near it in one of the runnings of the line.

11. When it is desirable to get the elevations by means of which
to compare the line of levels with the profile of the railroad, such
elevations may be gotten by single readings on the rod held on top
of the rail opposite water tanks, and over bridges and culverts. Such
structures are usually shown on the railroad profiles.

12. It is desirable that the backward measurement on each section

should be made under different atmospheric conditions from those

which occur on the forward measurement. It is especially desirable

to make the backward measurement in the afternoon if the forward

measurement was made in the forenoon, and vice versa. The ob-

server is to secure as much difference of conditions between the

forward and backward measurements as is possible without materially

delaying the work for that purpose.

13. On all sections upon which the forward and backward measures

differ in millimeters by more than 4V K (in which K is the distance

in kilometers leveled between adjacent bench marks) both the forward

and backward measures are to be repeated until the difference between

two such measures falls within the limit. No one of the questioned

measures is to be used with a new measure in order to get this

agreement.

14. If any measure over a section gives a result differing by more

than 6 millimeters from the mean of all the measures over that section,

this measure shall be rejected. No rejection shall be made on account

of a residual smaller than 6 millimeters unless there is some other

good reason for suspecting an error in this particular measure, and
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in such cases the reason for rejection must be fully stated in the
record.

15. Whenever a mistake, such a misreading of 1 decimeter or 1

meter, or an interchange of sights (the backsight being recorded as a
foresight), is discovered in any measure after its completion and the

necessary correction applied, such measure may be retained provided

there are at least two other measures over the same section which are

not subject to any such uncertainty. Provided, further, that when
it is found that the mistake was made on the last instrument station

of the second running of a section and it is corrected on the same
day and before beginning work on an adjacent section, such measure
may be retained and no further measures of the section are to be

required on account of the mistake.

16. The program of observation at each station is to be as follows:

Set up and level the instrument. Read the three lines of the

diaphragm as seen projected against the front (or rear) rod, each

reading being taken to the nearest millimeter (estimated), and the

bubble being held continuously in the middle of the tube (i.e., both

ends reading the same). As soon as possible thereafter read the

three lines of the diaphragm as seen projected against the rear (or

front) rod, estimating to millimeters as before, and holding the bubble

continuously in the middle of the tube.

17. At each rod station the thermometer in the rod is to be read

to the nearest degree centigrade and the temperature recorded.

18. At stations of odd numbers the backsight is to be taken before

the foresight, and at even stations the foresight is to be taken before

the backsight. As the same rod is held on a rod station for both
the fore- and backsights, the effect of this is that the same rod is read

first at each set-up, it being the rod used for the backsight at the first

instrument station.

19. The difference in length between a foresight and the corre-

sponding backsight must not exceed 10 meters. The difference is to

be made as small on each pair of sights as is feasible by the use of good
judgment without any expenditure of time for this particular purpose.

20. The recorder shall keep a record of the rod intervals subtended

by the extreme lines of the diaphragm on each backsight, together

with their continuous sum between each two contiguous bench marks
(temporary or permanent). A similar record shall be kept for the

foresights. The two continuous sums shall be kept as nearly equal

as is feasible without the expenditure of extra time for that purpose,

by setting the instrument beyond (or short of) the middle point

between the back and front rods. The two continuous sums for a

section shall not be allowed to differ by more than a quantity cor-

responding to a distance of 20 meters.
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21. Once during each day of observation the error of the level

should be determined in the regular course of the levehng and recorded
in a separate opening of the record boolc as follows: The ordinary-

observations at an instrument station being completed, transcribe
the last foresight reading as part of the error determination, call up
the back rod and have it placed about 10 meters back from the instru-

ment, read the rod, move the instrument to a position about 10 meters
behind the front rod, read the front rod and then the back rod. (The
two instrument stations are between the two rod points.) The rod
readings must be taken with the bubble in the middle of its tube.

The required constant C to be determined, namely, the ratio of the
required correction to any rod reading to the corresponding subtended
interval, is

(sum of near rod readings) — (sum of distant rod readings)

(sum of distant rod intervals) —(sum of near rod intervals)'

The total correction for curvature and refraction must be applied

to the sum of the distant rod readings before using it in this formula.

The level should not be adjusted if C is less than 0.005. If C is between

0.005 and 0.010 the observer is advised not to adjust the level, but
if C exceed 0.010 the adjustment must be made. If a new adjustment

of the level is made, C should at once be redetermined. It is desirable

to have the determination of level error made under the usual con-

ditions as to length of sight, character of ground, elevation of Une of

sight above ground, etc. The adjustment of the instrument to reduce

C must be made by moving the level vial, not by moving the reticle.

22. Notes for future use in studying leveling errors shall be inserted

in the record, indicating the time of beginning and ending the work

of each section, the weather conditions, especially as to cloudiness

and wind, and whether each section of the line is run toward or away
from the sun. Such other notes should be made as promise to be of

value in studying errors.

23. The instrument shall be shaded from the direct rays of the

sun, both during the observations and when moving from station to

station.

24. The maximum length of sight shall be 150 meters, and the

maximum is to be attained only under the most favorable conditions.

25. At the beginning and end of the season, and at least twice

each month during the progress of the leveling, the 3-meter interval

between metallic plugs on the face of each level rod shall be measured

carefully with a steel tape which shall be kept continuously with the

party during the season for that purpose only. The temperatures

shown by the thermometer inserted in the rod and by the thermometer
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attached to the tape at the time of each of these measures must be

recorded. The purpose of these measures is to detect changes in the

length of the rods and not to determine the absolute lengths. The
absolute lengths are determined at the office between field seasons.

26. The tape furnished by the office for measurement of the rods

is a piece of steel tape about 3.1 meters long, having near one end a

fine line graduation and about 3 meters from it (at the other end of

the tape) a series of fine millimeter graduations on a steel rule riveted

to the tape. With this special form of tape the measurement of a

rod should be made somewhat as follows : The rod should be supported

at about the 0.85 meter and 2.45 meter points only (approximately

quarter points) to get the least bending of the rod for any two-support

system. In making the measurement the single line should be made
to coincide with the fine line on the silver plug nearest the bottom

of the rod and the reading should be made at the line on the silver

plug at the top of the rod. It is possible to estimate the half tenths

of millimeters on the rule which is attached to the tape. The tape

should be placed on the face of the rod in such a way that the edge

of the tape from which the steel rule does not project, coincides with

the edge of the face of the rod nearest the meter marks of the rod.

Care must be taken that the two edges coincide closely in order that

the tape may always assume exactly the same position. The end of

the tape at the foot of the rod should be clamped firmly to the rod

after the line on the tape and that on the plug have been made to

coincide. The tape should then be smoothed down by the hand to

make it lie perfectly flat on the face of the rod. With the hand

lifted and, consequently, no tension on the tape, the reading should

be made from the rule attached to the tape near the upper or top

end of the rod.

27. The field computations and abstracts are to be kept up as the

work progresses. As soon as each book of the original record is out of

use it is to be sent to the office by registered mail. The corresponding

abstracts must be retained until an acknowledgment of the receipt

of the original record at the office has been received.

28. No duplicates of the original records are to be made except

of the descriptions of bench marks, of which duplicates in the form

of carbon copies are to be made. At least once during each month
such carbon copies as have accumulated are to be sent to the Inspector

of Geodetic Work.
29. At least once each month, during the progress of the leveling,

a test must be made of the adjustment of the rod levels, and a state-

ment should be inserted in the record showing the manner in which

the test was made, whether the error was found to be outside the limit

stated below, and whether an adjustment was made. With the bubble
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of the level rod held at the center, the deviation from the vertical of

the plane intersecting the center of the face of the rod throughout its

length and normal to the face of the rod, must be determined. The
deviation from the vertical of the plane coinciding with the face of

the rod, must also be determined. If the deviation from the vertical

exceeds 10 milUmeters on a 3-meter length of the rod, the rod level

must be adjusted.
' 30. On the left-hand page of the record the number of each instru-

ment station at which the instrument is not set up in the railroad track

is to be included in parentheses. Similarly, on the right-hand page

of the record, the designating letter for the foresight rod (V, W, etc.)

shall be inclosed in parentheses, if said rod is not supported on the

railroad rail. If the length of any portion of the level line run off

the raUroad is 25 meters or more greater than the railroad distance

between the points of departure from and return to the railroad, then

the distance along the track betweeji these two points must be shown
in the record. The purpose of these requirements is to furnish the

office a means of detecting blunders in the leveling, by plotting the

level Une on the profile of the railroad.

31. When it is expected that the forward and backward runnings

of the line are to be completed up to any one place, the elevation at

that place should be held by two points, established at least one set-up

of the instrument apart. When the leveling is continued from or

to such a pair of points, the instrument should be set up between them
and readings of the rod taken on each point. The same arrangement

of points should be used at the completed end or ends of any detached

portion of the hne of levels. Either one of the two points may be

used for carrying along the elevation, with the other used only as a

check against mistakes in reading the rod, or a disturbance of one

or both of them. The records should show clearly which one of the

two points was used to carry the elevation, 'and it is believed that it

is good policy to use the same point (backward or forward) in each

case as far as may be practicable. It is beheved that, by employing

this method, no mistake of a meter or a decimeter made in reading

the rod, held on a bench mark, will escape detection.

32. As far as possible, all the permanent bench marks should be

in the main Hne of levels and not on spur or branch hues. One

of the exceptions to this rule is where the hne runs several miles off

the raihoad to the mark of a triangulation station. In such a case

the spur, or branch line, is the more economical way of doing the work

and will be satisfabtory. Whenever a permanent bench mark is

established by means of a spur or branch line, which has only one

set-up, the forward and backward lines of the spur or branch should

be run at different times of a day or on different days, if practicable.
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If it should be necessary to have the two runnings made one immedi-

ately after the other, the height of the instrument should be materially

changed to make the second measure. This would help to prevent

any mistake in the leveling.

33. Except in rare cases, the permanent bench marks should be

established before or during the first running of the line. It is believed

to be inadvisable to delay the tying in of the permanent bench marks
until after the line has been run, even in only one direction. When
it is impracticable to establish a permanent bench mark before or

during the first measurement of the line, an acceptable manner of

tying in the permanent bench mark or including it in the main line

of levels is to establish a temporary bench mark on each side of the

proposed location of the permanent bench mark and to leave the

distance between them unleveled until the permanent bench mark
has been set. The arrangement of the temporary bench marks
established for this purpose should be similar to that described in

in the latter part of paragraph 31 of these instructions. This would
provide for two points, the difference in elevation between which are

known, on each side of the permanent bench mark and the distance

between the two pairs of points makes a section in the main line of

levels. A diagram showing the arrangement of the stakes and the

permanent bench mark is shown below

:

X-^0 X C X X

The positions of the instrument are shown by X, the positions of

the temporary bench marks by 0, and the position of the permanent
bench mark by D

.

34. Chiefs of party should keep the length of sight great enough
to make it necessary to do a moderate amount of rerunning. If an
observer is extremely cautious and confines all his observations to

sights sufficiently short to insure easy reading of the rod, it is possible

to work month after month with almost no rerunning, but the progress

will be slow. On the other hand, it is certain that an attempt to take

sights of the limiting length, 150 meters, at all times would lead to

a very large amount of rerunning and the progress would not be
rapid. It is believed that the maximum speed consistent with the

required degree of accuracy will be secured by continually keeping
the length of sight such that the amount of rerunning will be from 5
to 15 per cent. An extremely small percentage of rerunning would
indicate an excess of caution on the part of the observer. The
occurrence of a moderate amount of rerunning is due largely to an
attempt on the part of the observer to obtain the maximum progress

consistent with the required degree of accuracy and not to inability

to secure such observations that little or no rerunning would be neces-
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sary. Observers have found a convenient rule in fixing the length
of sight to be to shorten the sights whenever the upper and lower
thread intervals subtended on the rod are found to differ frequently
by more than a selected limit. Each observer should fix the limit

from his own experience by noting the relation between such a pro-
visional limit and the amount of rerunning found to be necessary
while using it. Such a rule is based upon the idea that the additional

errors which are encountered when the length of sight is increased

are, in the main, those due to the increasing accidental errors in reading
the rods.

35. It is not thought advisable to state definitely in these instruc-

tions the allowable limit on the rate of divergence between the forward
and backward lines, but this should be kept small.

36. The record and the preliminary or field computation of precise

levels must conform to the examples given on pages 22 to 26 of this

publication, except that in the computation shown on page 25 the

five corrections for curvature and refraction, level, index, length of

rod, and temperature are not to be applied in the field.

37. Should the experience of a chief of party indicate to him that

a change or changes in these instructions would facilitate the work
in the field, he is urged to communicate with this ofiice regarding

such changes.

38. When cases arise which are not provided for by these general

instructions or by specific instructions, the chief of party will use his

own judgment in the matter.

COMMENTS UPON THE GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS

These instructions do not change the essential features of carrying

on the field work of precise leveling done under the general instructions

as published in Precise Leveling in the United States, 1903-1907.

They do, however, provide for greater safeguards against mistakes

in reading the rod, which might remain undiscovered until the closure

of the circuit of which the line is a part.

The instructions, in general, have been written in sufficient detail

for their proper understanding by the party carrying on the field

work, but there are given below some comments which may be of

, value both in the field and office.

Referring to paragraph 6 of the General Instructions: All the

precise leveling by the United States Coast and Geodetic Survey

has been along railroads and through the towns and cities on them,

except short spur lines out of triangulation stations. Since 1903 the
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rail has been used as the rod support except when a train was known
to be approaching, when a pin was used. Since adopting the rail

for the rod support, the accumulation of the discrepancy between the

two runnings of a line, backward minus forward (B— F), has been

within reasonable limits, and the speed and accuracy have been

greater than when pins or plates were used exclusively.

Two uncertainties in connection with this method of rod support

will occur to anyone who considers it carefully, namely, the uncertainty

as to whether the rodman holds the foot of the rod for both foresight

and backsight on precisely the same point on the slightly rounding

and sometimes inclined surface of the top of the rail, and the uncer-

tainty as to the recovery by the rail of its former elevation after a

train has passed over it.

The first of these uncertainties is very small, provided the rodman

is careful. No difficulty has been found in marking with chalk or

keel the exact spot on the rail in such a way that the mark is recover-

able, even after a train has passed over it. Besides, the lines nearly

always follow main hnes of the railroad where, in general, the roadbed

is well constructed and the rails are held firmly to the ties. The rails

are usually heavy, with large heads having broad top surfaces, so that

even if a rodman fails to place his rod for the backsight exactly on

the spot used for the foresight the error introduced would be small.

If the rail is light in weight, badly worn, and sloping on the top of the

rail head, then the rodman must be especial^ careful to have his rod

in exactly the same position for the two sights.

When the roadbed is in good condition, the rodman standing on

the ties does not seem to disturb the rail on which the rod is supported.

With regard to the second objection to the use of the rail as a

rod support, that it will not recover its original position after the

passage of a train, it should be remembered that it is only occasional

(not so much as once each day, if the observer is at all careful) that

a train goes over the rod support between the fore- and backsights.

Besides, each of the several observers has reported that tests were

made which show that rod readings, with the rod held on the rail,

were the same after the passage of a train as before, within the limits

of reading the rods. In making these tests the leveling instrument

was set up some meters from the track.

With the binocular type of this instrument, accurate leveling can

be carried over trestles or bridges. Rod points should be established

on or over the piers.
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Paragraph 7 is an addition to the previous instructions, and it

is in sufficient detail to make its meaning entirely clear.

The height of the rail in front of the railroad station at a town
is usually given by the raiload and in dictionaries of altitudes as the
elevation of the town. As there should be no gross error in such
elevations, a paragraph (No. 10) was added to the previous general

instructions, which requires that these elevations should be determined
with a check.

Paragraph 12 provides that the forward and backward runnings
of a section should be made under different atmospheric conditions,

if possible without materially delaying the progress of the work. In
future leveling the chiefs of party will be directed to make the two
runnings on different days if possible, this being one of the require-

ments for leveling of high precision, 'adopted by the Seventeenth

General Conference of the International Geodetic Association in 1912.

If the two runnings of a section are made on different days, and one

is made in the forenoon and the other in the afternoon, it is believed

that any systematic errors due to atmospheric causes will be largely

eUminated.

A large portion of the rerunning, made necessary by a failure of

the forward and backward measures to agree within the prescribed

limit, has occurred on rather steep grades and especially when the

observer made his sights as long as the slope would permit. This

would bring the line of sight close to the ground on one side and high

in the air on the other. The greatest difficulty was encountered on

clear days when the ground and air had temperatures differing by vary-

ing amounts, depending on the time of day. Under this condition

it is natural to expect that the effect of refraction on the upper sight

wLU be different from that on the lower one. Where the two runnings

of a section were made on a cloudy day, very little trouble was found

in making the two lines agree within the required amount. During

the season of 1912 the line of precise leveling along the railroad from

San Francisco eastward ran through one snowshed which was about

37 miles (60 kilometers) in length. The grade of this portion of the

road was between 2.0 and 2.5 per cent. The chief of party reported

that only three sections, of a total of 60 sections through this shed,

faUed to close within the requirements and that, in his opinion, these

failures were due to insufficient light in the tunnels. On the clear

line for a distance of 50 kilometers before reaching the snowsheds

great difficulty was experienced in making the two runnings check,
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and 10 of the total of 49 sections were remeasured, the rerunning

amounting to about 20 per cent. After having passed through the

shed the rerunning, on a portion of the line with steep grades and 51

kilometers in length, again became high with 10 per cent, or 4 sections

of the total of 42.

If a hne on a steep grade is leveled in opposite directions under the

same or approximately the same atmospheric conditions, no great diffi-

culty should be found in making the two runnings agree. But on clear

days there would be, no doubt, systematic errors of considerable size.

In future precise leveling by the United States Coast and Geodetic

Survey the observer will be directed to be careful that, on clear days,

the line of sight from the lower wire does not come closer to the ground

than about 3 decimeters. This may require shortening of the sights

on steep grades and the progress will be slower than if there were no

minimum limit to rod readings, but it will keep the hne of sight above

the badly disturbed layers of air close to the ground. On cloudy

days this precaution probably will not be necessary.

The second sentence of paragraph 15 permits the observer to

retain without rerunning a measure on which a mistake has been

made, if the mistake is corrected immediately. It is considered

unsatisfactory to do so some days, or even hours, later, for it may be

impossible to replace the instrument to make the test of the rod

readings at any particular set-up.

By carrying out the program of paragraph 18 any systematic effect

due to falling or rising temperatures, or to changing atmospheric

conditions, is practically eliminated.

It has been found that the tape described in paragraph 26 has

given excellent results when used as a straightedge in measuring the

rods in the field. The measurements previously made with a pocket

steel tape with or without a constant tension were not entirely

satisfactory.

The progress of a leveling party is partially dependent on the

amount of office work which must be done in the field. No duplicates

are made of the record of observations or of the computations. The
abstract, properly prepared and checked, is assumed to be a sufficient

guard against the loss of a hne of levels. Only such computations

are made in the field as may be necessary to indicate the accuracy

of the work done. A duplicate is required of the descriptions of

stations, a carbon copy being satisfactory. (Consult paragraphs 27,

28, and 36 of these instructions.)
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Paragraphs 31 to 33 describe methods of establishing bench marks
and connecting with them which should greatly lessen the danger
of having a serious mistake, such as one meter or a decimeter, occur

in the Une and not be detected.

93. The Errors that arise are of both types, the accidental

and the systematic or constant. In Special Publication No.
22* it is stated that,

" The principal sources of accidental errors are believed to bie

(a) Poor estimation of the millimeters in reading the rod;

(6) reading the rod before the bubble has come ,to rest;

(c) rapid changes in the vertical refraction.

The principal sources of systematic error are probably: (a)

Slow changes in the vertical refraction; (b) difference in the

amount of the vertical refraction on the two sights on steep

grades; (c) other atmospheric conditions which possibly

depend upon the direction of the running, the time of day,

whether the sky is clear or cloudy, and whether it is calm

or windy."

By following the method given in paragraph 18 of the

instructions, the errors due to changes in the elevation of the rod

supports or of the instrument supports are practically eliminated.

Likewise, the effect of a gradual change in the vertical refraction

is eliminated by this same method of observing the plus sight

first at one station and the minus sight first at the next station.

By shielding the instrument and the rod as far as possible,

the errors due to wind and rapid changes in temperature are kept

very small, although it may be necessary to shorten the

length of sights on account of these sources of error. It is

believed that a sight shorter than 50 meters should not be made
if such a short sight is required on account of the errors from

atmospheric conditions.

On account of the material of which the instrument is

constructed, having a coefficient of expansion of only 0.000004

per degree centigrade, and shielding the instrument from the

sun, not only while in use, but while moving from one set-up

* Precise Leveling from Brigham, Utah, to San Francisco, Cal.
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to another, the unequal temperatures of different parts of the

instrument can have only a very slight effect on the leveling,

the errors resulting being too small to be considered. By No.

17 of the instructions, the temperature of the rod is required

and the record of the rod temperatures furnishes the data for

computing the temperature corrections of the rod.

Another source of error (probably entirely accidental) is

the inertia of the liquid in the level vial. The observer should

bring the bubble to rest at the middle of the tube and then

wait a few seconds to see if it moves to another position. If

it does move, it should be brought back to the middle of the

tube before a reading is made.

94. The Form of Records and Methods of Computation
'

with examples and tables are given in Special Publication No.

18, from which the following are taken:

Examples of Record and Computation

A specimen* of the determination of C as actually made in the

field in accordance with paragraph 12 of the General Instructions is

given below, together with suggestions which were furnished to the

observers.

Problem 12

Determination of C, 8.20 a.m., Atjgtjst 28, 1900

Left-hand page. Right-hand page.
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Only the distant rod readings need be corrected for curvature and
refraction, and the two corrections for the two distant rods may
be combined as indicated.

Note that if the transfers of figures across from page to page are

made as indicated all subtractions are made right side up.

Do not carry C to more than three decimal places.

When the instrument must be adjusted, due to too large a value

for C, do it by raising or lowering one end of the level vial and not

by moving the reticle.

The adjustment is made as follows: Point to a distant rod with

the bubble in the middle of its tube, and read. Move the telescope

so as to raise the middle line by an amount equal to C times the rod

interval. While holding the telescope in this position bring the

bubble to the middle of the tube by raising or lowering one end of

the level vial. If C is negative the middle line must of course be

lowered on the rod.

The following examples of the record and computations will serve

to explain the method of observation still further:

Left-hand page.

Date: August 29, 1900.

Sun: C.

Problem 13

Spirit Leveling

Forward-Backward From B. M.: 68
(Strike out one Word.) Wind: S. T.

Right-hand page.

To B. M.: G.
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The explanation of the symbols used after the words " Sun "

and " Wind " is printed on the bottom of the computation form shown
later. The unit in the record is the millimeter. The instrument

stations (not turning points) are numbered consecutively throughout

the day. A rod once placed at a point stays there, both for the fore-

sight and backsight, each rodman thus being front and back rodman

alternately. To carry out the requirement of the general directions,

that at stations of odd numbers the backsight is to be taken before

the foresight, and at even stations the foresight is to be taken first,

it is only necessary to remember that this is equivalent to the state-

ment that one particular rodman must always show his rod first after

each placing of the instrument. The position of the rod is indicated

in the record on the foresight only. The temperature is read by the

back rodman just before he moves forward, and is called out to the

recorder when the rodman passes.

The colmnns headed " Thread interval " show the intervals

between the lower and middle threads as seen projected on the rod,

and the middle and the upper, and finally the total interval. The

columns headed " Sum of intervals " show the continuous sum of

the total intervals, and as these values are proportional to the sums

of the backsight distances and foresight distances, respectively, they

enable the observer to keep these two sums nearly equal at all times,

as required by the instructions, for the purpose of eliminating instru-

mental errors.

Such portions of the computation as are shown as forming a part

of the record are -kept up by the recorder as the work progresses.

The instrument is not moved forward from any station until the

recorder announces that the readings at that station check properly.

The recorder uses, as a short method of computing the mean of the

three thread readings, the fact that the difference of the upper and

lower intervals divided by 3 is the correction to be applied with the

proper sign to the middle thread reading to give the mean of the

three.

But little explanation is needed in connection with the com-

putation form shown on p. 176. The forward line from B. M. 68 to

B. M. G. on this form is that for which the record is given.

The fifth column on the left-hand page is derived from the fourth

by using the sufficiently exact relation that 287 milUmeters subtended

on the rod corresponds to 100 meters along the line, regardless of the

lengths of the separate sights.
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The corrections for curvature and refraction shown in the first

coliunn of the right-hand page are those due to the shght differences

of corresponding foresights and backsights, no correction being neces-

sary when the corresponding sights are exactly equal. The correction

is usually inappreciable and seldom exceeds 0.1 millimeter under

actual conditions. It may be applied very quickly by the use of

tables (see pp. 179 and 180) and a rapid inspection of the record books.

It is important to note that this is, in the main, a correction for

curvature, a quantity which is not uncertain, the uncertain refraction

being upon an average about one-eighth as great as the curvature.

The level correction shown in the second column of the right-hand

page is equal to the constant C (defined in paragraph 21 of the general

instructions) times the value in the sixth column of the left-hand

page. Its sign is fixed by the signs of the two factors. This cor-

rection wOl very seldom exceed 0.3 millimeter under actual con-

ditions and will not sensibly differ from zero on most sections, since

the instructions require (par. 11) that the sum of the foresight-rod

intervals on any section shall be nearly equal to the sum of the back-

sight-rod intervals.

The third column is for the index error, which takes account of

the fact that the zero of graduation and the foot of the rod are not

exactly coincident. As the index errors of two rods forming a pair

are made the same, this correction is necessary only when a metal

tape is used on a bench mark that is not accessible with a rod.

The fourth column gives the correction due to the excess of length

of the rod at zero degrees, this particular rod being 0.28 millimeter

too long on each meter. The examinations of the rods made at the

office show that the error of graduation is, with sufficient accuracy,

proportional to the distance along the rod. The next column gives

the correction due to the expansion of the rod from zero to the tem-

perature of observation, computed with the known coefficient of

expansion of the rods, namely, 0.000004 per degree centigrade. The

sum of the quantities in the third and fourth columns in any fine

gives the correction due to the excess of length of the rod at the tem-

perature of observation. For these particular rods, which are long,

even at zero, the correction in each of these columns will always have

the same sign as the measured difference of elevation.

The last four columns on this form are for use whenever special

studies are to be made to determine, if possible, the sources of the

principal errors of leveling. It should be noted that the times of the
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Left-hand page.

Line: Somerset, Ky., to Knoxville, Tenn.

Problem

Computation of
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13a

Precise Levels
Kigbt-bacd page.

Observer; W. H. B. Year: 1900.

Corrections.

So

Difference of
Elevation.
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1^'

CD

ft
CO
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Correction Tables

For convenience there are inserted here three tables which are
useful in making the foregoing computations.

The table of total correction for curvature and refraction is for
use in computing C, in making river crossings, and in general wherever
the total correction is required. In computing this table the refraction
was assumed to be equal to one-eighth the curvature.

TABLE XV

Total Cobbection foe Cubvaturb and Refraction

Distance.
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TABLE XVI

Differential Correction for Curvature and Refraction

length-
ofsfeht
tnrod
Interval
InmOll-
meters.
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table, and the rule for the sign of the correction is the same, namely,
positive when the foresight is the longer of the two sights, negative

when it is the shorter. Numbers over 460 are omitted from the

table.

TABLE XVII

Differential Correction for Curvature and Refraction

Limiting Values of the Mean Rod Interval

Differ-
ence of

Rod
Inter-

vals,
mm.
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TABLE XVIII

Correction for Temperature (in Millimeters)
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95. Data regarding the Rate of Progress, Cost and the
Precision of Precise Leveling done by the United States Coast
and Geodetic Survey can be obtained in Special Publication

No. 18 and other pubHcations of the Coast and Geodetic Sur-

vey. The average rate of progress for twenty-eight seasons

is 69.5 miles of completed line per month. Each mile of

progress represents a mile leveled at least twice, once in a
forward and once in a backward direction.

The average cost per mile of completed line from the

results of twenty-eight seasons is $11.10.

The average rate of progress given in the latest report on
precise leveling, Special Publication No. 22, for two seasons'

work, is 73 miles per month in 1911 and 77.4 miles per month
in 1912 at an average cost per mile for the whole line of

$11.90.

The probable error in a single kilometer of completed

leveling ranged from ±0.6 mm. to ±0.9 mm., with an

average of ±0.7 mm. This is the internal evidence of each

separate line. The probable error of a single kilometer of

completed leveling derived from the adjustment of the level

net is ±0.67 mm. This is the evidence from the level net

as a whole.

Where the lines along which the precise levels have been

run form a polygon, the elevation of the first point is taken

as found from preceding work and it can also be found from

this elevation and from the precise leveling along the lines

forming the perimeter of the polygon. The difference between

these elevations gives the Error of Closure. This error can

be distributed by the method of least squares and the values

found for the elevations of all benches along the perimeter

of the polygon.

An approximate method, which gives results very close to

those obtained by the method of least squares, is to distribute

the error of closure among the lines of levels forming the perim-

eter of the polygon proportionally to the square roots of the

lengths of the sides, if the errors are probably all of the acci-

dental type. If the errors are probably all of the systematic
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or constant type, then the distribution of the error of closure

should be proportionally to the lengths of the sides.

If a Precise Level Net made up of several polygons of precise

levels is to be adjusted, the method of least squares gives the

best results in solving this complex problem. An approximate

method* similar to that outhned above may be used, starting

with lines of levels from points whose elevations are already

known to a point whose elevation is determined from the most

precise of the lines of precise leveling which is to be adjusted.

Find two or more elevations of this point from the known
elevations of points that are connected with this point by

Unes of precise levels. Give to each of the values of the

elevation of this point a weight and find the weighted mean
value for the elevation at this point. The weight of a line of

levels depends on the length of the line of levels, the closing

error of the lines of levels, of which the line in question is one,

making the polygon, the kind of instrument used on each line,

and the number of polygons with which the hne of levels is

connected. Then select the point whose elevation is deter-

mined from the precise leveling next in precision, and determine

its elevation in the manner given above. Continue this

method throughout the entire net of precise leveling, until the

elevations of all benches are found. The results obtained are

usually very close to those that would be obtained by the

method of least squares.

96. Orthometric and Dynamic Corrections, f The surface

of the sea and other level surfaces above it or below it are

approximately spheroidal in shape, but these surfaces are not

parallel. Each surface above sea level has a greater propor-

tional flattening than the sea surface. A level surface 1000

meters above the sea at the equator is only 995 meters above

* This method was suggested by Professor J. F. Hayford, formerly

with the United States Coast and Geodetic Survey.

t See Spec. Pub. 18, U. S. C. and G. Survey. "Nivellement de Haute
Precision," by Lallemand, in the Encyclop^die des Travaux Publics,

Paris et Lifege, 1912. Helmert's "Die Mathematischen und Physikalischen

Theorieen der Hoheren Geodasie: II. TheU."
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the sea at the poles. The reductions in the differences in

elevations of level surfaces vary with heights of surfaces; e.g.,

a level surface 500 meters above the sea at the equator is

497.5 meters above the sea at the poles. In precise leveling

a correction must be applied on account of the level surfaces

not being parallel. It is most important to apply this cor-

rection on north-and-south lines, especially when the average
elevation of the hne is large. The correction is very small

and probably negligible on a line run near sea level.

The following from Special Publication 18 of the Coast and
Geodetic Survey gives a clear idea of source and corrections

for the discordant differences in the elevations of two points:

The manner in which discordant differences of level between two
points are obtained by following different routes between them may
be illustrated by a simple ideal case. Suppose a still lake, lying north

and south, is situated on the edge of a level plateau near the sea in

the Northern Hemisphere. See Fig. 79. Let B be a point at the

lake's surface near the middle, and A a point at sea level in the same
latitude as B. Let one hne of levels be carried by water leveHng

north from A to C, a point at sea level and in the same latitude

as the north end of the lake, then directly to D, at the north end
of the lake's surface, then by water leveling along the lake south-

ward to B. The difference of level between A and B, or between A
and any point of the lake's surface, will come out equal to the elevation

of D above C. Let another line of levels be run southward from A
by water levels to E, at sea level and in the same latitude as F at the

south end of the lake's surface, then directlj' from E to F and north-

ward by water levels on the lake to B. The difference of level between

A and B, or between A and any point on the lake's surface, will now
come out equal to the elevation of F above E, and will be greater than

the apparent elevation by the first route, since the two level surfaces

approach each other as they near the north pole; and neither result

will agree with the result of measuring directly from A to B.

There are two methods of correcting this ambiguity, so that

except for errors of observation one may always arrive at the same

result for the same point. One method is to correct the difference

of level in such a manner that one may obtain the actual difference

between B and the sea level, or in the general case, between a point
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and the geoid. This elevation is called the orthometric elevation of

B, and the correction to the measured difference of elevation to obtain

the orthometric elevation from the observed results of leveling is

o

called the orthometric correction. It is to be noted (1) that one may
speak, not of the orthometric correction to an elevation, but of the

orthometric correction to a difference of elevation for a given route;

(2) that points on the same level surface have different orthometric

elevations if they he in different latitudes, and that, therefore, con-
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versely points in different latitudes, having the same orthometric

elevation, lie on different level surfaces. This inconvenience has led

to the second method, which discards the simple conception of

measured length altogether, and gives to each surface a number of

its own. Instead of giving the elevation of a point above sea level,

a serial number is given to the level surface on which it lies. The
points F, B, and D on the lake-level surface would bear the same

number. For convenience, the system of numbering these surfaces

is such that the number of a level surface is not very different

from the height (in the unit chosen) of any point in the surface.

The serial number of a level surface is called its dynamic number *

and is defined as follows: In the metric system the dynamic number

of a point is the work required to raise a mass of 1 kilogram against

the force of gravity from sea level to the level surface passing through

the point, the work being measured in standard kilogram-meters at

sea level in latitude 45°. If the English system be used, the kilogram

in the preceding statement is replaced by the pound, and the kilogram-

meter by the corresponding standard foot-pound. More generally,

to get the dynamic number in any system of units, the work which

is necessary to raise a unit mass from sea level to the level surface

in question is expressed in absolute units and the result divided by

^46. where gf^ is the normal acceleration of gravity at sea level in

latitude 45°.

The quantity which must be added to the orthometric elevation

of a point to obtain the dynamic number is called the dynamic

correction.

* For a more complete discussion of these corrections see Special

Publication No. 18.
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TIME, LONGITUDE, LATITUDE AND AZIMUTH

97. Astronomical observations must be made to determine

the Time, Longitude and Latitude at any place and also to

determine the Astronomical Azimuth of a line between two

points on the earth's surface.

Special PubUcation No. 14, 1913, of the United States

Coast and Geodetic Survey, fully describes the methods and

instruments used for the determination of time, longitude, lati-

tude and azimuth. The work described in this Publication is

more the work of an astronomer than a surveyor.

98. General Definitions. The Celestial Sphere has its

center at the earth and has an infinite radius. With respect

to the celestial sphere the earth is practically a point.

The Celestial Poles are points in which the extended polar

axis of the earth intersects the surface of the celestial sphere.

These are P„ and P^ of Fig. 80.

The Celestial Equator, is the intersection of the plane of the

earth's equator and the celestial sphere. It is AQVQ' of Fig. 80.

The Hour Circle is a great circle of the celestial sphere

passing through the north and south celestial poles.

The Ecliptic is the intersection of the plane in which the

earth revolves in its annual motion about the sun and the

celestial sphere. It is WOVO' of Fig. 80.

The Horizon is the intersection of the plane at right angles

to the vertical line through any place on the earth and the

celestial sphere. It is NESW of Fig. 80.

The Zenith is the intersection of a vertical line produced

upward and the celestial sphere. It is Z of Fig. 80.

The Vertical Circles are the great circles through the zenith.

188
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The Altitude of a point in the celestial sphere is the angular

amount of the arc of a vertical circle from the horizon to the

point. The complement of the altitude is the zenith distance.

The altitude of point P is HP and the zenith distance is

PZ of Fig. 80.

The Azimuth of a point in the celestial sphere is the angular

amount of the arc of the horizon from the meridian of the place

to the vertical circle through the point, The azimuth is

Fig. 80.

measured from the north or from the south, generally in a

clockwise direction. It is NEH for point P in Fig. 80.

The Declination of a point in the celestial sphere is the

angular amount of the arc of the hour circle through the point,

from the equator to the point. For the point P it is LP of

Fig. 80.

The Pole Distance is the complement of the declination. It

is PP» of Fig. 80 for point P. The declination may be either

north when above the equator (toward the north pole), or

south when below the equator.
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The Equinoxes are the intersections of the ecliptic and the

celestial equator. The vernal equinox is the intersection when
the sun passes from south to north declination and the autumnal

equinox when the sun passes from north to south dechnation.

V is the vernal equinox and A is the autumnal equinox in

Fig. 80.

The Right Ascension of a point is the angular amount of

the arc of the equator from the vernal equinox eastward to

the hour circle through the point. For the point P it is VQ'AQL
in Fig. 80.

The Hour Angle of a point is the angular amount of the arc

of the equator from the meridian of the place westward to the

hour circle through the point. For the point P it is ML
in Fig. 80.

To find the longitude of a place it is necessary to know the

time and to find the astronomical azimuth of a line it is necessary

to know both the time and the latitude of the place of the

observation. Hence, the natural order of discussion is herein

followed: first, time; second,' longitude; third, latitude and

fourth, azimuth.

99. Time. The uniform motion of the earth about its

polar axis gives a uniform measure of time. This motion

produces an apparent motion of all heavenly bodies about the

earth.

There are several Kinds of Times, of which the following

are the principal ones used: Solar, Mean, Standard, and Sidereal

Times.

Solar Time for a given place is the hour angle of the sun

at that instant. This is also called apparent time. The sun's

apparent motion about the earth is not uniform and hence
does not give a uniform measure of time.

Mean Time for a given place is the hour angle of an assumed
sun whose motion about the earth is uniform and the amount
of time measured by this sun in one year is the same as the

amount of time given by the apparent motion of the actual

sun in one year. The difference between mean and apparent
times at the same instant is the equation of time. Sometimes
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the equation of time is positive and sometimes it is negative.

The American Ephemeris and the Nautical Almanac give the

equation of time for Greenwich mean noon for each day of

the year.

Standard Time is the local mean time for some particular

meridian, and is the watch time for a considerable extent of

country. In the United States there are four different standard

times: Eastern, Central, Mountain and Pacific Times.

The Eastern Standard time is the local mean time of longi-

tude 76° W. of Greenwich.

The Central Standard time is the local mean time of longi-

tude 90° W. of Greenwich.

The Mountain Standard time is the local mean time of

longitude 105° W. of Greenwich.

The Pacific Standard time is the local mean time of longitude

120° W. of Greenwich.

Sidereal Time is the hour angle of the vernal equinox.

A Sidereal Day is the amount of time between two success-

ive upper transits of the vernal equinox.

The Transit of a point or body occurs when it is on the

meridian. Upper transit is on the side of the pole toward the

zenith, and lower transit on the opposite side. These are

also called upper and lower culminations.

A Solar Day is the amount of time between two successive

upper transits of the sun. Because the sun has an apparent

motion to the east in the plane of the ecliptic due to the earth's

rotation about the sun, and an apparent motion to the west

about the earth due to the earth's rotation about its polar

axis in one year the number of sidereal days is one more than

the number of solar days.

From the definition of sidereal time and from Fig. 80, if

S = the sidereal time,

Ra = the right ascension of a star,

and

ha = the hour angle of the star,
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then

If the star is on the meridian, then

ha= and S = Ra,

i.e., the right ascension of a star when it is on the meridian gives

the sidereal time.

A tropical year, the length of time in which the sun has

apparently moved all the way around the ecHptic measured,

let us say, from the vernal equinox to the vernal equinox, is

365.2422 mean solar days. Hence

365.2422 solar days = 366.2422 sidereal days,

or

1 solar day = 1.00274 sidereal days,

and

1 sidereal day= 0.99727 solar day.

Astronomical and Civil Time

An astronomical day begins at noon and is divided into 24

hours, numbered from to 24, while a civil day begins at mid-

night and is divided into two 12-hour periods, from midnight

to noon called A.M., and from noon to midnight called P.M.

The civil day begins 12 hours earlier than the astronomical day

of the same date.

Astronomical time, July 13, 18 hours = Civil time, July 14,

6 A.M.

Astronomical time, Feb. 16, 9 hours = Civil time, Feb. 16,

9 P.M.

By means of the conditions just given the local mean time at

a given place may be found at the time of the transit of a star,

(whose right ascension is known), or of the sun. The sidereal

time may be found from the mean sun's right ascension and

hour angle from the equation,

S = Ra+/!a, (117)
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where Ro and ha are the mean sun's right ascension and hour
angle respectively.

The Nautical Almanac gives the sun's right ascension for

mean noon Greenwich for each day of the year. Giving E-a

this value, Eq. (117) becomes

S = R<.+/i<.+C, (118)

where C is the increase in the sun's right ascension for the time

ha. The values of C are given in Table III of the Appendix

of the Ephemeris.

If mean time is desired the equation becomes,

Mean time =S-Ra-C', .... (119)

where C is the increase in the sun's right ascension in (S— Ro)

sidereal hours. The values of C' are given in Table II of the

Appendix of the Ephemeris.

The values of C and C may be found from the change in

the sun's right ascension. This is 360° or 24 hours in one year,

or 3 m. 56.555 sec. per day or 9.8565 s. per hom- for mean time.

For sidereal time it is 9.8296 s. per hour. For any given place

9.8565 M (in seconds) must be added to the tabular value of

Ro for the sun, where M is the longitude of the place, + for

west and — for east longitude.

Problem 14. Find the sidereal time at the longitude of

Troy, N. Y., 4 h. 54 m. 42.29 s. W., corresponding to the mean
time, 21h. 12m. 32.4s. on July 13, 1912.

h

Ra= 7

4h. 54m.42.29s.=4.9117s.
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Problem 15. Find the mean time at the latitude of Troy,

N. Y., 4h. 54m. 42.29s. W., corresponding to the sidereal time

4h. 46m. 18.74s. on the astronomical date, July 13, 1912.

It is necessary to add 24h. to the sidereal time, or

h
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The sidereal time at mean noon is given in the Ephemeris

for every day in the year.

Figs. 81 and 82 show the forms of field observatories used by
the United States Coast and Geodetic Survey. The observing

tents shown in Figs. 83 and 84 are more frequently used on

latitude work than wooden observatories, as they have the

1 >•»>

Fig. 81.—Observatory.

great advantages of being easily transported and quickly

set up.

Figs. 85 and 86 show the forms of Transit Instruments used

by the United States Coast and Geodetic Survey. Fig. 87

shows the latest form of transit instrument used by the Survey.

The instruments shown in Figs. 86 and 87 have micrometers
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^^^..-t^^p^pr'

Fig. 82.—Observatory.

Fig. 83.—Observing Tent.
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by which the observations are made and the instrument shown
in Fig. 86 has a diaphragm on which are vertical lines. The
lines of the diaphragm and the wires of the microscope microm-.

Fig. 84.—Observing Tent.

eter of Fig. 86 are illumined at night by Hght reflected by

a reflector in the transverse axis of each instrument.

Figs. 88 and 89 show the Chronometer used by the United
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States Coast and Geodetic Survey and its form of record

respectively.

The following description of the Adjustments of Transit

Instruments used by the United States Coast and Geodetic

Survey is from Special Publication 14:

-^^

Fig. 85.—Meridian Telescope.

101. "Adjustments of the Transit Instrument. Let it be

supposed that observations are about to be commenced at a new

station at which the pier and shelter for the transit have been

prepared. By daylight make the preparations described below

for the work of the night.

" By whatever means are available determine the approxi-

mate direction of the meridian and mark it on the top of the pier
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or by an outside natural or artificial signal. Place the sub-base
or footplates of the instrument in such position that the tele-

scope will swing closely in the meridian. It is well to fix the
sub-base or footplates firmly in place by cementing them to

the pier with plaster of Paris when a stone, concrete, or brick

Fig. 86.—Large Portable Transit (Equipped with Transit Micrometer).

pier is used, and by screws or bolts when a wooden pier is used.

The meridian may be determined with sufficient precision for

this purpose by means, of a compass needle, the magnetic

declination being known and allowed for. A known direction

from triangulation or from previous azimuth observations may
be utilized. All that is required is that the telescope shall be

so nearly in the meridian that the final adjustment will come
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within the scope of the screws provided upon the instrument

for the azimuth adjustment.

• "Set up the instrument and inspect it. The pivots and wyes

of both instrument and level should be cleaned with watch oil,

Fig. 87.

which must be wiped off to prevent the accumulation of dust.

They should be carefully inspected to insure that there is no dirt

gummed to them. The lens should be examined occasionally

to see that it is tight in its cell. It may be dusted off with a

camel's-hair brush, and when necessary may be cleaned by
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rubbing gently with soft, clean tissue paper, first moistening

the glass slightly by breathing on it.

" Focus the eyepiece by turning the telescope up to the sky

and moving the eyepiece in and out until that position is found

in which the most distinct vision is obtained of the micrometer

wire. If any external objects are visible through the eyepiece

in addition to the micrometer wire seen projected against a

uniform background (the sky, for example) the eye will attempt,

Fig. 88.—Chronograph.

in spite of its owner, to focus upon those objects as well as upon

the micrometer wire and the object of the adjustment, namely,

to secure a focus corresponding to a minimum strain upon the

eye, will be defeated to a certain extent.

" Focus the objective by directing the telescope to some well-

defined object, not less than a mile away, and changing the

distance of the objective from the plane in which the microm-

eter wire moves until there is no apparent change of relative

position (or parallax) of the micrometer wire and the image
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of the object when the eye is shifted about the front of the

eyepiece. The object of the adjustment, namely, to bring the

image formed by the objective into coincidence with the

micrometer wire is then accomphshed. If the eyepiece has

been properly focused this position of the objective will also

be the position of most distinct vision. The focus of the

objective will need to be inspected at night, using a star as the

object, and corrected if necessary. Unless the focus is made
nearly right by daylight none but the brightest stars will be

32"
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ceding paragraphs are employed in focusing the eyepiece and
objective when a diaphragm is used instead of the micrometer.

"If unusual difficulty is had with the illumination at night,

it is advisable to remove the eyepiece and look directly at the

reflecting mirror in the telescope tube. The whole surface of

the mirror should be uniformly illuminated. If this is not the

case, the mirror should be rotated until a satisfactory illumina-

tion is obtained. Occasionally the mirror must be removed
from the telescope and its supporting arm bent in order to

make the reflected rays of light approximately parallel with

the tube of the telescope.

"Adjust the striding level in the ordinary manner, placing it

on the pivots direct and reversed. If the level is already in

perfect adjustment the difference of the two east (or west)

end readings will be zero for a level numbered in both directions

from the middle, or the sum of the two east (or west) end read-

ings will be double the reading of the middle of the bubble for

a level numbered continuously from one end to the other. The
level must also be adjusted for wind. In other words, if the

axis of the level tube is not parallel to the line joining the wyes,

the bubble will move longitudinally when the level is rocked

back and forth on the pivots. The adjustment for wind is

made by means of the side adjusting screws at one end of the

level. To adjust for wind, move the level forward and then

back and note the total movement of the bubble. The wind

will be eliminated by moving the bubble back one-half of the

total displacement by means of the side adjusting screws.

Then test again for wind, and repeat adjustment if necessary.

"In placing the level upon the pivots it should always be

rocked slightly to insure its being in a central position and

in good contact.

" Level the Horizontal Axis of the Telescope.—This adjustment

may, of course, be combined with that of the striding level.

" Test the verticaliiy of the micrometer wire (or of the lines of

the diaphragm) by pointing on some well-defined distant object,

using the apparent upper part of the wire (or of the middle

line of the diaphragm). Rotate the telescope slightly about
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its horizontal axis until the object is seen upon the apparent

lower part of the Hne. If the pointing is no longer perfect, the

micrometer box (or reticle) must be rotated about the axis of

figure of the telescope until the wire (or line) is in such a position

that this test fails to discover any error.

"To adjust the collimation proceed in the following manner:

If a transit micrometer is used, place the micrometer wire in

its mean position, as indicated by the middle point of the rack

or comb in the apparent upper (or lower) edge of the field, the

graduated head reading zero. Point on some well-defined

distant object by means of the azimuth screws, keeping the

wire in the position indicated above. Reverse the telescope

in its wyes and again observe the distant object. If the wire

again bisects the object, the instrument has no error of colli-

mation. If upon reversal the wire does not again bisect the

object, then the adjustment is made by bringing the wire

halfway back to the object with the adjusting screw. Set on
the object again, using the azimuth screws, and test the adjust-

ment by a second reversal of the telescope.

"If the transit has a diaphragm instead of a transit microm-

eter, the process is very similar to that described above, though
simpler. Point on some well-defined distant object, using the

middle vertical line of the diaphragm. Reverse the instrument

in its wyes and again observe the same distant object. If

after reversal the wire covers the object, no adjustment is

needed. If an adjustment is necessary, it is made by moving
the diaphragm halfway back to the object by means of the

adjusting screws which hold it in place. A second test should

be made to show whether the desired condition has been
obtained.

"Wherever practicable, the adjustment for collimation

should be made at sidereal focus on a terrestrial object at least 1

mile distant, or on the cross wires of a theodoHte or collimator

which has previously been adjusted to sidereal focus, set up
just in front of the telescope of the transit. If necessary, the
lines of the theodolite are artificially illuminated. Occasion-
ally, if neither a distant object nor a theodolite is available
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for making the coUimation adjustment, a near object may be
used for the purpose. In this case, however, collimation error

may exist when the telescope is in sidereal focus. If such error

is not large, the method of computations of the observations

will eliminate its effect from the results. A rapid and careful

observer may sometimes be able to make this collimation adjust-

ment on a slow-moving close circumpolar star. In so doing

he will have to estimate the amount the star moves while he

is reversing his instrument and securing the second pointing.

No attempt should be made to adjust the collimation error to

zero. If it is already less than say 0.2 second of time, it should

not be changed, for experience has shown that frequent adjust-

ment of an instrument causes looseness in the screws and the

movable parts.

" To test a finder circle which is supposed to read zenith

distances, point upon some object, placing the image of the

object midway between the two horizontal lines (guide lines);

bring the bubble of the finder circle level to the center and read

the circle. Next reverse the telescope and point again on the

same object; bring the bubble to the center and read the same

finder circle as before. The mean of the two readings is the

true zenith distance of the object, and their half difference is

the index error of the circle. The index error may be made
zero by setting the circle to read the true zenith distance,

pointing on the object, and bringing the vernier bubble to the

center with the level adjusting screw. At night this adjust-

ment may be made by keeping a known star between the

horizontal lines as it transits the meridian. While the telescope

remains clamped in this position set the finder circle to read

the known zenith distance of the star and bring the bubble

to the middle position of the tube as before. A quick test

when there are two finder circles is to set them at the same

angle and see if the bubbles come to the center for the same

position of the telescope.

"Adjust the transit micrometer so that it will give 20 records

which are symmetrical about the mean position of the microm-

eter wire.
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"The preceding adjustments cannot always be made in the

order named, as, for instance, when a distant mark cannot be

seen in the meridian, nor need they all be made at every station.

The observer must examine and correct them often enough to

make certain that the errors are always within allowable limits.

" The Azimuth Adjustment.—In the evening, before the regu-

lar observations are commenced, it will be necessary to put the

telescope more accurately in the meridian. If the chronometer

correction is only known approximately, say within one or two

minutes, set the telescope for some bright star which is about

to transit within 10°, say, of the zenith. Observe the chro-

nometer time of transit of the star. This star being nearly in

the zenith, its time of transit will be but little affected by the

azimuth error of the instrument.* The collimation and level

errors having previously been made small by adjustment, the

right ascension of this star minus its chronometer time of

transit will be a close approximation to the chronometer cor-

rection. Now set the telescope for some star of large decli-

nation (slow-moving) which is about to transit well to the

northward of the zenith. Compute its chronometer time of

transit, using the chronometer correction just found. As that

time approaches bisect the star with the micrometer wire

in its mean position or with the middle vertical line of the

diaphragm and keep it bisected, following the motion of the

star in azimuth by the slow-motion screws provided for that

pm-pose, until the chronometer indicates that the star is on the

meridian.
" The adjustment may be tested by repeating the process;

that is, by obtaining a closer approximation to the chronometer

error by observing another star near the zenith and then com-

paring the computed chronometer time of transit of a slow-

moving northern star with the observed chronometer time of

* " To avoid waiting for stars close to the zenith the chronometer

correction may also be estimated closely by comparing observations of

two stars not very distant from the zenith, one north and one south,

and these at the same time will give some idea of the amount and direc-

tion of the azimuth error.
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transit. If the star transits apparently too late, the objective

is too far west (if the star is above the pole), and vice versa.

The slow-motion azimuth screw may then be used to reduce

the azimuth error. This process of reducing the azimuth error

will be much more rapid and certain if, instead of simply

guessing at the movement which must be given the azimuth

screw, one computes roughly what fraction of a turn must be

given to it. This may be done by computing the azimuth

error of the instrument roughly by the method indicated on

page 35, Special Publication No. 14, having previously de-

termined the value of one turn of the screw.*
" If from previous observations the chronometer correction

is known within, say, five seconds, the above process of approxi-

mation may be commenced by using a northern star at once,

instead of first observing a zenith star as indicated above.
" Or, the chronometer correction being known approximately,

and the instrument being furnished with a screw or graduated

arc with which a small horizontal angle may be measured,

the first approximation to the meridian may be made by

observing upon Polaris, computing the azimuth approximately

by use of tables of azimuth of Polaris at different hour angles

then by means of the screw or graduated arc swinging the

instrument into the meridian. The tables referred to are given

in Appendix No. 10 of the Report for 1895, in ' Principal Facts

of the Earth's Magnetism, etc.,' (a publication of the Coast

and Geodetic Survey), or in the American Ephemeris and

Nautical Almanac. Where saving of time is an important

consideration, the latter method has the advantage that Polaris

may be found in daylight, when the sun is not too high, by

setting the telescope at the computed altitude and moving it

slowly in azimuth near the meridian. It is advisable to use

a hack chronometer and the eye and ear method in making

the azimuth adjustments, the chronograph being unnecessary

for this purpose, even when available.

* " Some of the meridian telescopes carry a small graduated arc on

the double base of the frame, which may be used for measuring the

small angle here required.
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Observing List

" The following is an example of the list of stars selected

for time observations at stations of a lower latitude than 50°.

Each set consists of two half sets of six stars each. Such a list

prepared in easily legible figures, should be posted in the

observatory." (See also the list in Table XX.)

TABLE XIX

Star List fob Key West, Fla.

Form 256.* <t>
=24° 33'-

Cata-
logue. Star.

Mag-
ni-

tude.

Right
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102. If a transit instrument is in perfect adjustment, its

line of collimation is at right angles to the transverse axis of

the instrument and the transverse axis is horizontal. As a

result of this, the line of collimation if once placed in the

meridian, will be in the meridian in all its positions as it is

revolved about the transverse axis.

Local sidereal time will then be given by the right ascension

of a star when it crosses the line of collimation of the instrument.

Before making observations for time, the transit instrument

must be carefully adjusted. The above adjustments of the

instruments used by the United States Coast and Geodetic

Survey are from Special Publication No. 14. The adjustments

of the ordinary engineer's transit are given in any book on

Plane Surveying.

The observations are made in such a way that the remaining

errors may be determined and allowed for. The observed chro-

nometer time, as thus corrected, of the transit of a star being

subtracted from the right ascension of the star, gives the

correction (on local sidereal time) of the chronometer used.

Where the chronometer is used with the eye and ear method,

the time of the transit of a star is found as follows : The observer

notes the number of the last tick of the chronometer occurring

before the transit and observes carefully the apparent distance

of the star from the line. At the next tick the star is on the

other side of the line and the observer notes again the apparent

distance of the star from the line. By a comparison of these

distances the observer estimates to one-fifth of the interval

between the two beats the time of the transit of the star and

thus obtains the estimate of the time of the transit of the star

to one-tenth of a second.

As most of the observations are made at night, a reflector

consisting of a ring-shaped mirror is attached at the front of

the telescope of the engineer's transit and light from a lantern,

held back of the observer is reflected into the telescope and

illumines the cross wires. Too much light must not be used,

as the objects sighted on, especially if a bit dim, will not be

seen. For high latitudes a prismatic eyepiece must be used.
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This eyepiece inverts the image, but does not change the right

and left sides.

103. The Determination of Time or the Error of the Chro-

nometer, clock or watch used, is made in a number of ways.

The most precise ways are those used by the United States

Coast and Geodetic Survey and are fully described in Special

Publication No. 14.

Any of the following methods may be used with an engi-

neer's transit. These methods are similar in principle to those

used by the United States Coast and Geodetic Survey, but

the results are not as precise as those where high-grade instru-

ments are used.

First Method. If a transit has its line of collimation in

the meridian, the clock correction is obtained from the observa-

tion of the time of the transit of a star. The hour angle of

the star being zero, the right ascension of the star gives the

sidereal time, as previously stated. This sidereal time may
be changed into the same kind of time as that given by the

clock. The difference between this time and the observed

time is the error of the clock. A " time " star should be used

in this observation, i.e., a star near the equator and whose

apparent motion is relatively rapid.

If T = observed time,

a = star's right ascension,

and Ct = clock's correction,

then CT=a:— T, where sidereal time is used.

If Ct is plus, the clock is slow and if Ct is minus, the clock

is fast.

If an engineer's transit is used the method in sec. 102

may be used to estimate the time of the star's transit to xo of

a second.

Table XX gives a list of stars on which observations may
be made from places whose latitude is less than 50° N. On
p. 18 of Special Publication No. 14 is another list of stars

that may also be used. This list is given in Table XIX.
The following problems are from Greene's " Spherical and
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Practical Astronomy." * The observations were made by a

meridian telescope having a diaphragm of 6 vertical lines. The
observations are in sidereal time.

TABLE XX
Star List foe Washintgon, D. C.—Latitude 38° 54' N.
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The observations of the five wires are reduced thus: The
sum of the seconds is taken, omitting the hours and minutes,

and divided by 5, or multiplied by .02. As the minutes are

omitted, this is hable to differ from the correct mean by one-

fifth of a minute, that is, 12 seconds; or by any multiple of 12

seconds. Hence the mean of the seconds is to be corrected by
such a multiple of 12 as will make it agree with the middle

wire observation within a fraction of a second. The hours and

minutes are the same as for the middle wire.

Find Ct, the clock correction from the times of the transits

of the following stars:

Problem 17. a Aquilae.
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Find the mean for the two limbs for the time of transit of

the center of the sun.

Problem 20 may be solved as follows: From the sun's

right ascension subtract for the first limb and add for the

second limb the sidereal time required for the semi-diameter of

the sun to pass the meridian and the results are the computed

times of transit of the two limbs. From a mean of these and

the mean of the times given by the clock of the transit of the

two limbs the clock correction can be found.

The following problems are for observations in mean solar

time. In each problem the clock correction is to be found.

Problem 21. f Virginis,
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In problem 22, the values of am and Ct are to be found. In

problems 21 and 22, am is expressed in mean solar time and the

values are found from the equation m = mean time equivalent

of s— s'.

If the clock whose correction is required is regulated to

standard time, the mean time must be reduced to standard

time. The following is an observation in Eastern time which

is 5m. 17.66s. slower than local mean time:

Problem 23. The Sun. Equation of time = — 14m. 42.56s.

First Limb.

11 39 01.2

5.75

9.7

13.95

18.4

11
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The engineer's transit or the sextant with an artificial

horizon may be used in this method. If the engineer's transit

Fig. 90.—Vertical Circle.

is used, the telescope may be set for several readings of the

vertical circle differing by 10' or 20', the former if a slowly
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moving star is observed and the latter if a rapidly moving star

is used.

104. The following method may be used to get a close

approximation to the local time for the purpose of setting the

line of coUimation of the transit in the meridian.

At a little before noon the transit is set up and the sun is

followed both in azimuth and altitude by the line of colhmation.

While the sun is still rising, the telescope is clamped in alti-

tude and the times of the crossings of the sun's limbs on the

horizontal wire are observed; then keeping the telescope fixed

in altitude the instrument is moved in azimuth and the times

of the crossings of the sun's limbs on the horizontal wire are

observed when the sun is descending. The mean of the times

gives approximately the clock time of the passage of the sun

across the meridian. By means of the Ephemeris the cor-

rection for local sidereal time can be found. With this clock

correction, using an azimuth star (a star near the pole), two

approximations will bring the line of coUimation of the instru-

ment into the meridian closely enough for observations. See

sec. 106 for the method of getting a meridian from an azimuth

star.

Just before apparent noon, with the instrument reading zero,

the meridian is sighted on, the upper motion of the instrument

is undamped and the instrument is sighted on a point A, so

that the line of sight is a little ahead of the preceding limb

of the sun. The time of the transit of the preceding Hmb of

the sun across the line of sight and the altitude of the upper

limb of the sun are observed. The telescope is transited, the

instrument is revolved in azimuth by the upper motion and is

again sighted on A. The time of the transit of the following

limb of the sun across the line of sight and the altitude of the

lower limb of the sun are observed. An azimuth reading is

made at each sight on A and a mean is found for the azimuth

of the line of sight. A mean of the times observed is the time

of the sun's transit across the line of sight. This time corrected

for the azimuth error is the clock time of the transit of the sun

across the meridian. The correct time is found as already
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described and the error of the clock is determined. The mean
of the altitudes observed is the sun's altitude at the time of

the observation and is used in finding the azimuth correction

by the following method.

In Fig. 91,

Fig. 91.

' sin ha _ sin z

sin CO— alt. sin co— declin.

sin ha=sm z cos alt. sec 5,

where ha is the hour angle, z is the azimuth and 5 is the declina-

tion. Both ha and z may be expressed in seconds of arc.

From this the value of ha can be found.

Third Method. By the observation of the time of the transit

of a " time " star across the vertical circle of Polaris and by the

computation of a correction to the star's right ascension, the

sidereal time can be found.

The observation is made as follows: The transit is set up

and sighted on Polaris, observing the time of sighting; the tele-

scope is transited and the vertical circle is set for the meridional

altitude of the " time " star that is to be used (one that is

about to cross the line of sight should be used) ; the time of the

transit of this time star is observed. The meridional altitude

of the star is found from the formula h = 90°—{L—8), where
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h is the altitude, L is the latitude and 6 is the declination. The

time of transit across the vertical circle of Polaris may be

seven or eight minutes from the transit across the meridian,

later if Polaris is east and earlier if Polaris is west of the

meridian.

Let Ej, and Rs = r.a. of Polaris and star respectively;

Sp and ^s= sidereal times of the observations on Polaris

and on the star respectively;

and hp and hs = hour angles of Polaris and the star respectively.

lip Op -tip

hs= Ss— Rs

hp— /ij= Rs— Rp— (Ss

—

Sd). (120)

If the observed times are taken by an ordinary watch, they

must be reduced to sidereal time by the method explained on

p. ,

Eq. (120) may be written as

ftp— ^s = Rs—Rp— (Ts— Tp) — C, (121)

sin Z

where Ts and Tp are the observed

times on the star and Polaris

respectively, and C is the cor-

rection to reduce their difference

to sidereal time.

In Fig. 92, N is the pole, Z
is the zenith, P is Polaris and S
is the " time " star.

PNZ = /jp and ZNS = /i,.

By the sine formula,

sin hp

sin(90°-6p) sin(90°-ap)'
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where dp is the declination and ap is the altitude of Polaris,

sin Z = sin hj, cos Sj, sec ap.

sin (180°+Z) _ sin/t,

sin (90°- 5s) "sin (90° -a.)'

where 5s is the declination and as is the altitude of the " time "

star.

sin (180°+Z) =sin hs- cos 8s- sec as.

Then
sin(180°+Z) =
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If an observation is also made on a different " time " star

with the telescope reversed and the mean values used, the

error from lack of precise adjustment of the instrument will

be eUminated.

The value of hs is the correction to be added algebraically

to the star's right ascension to obtain the local sidereal time

of the observation from which the clock error can be found.

Many other methods to determine the error of a clock are

given in books on Astronomy, but enough has been given

herein to find the time or the clock error by use of the

engineer's transit at any time.

105. The Longitude of a place is the angular value of the

arc of the equator from an initial meridian to the meridian of

the place. The meridian at Greenwich, England, is the one

to which all longitudes are referred. The longitude of any

place can be found from the difference for a given instant,

between the local times at this place and at some place whose

longitude is known.

The three methods generally used to determine the longitude

are the telegraphic, the chronometric, and the lunar.

In the telegraphic method the error in the clock is determined

at each of the two places and the two corrected clock times are

then compared by telegraphic signals and the difference in

times found. This method, regarded as the most precise by

the Coast and Geodetic Survey, is used by this survey for all

longitude determinations in the regions reached by the tele-

graph hues and is fully described in Special Publication No. 14.

The chronometric method consists in the comparison of the

chronometers at the two places after the clock errors have been

found, by means of a chronometer which is transported between

the two places, and the difference in time is found. A full

description of this method is given in Special Publication No. 14.

The lunar method consists in observing at least one co-ordi-

nate of the position of the moon and the local time at which the

observation is made. From the Ephemeris the Greenwich time

is founds at which the moon was in the position observed. The
difference between the Greenwich time and the local time gives
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the longitude of the place. One of the co-ordinates observed

may be the local sidereal time of the transit of the moon across

the meridian of the place, and hence the moon's right ascension

at this time; or by measuring the angular distance between

the moon and the sun or one of the four large planets, or

between the moon and one of the bright stars; or by observing

the times of disappearance and reappearance of a known star

behind the moon. In each case, the Greenwich time at which

the moon occupied the position when the observation was made
must be found from the Ephemeris. As ,the lunar method
involves long, complex and difficult computations and is being

used less and less, no details are given herein. For the details

of this method the student is referred to Doolittle's " Practical

Astronomy " and to the " Use of Tables " in the back part of

the Ephemeris.

106. Latitude of a place is the angle that the vertical line

of the place makes with the plane of the equator. The latitude

of a place can be found from the meridional zenith distance of

a known celestial body. The Coast and Geodetic Survey uses

the Horrebon-Talcott method in which the small difference

of meridional zenith distances of two stars culminating at

about the same time and on opposite sides of the zenith, is

found. For this work the zenith telescope is used. This

instrument is shown in Fig. 93. The use and adjustment of

this instrument and the methods of maldng the observations

and the computations are fully described in Special Publication

No. 14.

Several methods may be used to find the latitude by the use of

either the engineer's transit or a sextant.

The latitude of a place is equal to the altitude of the celestial

pole, as shown by Fig. 94.

If L = latitude, Z = zenith distance of a star, 5 = its decU-

nation and h= its altitude, then L= 5±Z= 5±(90°-/i). + is

used when the star is between the zenith and the equator and

— when the star is beyond the zenith. If the star is below the

pole, then 5 is the arc from the equator through the zenith and

the pole to the star. See Fig. 94.
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First Method. The altitude of a star is found when it is on

the meridian of the place. The declination of the star is found

from the Ephemeris. The altitude angle is corrected for

refraction and these values, substituted in the above equation,

Fig. 93.

give the latitude of the place. If the line of sight is not in the

meridian, the star is followed until the largest value of h is

obtained, and this is the meridional altitude of the star. In

the last case if one of the solar system is used, a correction must
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be applied, for, due to the rapid change in the declination, the

body may not be on the meridian in the position giving the

greatest value of the altitude. The sun can be used in the

same manner as a star.

A program for observing is as follows: The transit is set

up, leveled up very carefully, particularly the bubble tube par-

allel to the vertical circle; about five minutes before the star

reaches the upper transit, the star is sighted on and the altitude

is read from the vertical circle, the telescope is transited, the

instrument is turned in azimuth 180° about its vertic&l axis

Fig. 94.

and is releveled if necessary, the star is again sighted on and the

latitude is again read from the vertical circle. Another reading

is made with this position of the telescope., the telescope is

transited, the instrument is revolved in azimuth 180°, releveled

and sighted on the star and the vertical circle again read for

the altitude. A mean of the vertical circle readings gives a

value for the altitude from which the errors of the instrument

are largely eliminated.

If two stars, the mean of whose declinations equals the

declination of the zenith, and which transit at about the same
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time are used, and a mean of the values of the latitude is

obtained, this mean value is practically free from the errors

coming from refraction and lack of precise adjustment of the

instrument.

Second Method. By one of the methods given, the sidereal

time is found. Just before or after these observations are'

made a series of observations of the altitude of Polaris is made,

the time being observed at each sighting on Polaris. The

measured altitude of Polaris gives an approximate value of the

latitude. With this value of the latitude compute the sidereal

time and then the hour angle of Polaris at the mean time

of the observations on Polaris. The observed altitudes must

be corrected for refraction. From this approximate value of

the hour angle a new and closer value of the latitude is foimd.

This is continued until the value of the latitude is determined

within a precision of one second. The latitude is found from

the following equation:*

L = h— p cos hp+^p^ sin 1" sin^ hj, tan h,

where L is latitude, h is altitude, p is the pole distance in seconds

and hp is the hour angle.

p = 90°-5.

A table for and an example of a simple computation of this

formula is given on the last page of the Ephemeris.

Third Method. Where observatibns can be made on Polaris

or any circumpolar star (one whose pole distance is less than

the latitude of the place), at any time, the following gives an

easy method for finding the latitude of the place:

The altitudes of the circumpolar star are fouhd at its upper

and lower transits. The corrections for refraction are applied

to these values for the altitude. Then

* For its derivation, see Gillespie's "Higher Surveying," page 191.
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where hi and pi are respectively the altitude and the pole dis-

tance when the star is at its upper transit and /12 and p2 are the

same for the lower transit. From these equations

L = J(^i+^2)+KP2-Pi).

If the successive upper and lower transits of Polaris can be

observed, the change in its declination may be neglected and
L = |(/ii +/i2) • This method is used in many fixed observatories.

107. The Astronomical Azimuth is the angle obtained by
observing on a celestial body, between the plane of the meridian

of the instrument and the vertical plane through the given

point.

The Coast and Geodetic Survey use four methods to deter-

mine the astronomical azimuth, viz.

:

1. In which the direction theodohte is used. This instru-

ment is shown in Fig. 32.

2. In which the repeating transit is used. This instrument

is shown in Fig. 31.

3. In which the eyepiece micrometer is used;

4. In which the time observation is made by a transit or

meridian telescope approximately in the meridian.

These methods are fuUy described in Special Publication

No. 14 already mentioned.

The angle of the azimuth is measured in a clock-wise

direction beginning at either the south or the north. The latter

is used when circumpolar stars are observed.

The general method is to determine the angle between a

circumpolar star and an azimuth mark. This is found by a

method similar to that used in finding the horizontal angle in

triangulation work, but as the star is constantly moving, the

time of each observation must be taken. The azimuth of the

star is found at the time of the observation and by combining

the angle between the star and the mark with this azimuth,

the azimuth of the mark is found. The angle between the fine

to the mark and any other line being found and combined with

the azimuth of the mark, the astronomical azimuth of the
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latter line is found. The location of a mark depends largely

on the topography of the country about a station, but it should

be at least one mile from the station so that it will not be

Fig. 95.—Azimuth Mark.
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necessary to change the focus of the instrument in sighting on

the mark and then on the star. Fig. 95 shows the form of

azimuth mark used by the Coast and Geodetic Survey. The

Fig. 96.—Structure for Elevating Signal Lamp over Triangulation Station

Used as Mark.

angle subtended by the diameter of the hole, back of which is

placed the light, should be between 0.5 second and 1 second.

Azimuth observations are practically confined to the close

circumpolar stars a, 5 and X Ursse Minoris and 51 Cephei. Fig.

98 shows the relative positions of these stars.
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a Urs. Min. is Polaris. The apparent precessional motion

of the pole in 100 years is indicated by the direction and length

of the arrow in Fig. 98.

i--

FiG. 97.—Structure for Elevating Signal Lamp over Triangulation Station

Used as Mark.

Fig. 98.—Circumpolar Stars.
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Circumpolar stars are used so that the errors in time may
have a very small effect on the results. To compute the
azimuth of Polaris within one second it is necessary to know
the time within one second and the latitude within one minute.

By the direction method with the telescope direct, the

readings are made to the right on each point and then on
Polaris. Then the telescope is reversed and the readings are

made to the left, first on Polaris and then on each point. The
reading of the plates is changed and the program of obser-

vation is repeated a given number of times. The following

shows a set of readings taken by the Coast and Geodetic

Survey:

Problem 24

Horizontal Dibections

Observer, W. Bowie,Station, Sears, Texas.
(Triangulation Station.)

Instrument, Theodolite 168.
Date: Deo. 22, 1908.

o
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Problem 25

Station, Sears, Texas.
Chronometer, sidereal 1769

Computation of Azimuth, Direction IMethod.

^=32° 33' 31".
Instrument, Theodolite, 168
Observer, W. Bowie.

Date, 1908, position.
Chronometer reading
Chronometer correction
Sidereal time
a of Polaris
t of Polaris (time)
t of Polaris (arc)

5 of Polaris

log cot 8

log tan
log cos t

log o (to five places) . . .

log cot 5

log sec <f>

log sin (

'°gi^

log( —tan A) (to 6 places)

A =Azimuth of Polaris,

from north *

Difference in time be-
tween D and R

Curvature correction. . .

Dec, 22,
1 49
- 4

45
26
18

1

1

4° 37'

88 49

1

50.8
37.6
13.3
41.9
31.4
51".0
27.4

8.31224
9.80517
9.99858

- 4
1

1

2
01 33.0

37.5
56 55.5
26 41.9
30 13.6

7° 33' 24".0

8.31224
9.80517
9.99621

- 4
2
1

3
16 31.0

37.4
11 53.6
26 41.8
45 11

11° 17' 57" .0

8.31224
9.80517
9.99150

43
4

38
26
12

4
28.8
37.3
51.5
41.8
09.7

02' 25."5

8.31224
9.80517
9.97811

8.11599

8.312243
0.074254
8.907064

0.005710

8.11362

8.312243
0.074254
9.118948

8.10891

8.312243
0.074254
9.292105

0.005618

8.312243
0.074254
9.490924

0.005445

7.299271

06 50.

7.511124

11 09.

684220

16 36.9

7.882866

26 15.0

m 8

1 38

Altitude of Polaris =h.

— tan h = level factor .

4
Inclination t
Level correction
Circle reads on Polaris.

33 46

0.701

-7.0
-4.9

252 01 29.6

33 46

0.701

-7.2
-5,
11.

Corrected reading on
Polaris

Circle reads on mark. . .

-I-

33

0.

-7.

281

46

701

54
-4.9
27.0

33 46

0.701

-1.8
-1.3

116 45 48.6

252 01 24.7
170 14 57.0

86 58 06,
5 15 58.

281
200

54 22.1
17 42.4

116 45 47.3
35 18 45.4

Difference, mark Po-
laris

Corrected azimuth of

Polaris, from north *.

278 13 32.3

06 50.8
ISO 00 00.0

278 17 52.0 278 23 20.3

11 09.
180 00 00. 180

16 36.9
00 00 .

278 32 68.1

26 15.0
180 00 00.0

Azimuth of Allen
(Clockwise from south)

98 06 41.5 06 42.8 06 43 .

4

06 43.1

To the mean result from the above computations must be applied corrections for
diurnal aberration and eccentricity (if any) of Mark.

Carry times and angles to tenths of seconds only.

* Minus, if west of north.

t The values shown in this line are actually four times the inclination of the
horizontal axis in terms of level divisions.

By the repetition method the reading is made with the

telescope direct after moving the upper plate clockwise from

mark to the star the required number of times. Then with the
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telescope reversed the reading is made after the upper plate

is moved from star to mark the same number of times. The
following gives a set of such readings

:

Problem 26

Record—Azimuth by Repetitions

Station, Kahatchee A- State, Alabama. Date, June 6, 1898. Observer, O. B. F.

Instrument, 10-inch Gambey No. 63. Star, Polaris.

[One-division striding level =2".67.]

Objects.
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Problem 26

—

Continued

Computation—Azimuth by Repetitions

Kahatchee, Ala. 0=33° 13' 40.33".

Date, 1898, set
Chronometer reading
Chronometer correction
Sidereal time
a of Polaris ,

t of Polaris (time)
t of Polaris (are)

5 of Polaris ,

log cot S
log tan tft

log cos t

log a (to five places)

log cot 5
log sec
log sin (

'"^r^b
"

log ( —tan A) (to 6 places)

A =Azimuth of Polaris, from north *.

, 2 sin2 Ht
T and —:—777=—

sin 1"

Sum
Mean
, 1„ 2 sin' Hr
log—S -.

jt;n sm 1

log (curvature corr.)

Curvature correction

Altitude of Polaris = ft.

^T-tan h =level factor
4
Inclination t
Level correction
Angle, star—mark

Corrected angle
Corrected azimuth of star *

Azimuth of mark E of N

Azimuth of mark
(Clockwise from south)

June 6
14

14
1

13
203°
88

5
54 17.7

-31.1
S3
21
32
06'

45

46.6
20.3
26.3
34.5"
46.9

8.33430
9.81629
9.96367n

June 6
15 11

15
1

13
207°

6
48.

2

-31.1
11 17.1
21 20.3
49 56.8
29' 12.0"

8.33430
9.81629
9.94798n

8.11426n

8.334305
0.077535
9.59383071

9.994387

8.09857n

8.334305
0.077535
9.664211n

9.994584

8.000057n
0° 34' 22.8"

8. 07063571
0° 40' 26.8"

47.7
09.7
26.7
52.3
54.3
37.3

119.3
52.3
4.1
6.9

47.2
114.0
343.8
57.3

1.758

9.758
-0.6

04.2
30.2
54.2
26.8
25.8
35.8

98.1
39.8
7.1
11.8
38.5
85.4

280.7
46.8

1.670

9.741
-0.6

32° 07'

.419

+3.6
- 1.5"

72 57 50.2

.419

+4.1
-1 .

7"

72 51 46.7

72 57 48 .

7

34 22.2
72 51 45.0

40 26.2

73 32 10.9

180 00 00.0

253 32 10.9

73 32 11.2

180 00 00.0

253 32 11.2

To the mean result from the above computation must be applied corrections for
diurnal aberration and eccentricity (if any) of Mark. Carry times and angles to
tenths of seconds only.

* Minns, if west of North.

t See footnote on p. 148 of Special Publication 14.
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in which A Is the azimuth of the star counted from the north

in a clockwise direction, and the hour angle ha is counted

westward from upper transit continuously from to 24 hours

or 360° at the next upper transit. The first term of the denomi-

nator changes slowly and may be tabulated. The second term

for a close polar star can be computed by 5-place logarithms

with sufficient precision. By the use of tables in Special

Publication 14, the computation can be considerably shortened.

To compute the azimuth of a star at each sight made, is

unnecessarily laborious. If for ha of the preceding formula,

the mean of the hour angles of the set is taken, the azimuth

computed corresponds to the position of the star at the mean
hour angle, but this is not the mean of the azimuths correspond-

ing to the separate hour angles due to the curved path of the

apparent motion of the star. To the computed azimuth cor-

responding to the mean hour angle a correction is to be applied.

This correction is given by the following formula:

C = tan A-S1 „2
sin2 If

// Jn sin 1

in which n is the number of sights at the star and t is the differ-

ence between the time of any one observation and the mean

time of the set. The following table gives the values for this

curvature correction for the values of the interval, t, between

two sights on the star, of from 2 to 7 minutes, and for azimuth

of Polaris less than 2° 30', for use when only two observations

are made on Polaris. The curvature correction is + when the

star is west of north and — when the star is east of north, if

azimuths are counted clockwise from the north.

If a very close result is required, a correction, due to the

rapid motion of the observer from the rotation of the earth

about its polar axis, must be applied.

Correction for Diurnal Aberration = 0.Z2" r— • The
COS fl

correction is always positive when applied to azimuths counted

clockwise, and may usually be taken as 0.32", as the greatest
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TABLE XXI

Curvature Correction

Azimuth ^^^^^^
of Polaris. ^^---^



APPENDIX II

THE METHOD OF LEAST SQUARES

From Clarke's " Geodesy " the following is taken:

" The method of least squares, foreshadowed by Simpson and

D. Bernoulh, was first published by Legendre in 1806. It had,

however, been pre-applied by Gauss, who, in his ' Theoria

Motus,' 1809, first published the now well-known law of

faciUty of errors, basing the method of least squares on the

theory of probabilities. The subject is very thoroughly dealt

with by Laplace in his ' Th^orie analytique des probability.' "

109. In measuring a quantity three kinds of errors occur:

First, those due to the instrument; second, those due to the ob-

server; third, those due to outside injluences. The errors due

to the instrument arise from its imperfect construction and
adjustment and from changes of the instrument due to tem-

perature or other causes. The errors due to the observer arise

from settings and readings that are not precise and from

mistakes. The errors due to outside influences arise from

atmospheric conditions affecting temperature, refraction and

pressure", and also from other forces of nature, as gravity.

The classes of errors are:

1. Constant errors, due to conditions of the measuring

apparatus. These may be eliminated by the methods of obser-

vation or may be determined and allowed for. A given con-

stant error has always the same sign and its effect on the

result is cumulative. A constant error is sometimes called

systematic.

2. Mistakes due to the observers. These errors are usually

large and of such a character that they are readily detected.

235
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The value of a quantity depending on a measure containing

a mistake should be rejected.

3. Accidental Errors due to the small errors that arise from

lack of perfection in the measuring instrument, from imperfect

readings by observers, and from the parts of the constant

errors which are too small to be detected, but due to their

cumulative effect they produce an appreciable error. An acci-

dental error is as likely to be + as —

.

Most of the errors are constant. The accidental errors

tend to balance each other, particularly when a very large

number of measurements of the quantity is made.

In the methods used in making measurements some of the

accidental errors are not balanced, and the values obtained for

the quantity differ. Further, it may not be possible to fully

eliminate all the constant errors, e.g., in leveling, it may not

be possible to have the distance from the instrument to the

+ sight point the same as the distance from the instrument

to the — sight point. However, the correction for the latter

kind of an error can be found and applied, but as the corrections

are not exact the residual constant errors remain. Where a

measurement is repeated a number of different values are found

for the same quantity. If the measurements are made with suffi-

cient precision, the method of least squares gives a way to find the

most probable value of the quantity from the values obtained by the

measurements. After taking all possible precautions in observ-

ing and applying all possible corrections to each measured
value, it is fair to assume that the resulting values, which are

herein termed observed values, contain only accidental errors.

The problem is to find the most probable value of the quantity

from the observed values.

110. The Arithmetic Mean of the observed values is the

most probable value, if all the observed values are equally

worthy of confidence, as it is their simplest symmetrical

function.

If the most probable value of a quantity, x, is to be found
and if Mo is its value from a perfect measurement, then
a;-Mo=0.
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As the measurements of the quantity are not perfect, then

a;-Vi = ei,

x-V2 = e2,

a;-V„ = e„,

(123)

where Vi, V2, V3, Va are the observed values and ei, 62, 63, e»

are their respective errors.

The arithmetic mean

M = V1+V2+V3+ +Vn
n

[V]

n '

where n is the number of observed values, and [V] is the sum.

mation of the observed values.

In Eq. (123) by taking the mean of the observed values

n n n

If n is large and [e] is kept small by following all the require-

ments for precise measurements, — becomes practically

infinitesimal with respect to M and a; = M, i.e., when the number

of observed values is very great the arithmetic mean is the true value.

111. The Residuals. The observation equations may be

written in the fo m
M-Vi = j)i,'

M-V2=«2,

M-V3 = D3,

M-V„=y„,

(124)

vi, V2, V3, . . . , Va are called the residual errors of the obser-

vations, or simply the residuals.



(126)
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By addition

nM-[Y] = [v].

As

M=^', then [v]=0 (125)

Hence the sum of the residuals equals zero and the sum of the

positive residuals equals the sum of the negative residuals.

112. Let X be any value of the unknown other than the

arithmetic mean and make

X-Vi = i''i,

X-V2 = y'2,

X-Y3 = v'.,

X-Y„ = v'„..

From Eqs. (124) and (126),

[w2]=nM2-2M[V]+[V2] .... (127)

[(y')^]=nX2-2X[V]+ [V2] .... (128)

As nM = [V], then from Eq. (127),

H = M[V]-2M[V]+[V2]
or

= [V2]-M[V] = [V2]-i^, . . . (129)

or

[Y2]=[v2]+l^l (130)

Substitute the value of [V^] of Eq. (130) in Eq. (128) and

[{vy] = nx^- 2X[V]+ [y2] +nO!
n

\ n n^ I

=m^n(x-^^ (131)
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/ [V]\2 .

As ( X j is a complete square, it is always positive,

••• [iv'r]>[^], ...... (132)

i.e., the sum of the squares of the residuals found by using the

arithmetic mean, is a minimum. Hence the name

—

Method
OF Least Squares.

113. The Law of Errors of Observations. If the arith-

metic mean of several observations is the most probable value

of the quantity, then it is equally probable that the positive and

negative errors occur to the same amount.

From experience it is found that small errors occur more

frequently than large ones. Hence the probability of an error is

inversely as the error, and is a function of the error. This is the

Law of the errors of observations.

If the probability that an error is between and e is /(e),

the probability q of an error between e and e+de is

q=f{e+de)-f{e) = 4>{e)de. . . . (133)

As de may be considered as very small, q may be taken as

the probability of the occurrence of the error e.

The probabihty that an error is between any limits as a and

b is the sum of the probabilities 4>{e)de extending from a to 6

and is
"6

il>{e)de. ....... (134)
r^

Hence the probability that an error does not exceed a is

°<^(e)rfe (135)X+o

The probability of the occurrence of the error e\ is (j){ei)dei,

of 62 is 4>ie2)de2, etc. The probability of the complete system

of errors is the product of the respective probabilities or

Q= (^(ei)<^(e2) . . . <i>(en)deide2 . . . de,,. . . (136)
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If Q is a maximiun, log Q is also a maximum. Expressing

Eq. (136) as a log equation, differentiating and dividing by

dx gives

rflogQ^ <^'(ei) &i
I

4>'{e2) de2 . . <l>'(e„) den

dx ^(ei) dx 4>{e2) dx '
' '

<j>{e^ dx

'

From Eq. (123),

dx dx dx

dei_de2_den_^
Ci^7'\

W/w r4/vt y-//v» * '

Then

=—T— =

—

,, s, ei-\—T7~^e2-i- . . . -\— ,/ s en- . (.loo;
dx ei4>{ei) e2<t>{e2) e„<^(e„)

If the number of observed values is very great, then

€1+62+ . . . +e»=0 (139)

Since both Eqs. (138) and (139) must be satisfied by the

same values of the unknowns, it follows that

<t,'(ei) _ <^'(e2) _ <t>'(e„)
^^^

ei<t>{ei) e24>{e2) eu<t>{en)

Hence for any value of e,

<t>'(e)

e<j)ie)

<j)'{e)de

=K (140)

= eKde (141)
<^(e)

Integrating Eq. (141) gives

log^(e)=iKe2 or

<^(e)=ce^^^, (142)

where c is a constant and e is the base of the natural logarithms.
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By substituting from Eq. (142) into Eq. (136),

q=
^3^'''+"'^-

'-'"''deide2. .. den. • . (143)

By Eq. (138),

rflogQ

dx
= K(ei+e2+ . . . +e„).

d^ log Q -rr/dei de2

dx^

By Eq. (137)

=Ks+^'+ • • • +s)- • •
<'^>

dei de2, .den_

dx dx '
' ' dx

Then

^S^=K» (145)

As Q is to be a maximum, — , | must be negative and

as n is positive, K must be negative.

Putting |K= -/i2 in Eq. (142),

<i,{e)=C€-^''' (146)

Eq. (146) gives the probability of the occurrence of an error

e, and is the algebraic expression of the law of error.

114. The Value of c in Eq. (146) is found as follows:

Since all the errors must lie between +oo and — oo and as

certainty is expressed by unity, by multiplying both sides of

Eq. (146) by de and integrating.

< +00

e-f^'^'de (147)

Put he = t, then de= j- and Eq. (147) becomes
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Let

XOO

Then

also, and

Hence

Jo
*' "'^'^didv.

Let v= tu. Then dv = tdu, and

=
j^ duj^ e-'^-^+^'Udt.

[2(1+2.2) Jo 2(l+w2)-

« =2Jo i+i:2=2[t^°-^«Jo-

tan 90°= 00 : tan 0° = 0. Then o^ =^ and q=~.

In a similar way it can be shown that

Hence

J —00

This substituted in Eq. (148) gives

^v. or c=-^-^ (149)
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This value of c substituted in Eq. (146) gives

0(e) = -^6-*=^^
(150)

vTr

115. The Measure of Precision. Multiply both sides of

Eq. (150) by de, and

Vtt

Let i= /ie. Then d<=Me or (ie = -r.
h

Then

<l){e)de = ^e-*'dt.
Vtt

In a series the probability that an error lies between +ai
and — ai is

' -\-hiai

V TT*^ —hiai

1 r
4,{e)=-y=j e-*'dt, . . . (151)

and in another series that an error lies between +a2 and —a2 is

1 r +h2a2

<^(e)=--| e-t'dt. . . . (152)

If these probabilities are equal, the second members of

Eqs. (151) and (152) are equal, and hiai = h2a2.

If hi = 2^2, then ai = |a2, i.e., an error in the first series has

the same probability as J that eri'or in the second series, or the

probability of an error less than say, 2" in the first is as great

as that of one less than 1" in the second. Hence the precision

of the second is twice that of the first. The quantity h is called

the measure of the precision of the observations.

In Eq. (143) if —h^ is substituted for ^, the equation be-

comes

Q = cn,-Wljeic;e2 . . . den.
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This is a maximum when [e^] is a minimum, i.e., if each of a very

large number of observed values of a quantity is of the same quality

the most probable value of the quantity is found by making the

sum of the squares of the errors a minimum.

If the observed values are not all of the same quality,

h differs for different observed values and the most probable

value would be found from the maximum value of £~'*'*''^

which is given yhen - [/i^e^] is a minimum. If each of a large

number of observed values of a quantity is of different quality,

the most probable value of the quantity is found by multiplying

each error by its h and making the sum of the squares of the prod-

ucts a minimum.

116. The Law of Error for a Function of Separately Ob-
served Quantities. Let Mi,M2, etc., be the observed quan-

tities. Then

F = aiMi+a2M2+ • +aoM„,

where ai, a2, etc., are constants. The simplest case is where
there are only two observed quantities Mi and M2. Let

hi and h2 be their measures of precision. The probability of

the simultaneous occurrence of errors ei in Mi and 62 in M2 is

^6 -*'«'
-'"^"^deidea (153)

Errors ei in Mi and 62 in M2 produce an error in F,

e = aid +0262 (154)

This equation is satisfied by combining any value of 62 with all

the values of ei ranging from — 00 to + t»
. The probability

of an error e in F is then

<^(e)de =—de2r"^*€-'"'«'-'"^«yei.
IT J —ao

From Eq. (154) and since 62 is independent of ei,

de = 02^62.
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Hence

(j){e)de = I e dei . . (155)
TT a^J —00

-h^e-?-w{^
e— OieiV

^ h^f-2h^a^ep±ia^_
(156)

Multiplying the second member of Eq. (156) by

does not alter its value, and then

h2We^-2h2*ai^eei+ki'ai*eW

or

-H,e,-^^(:-^Y

or

a-iH^i^Oj^+Zia^ai^)"' 022(^12022+^12012) /ii2o22+;i22aj2

2hi^h2^aieei 2ki^afyei h*ai'
^

'^hi'^ai'+h^ai^'^ ai'ihiW+hi'ai') Ch\hi'a2'+h2''ai''f
'

a^' r ;ii2a22+/i22a,2''" (^hi^a^i+hi^at^y)

'

hiV 2 hi-

or
2

Whi' 2 hW+hW( h^i \ 2

022 \^' h^a2^+h^a/)
•

h'oi'+hi^ai^
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This last value substituted in Eq. (155) gives

<j>{e)de =^^—\ f'h.^a.^+ h.W ai^ y^' A,%.= +fe=a,^V
rfej

X (I2J—X

777 h'^hi
J
^+a> _hiW+JaW/ ftz'ai \'

^IllOiae^
Ai2a!2+A2%,2^ j ^

aj! V' Ai^az^+Ajiiai^'/
^g^ (157)

Integrating this by the following method

:

Let

_ h2^ai

Then du = dei.

Let

Then
,=V«
7 ,,vi^a2^+h2^ai^

j J
a,' \'' hw+h,wV fiei= \ e-i'^'du. (158)

v/_oo J —CO

This is the form of the above expression and is the same as

the form of Eq. (147).

Integrating Eq. (158) by the same method as that used in

integrating Eq. (147),

/""e-.. =^ =-^?^. . . (159)

Substituting this in Eq. (157) for

J
«! v' Ai2aa2+;i22ai!V

-00

gives

^,.7 hih2a2VTr de -i~^J^'^,<^

Ky/h^vJ+h^a?a2

hih2

..^E^+MR.-l^^^^^^^^de
. . . (160)

vV
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Eq. (160) is of the same form as

Vt

Hence the law of error for the function F is the same as for

independently measured quantities Mi, M2, etc.

Also the most probable value of the function of separately

observed quantities is the one that makes [v^], the sum of the squares

of the residuals, a minimum.
117. The Precision of the Arithmetic Mean. It is seen

by Eq. (160) that the precision of the function F, where two
observed values of the quantity are found, is

h=-^==ML= (161)
Vhi^a2^+h2^ai^

From Eq. (161),

^=g+g=[a <'«^)

Eq. (162) is also true for n observed values of the quantity.

The arithmetic mean of n equally well-observed values of a

quantity is

Mo=^(Mi+M2+ . . . +M„)

and the error of the arithmetic mean is, following the relation

given in Eq. (154),

eo =-(61+62+63+ . . . +e«). . • . (163)
n

Then

— = ai=a2= . . . =an. (164)
n

By Eqs. (162) and (164)

_L_ T-U =-"?-=J_
ho^ [n^h^j n^h^ nh^'

or

ho = V^h (165)
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The precision of the arithmetic mean of n observations, equally

well made, is y/n times that of a single observation.

118. The Value of h. By Eq. (150) and the statement in

sec. 115,

h"

where P is the probability of the series of errors represented by

[e] . The most probable value of this series is the one that makes

P a maximum.
Let

Then
t"

/i»= -

and

P =
t"

[e^f Vtt"

If P is a maximum

= 6-'-
Z~' {n-2t'^).

Then n-2t^=Q and t^
n

h^m=\ and h'^yl^y (166)

' The differentiation is made by finding the differential of the product

of

and e

'

[e2]2"v'7rS
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119. The Mean Square Error. The mean square error is

the square root of the mean of the squares of the individual errors.

This is used in comparing the precision of different sets of

observations. It is denoted by m.s.e. and by many writers

by €. As e is used herein to denote the base of natural logar-

ithms, m. is used to denote the mean square error.

ei^+e2^+ . +e„^ [e^]

n n
(167)

and

By Eqs. (166) and (167)

-=14 (^^^>

120. The Probable Error. The probable error is such an

error that the probability of the true error being larger is the same

as the probability of the true error being smaller than this error.

If the errors of the observed values of a quantity are arranged

in a series according to their size, the probable error is the one

above which there are as many errors as there are below it.

The probability that an error is greater than the probable

error is § and that the error is less than the probable error is

also f

.

By Eq. (150) and the statement just made

fcl>(e)de = ^j'e->''^'de =
^

(170)

Let t= he and the value oi t = b correspond to 6 = 7-, where r

is the probable error. Then

, dt , h 1 r+^ -t^M-'^*=1 ^"'^ V^hJ-,' ^^-2'
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or

or

•6
1

3 4

2 r> „,. 1

V^Jo' 4'

In Eq. (171), expanding e~'' by Maclaurin's Theorem,

l'^S{'-"+T^2 h <'"->

Integrating Eq. (172)

2-vA 3+10 • • •
;'

and solving for h,

6 = 0.47694 = ;ir.

Then
0.47694

h
(173)

By Eqs. (168) and (173)

0.47694 ^^„,^ ,,„,,
r = p^=0.6745»i. . . . (174)

1 /I

m'\2

Hence to find the probable error first compute the mean square

error and multiply it by 0.6745.

From what has been stated it is clear that the probable error

is not more probable than any other, but only that the probability

of making an error greater than the probable error is equal to the

probability of making an error smaller than the probable error.

The most probable error is zero. The probability of the error

zero is to the probability of the error r as

-^e -''">: ^e->"'% or 1 :
£-0.47694=.^ or ^ . Q.g.
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121. The Average Error. The average error is the numeri-

cal mean of all the errors vnthout regard to the signs of the errors.

\e
o = -, where [e is the numerical sum of the errors without regard

to sign. Since 0(ei) is the probability of an error ei, n4>{ei)

is the number of times the error ei will occur in n observations

of a quantity and nei<t>{ei) is the sum of the errors each of

which equals ei. Then

e4>{e)de

is the sum of all the positive errors and as the sum of the

negative errors equals the sum of the positive errors where n is

very large, the numerical sum of all the errors without regard

to the sign is

Jr>x
ij e<j}{e)de,

which is equal to [e.

\e r"a=—= 2l„ ecl>(e)de
n •^0
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Vi^2/i2|_* Jo h^¥ '

• (177)

By Eq. (168),
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Plot e on the x axis and corresponding values of y on the

y axis and the following curve results.

Note that in the following discussion x may be used for e,

as e is plotted on the x axis.

Fig. 99 shows the probability curve made by plotting the

above equation.

"When ,

e = 0, y=-^=AO.

If e is either + or — and has a finite value, y is less than

—;=. Hence AO is the maximum ordinate. As v is in the

first and x is in the second power, positive and negative values

of X numerically equal give equal values for y and always

positive values, and hence the curve is symmetrical with respect

to the axis of y, and lies wholly on one side of the axis of x.

The first derivative * of the equation of the probability

curve is

dy 2hh
de -v/tt

-A'c2

VV Vn- V,r

dy^_2hh
de V^

-h'e'.
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in which if

that iSj the tangent at the vertex is parallel to the axis of x.

If e = =boo, y = and
--f
= 0. Hence the axis of x is an

asymptote.

The second derivative* is

dx- V^

This equals when 2h^e^ —1=0. Hence e = ±7-^ gives

the abscissae of the points of inflexion. This is the value of

m, the mean square error.

The form of the probability curve agrees %vith the law of error,

for it shows that the smaller errors have the greater prob-

abilities, that very large errors have very small probabilities,

and the positive and negative errors of equal size have equal

probabilities.

124. The Area of the Probability Curve. From what has

been stated in sec. 113, the probability that an error falls

between e and de is 4>{e)de. By Eq. (150)

4>{e)de = -^e-^'^'de.

By Eqs. (147) and (149)

/+« /,/•+«
4,{e)de=l=~\ e-'^'^'de (180)

Eq. (180) also gives the number of errors in terms of the

number of observations.

de Vtt Vt Vt -Vt
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In a similar way

C\{e)de =~ f'e-'^'^'de

gives the number of errors, between the limits oie = a and e = 6

in terms of the total number of observations.
J^ yde = area

between the probability curve, the axis of x and the two ordi-

nates whose abscissae are respectively a and 6.

Hence the area between the probability curve, the axis of x

and any two ordinates gives the number of errors between the

limits of the errors which are the abscissce for the ordinates.

If the area between ordinates of equal numerical values,

one + and the other — , is one-half the total area of the prob-

ability' curve, then each ordinate is the p.e., the probable error.

The ordinate that passes through the center of gravity ,of

the area on one side of the axis of y, is the average error.

125. The Number of Errors between Given Limits.

Let t= he and de = -r,
h

A^f^-h^e^de = ~(e-''dt.
\/irJ y/-wJ

This integral between the limits of and t is the percentage

of the number of positive errors less than t, and as there are the

same number of negative errors numerically less than t, the

total percentage of the number of errors numerically less than

t is

^-h^y''^'
^^''^

Integrating Eq. (181) by the method given in sec. 120,

^ =;^r3-+r><25— 1X2X37-+ " " " j' ^^^^^

which converges rapidly when t is small. By Eq. (182) the
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numerical values of N corresponding to values of t= he, may
be computed.

If t is large, successive applications of the formula for

integration by parts can be made and results obtained.

The following table gives values of N for given values of t:

TABLE XXIII

Values of the Probability Integral

t
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To find the number of errors greater than 2r, 2/ir= .95388

and N = .823 by interpolation in the table.

Then 1-.823 = .177. This multiplied by the number of

observations gives the number of errors greater than 2r and

.823 multiplied by the number of observations gives the num-
ber of errors less than 2r. The number of errors greater than

3r is found in a similar way and is equal to (1 — .957) multiplied

by the number of observations. Applying this to 100 obser-

vations of the measurement of a quantity, there should be only

1 error larger than 4r, 4 larger than 3r, 18 larger than 2r, 50

larger than r, and 74 larger than ^r, etc. By comparing

the residuals found in a series from 100 observations with these

numbers of errors which are to be expected, the quality of the

work of the observations is determined.

126. The Probable Error of the Arithmetic Mean._ By Eq.

(165) the precision of the arithmetic mean is ho = s/nli, where

n is the number of observations and h is the precision of a single

observation, all observations being equally well made. By
Eq. (173), the probable error of any one of a number of equally

well-made observations is

0.47694
r=—;

.

Then ro, the probable error of the arithmetic mean, is found

as follows:

0.47694 ro^ fe ^ h ^1
~

Ao r hi Vnh Vn'

Then

ro =-^ (183)
Vn

The probable error of the arithmetic mean is equal to the

probable error of any observation divided by the square root of the

number of observations, if all the observations are equally well

made.

The mean square and the 'probable error of the arithmetic mefin

in terms of the residuals are found as follows:
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Let eo = the error of the arithmetic mean, M.
The residuals vi, V2, etc., are given by the equations

ui =M-Vi, !;2 =M-V2. . (see sec. 111).

The true errors are:

ei = (M±eo)-Vi, e2 = (M±eo)-V2, . . .

Then

ei=wi±eo, e2 = W2±eo, . . .

Squaring each equation and adding,

[e2] = H±2eoW+neo2.

By Eq. (125) ,
[v] = 0. Then [e^] = [v^] +neo^.

Dividing by n,

[e^] M^ 2 2^,2^^-^='^-^+60^, or m.^=— .+eo^.
n n n

The mean square error of the arithmetic mean may be used,

as its error, or

\| n Vn
Then

n n

m2=-t^ (184)
n— \

m?= / \, (185)n{n—\) ^ '

ro2 = 0.6745-7^^, (186)n(n— 1)
'
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Problem 27. The following twelve values of the measure-
ment between two stakes were obtained in measuring a base
line. Find the probable error of the mean value, from the
value of the average error.

100
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Conditioned quantities are those the value of any one of which

being changed the values of the other quantities are effected.

Such quantities are the angles of a triangle, for if the value

of one is changed, the value of at least one of the other two is

affected, since the sum of the three must equal 180°.

Equations can be foimd which express by the relations of

the conditioned quantities the conditions to be fulfilled. From
these equations the most probable values of quantities can be

found.

129. The Most Probable Values of the quantities in the

condition equations are those which will best satisfy all the

equations.

If Oi, O2, ... On are the observed values, of equal weight,

of the quantity, each of which is a function of the unknowns
xi) X2, X3, etc., the resulting equations are

aiXi+6ia;2+CiX3+ . . . =0i,

a2Xl-\-b2X2+C2X3+ ... =02,

anXl+bnX2+C„X3+ ... =0o.

Where ai, 02, 61, b2, etc., are known coefficients of the un-

known quantities. The most probable values of xi, X2, xs, etc.,

put in the equations will not exactly satisfy them, giving the

residuals, vi, V2, vs, etc., and the following condition equations

can be written

:

aiXi+biX2+ciX3+ . . . — Oi=«;i

a2Xl+b2X2+C2X3+ ... -02=^2 [. . . (187)

aaXl+b,^2+C,fl3+ .
— 0„= «)a

By sec. 116 of this appendix, the most probable values of

xi, X2, X3, etc., are those that make [iP] a minimum.
130. Normal Equations. To find the most probable value

of xi, let Li, L2, L3, . . . La equal respectively the sum of the
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terms in the first members of the equations of (187), which are

independent of xi.

Then

aixi-]-'Li=vi

a2Xi+L2= j;2 ' (188)

Squaring each member of these equations

{a2Xi+L2)^= V2^ (189)

(o„a;i+L„)2=ei„2

Adding these squares

(aiXi+Li)2+(a2Xi+L2)2+ . . . +(anXi+L„)^ = [v^]. (190)

If [v^] is a minimum, the first derivative of Eq. (190) is

equal to zero, or

ai(aiXi+Li)+a2(a2a;i+Li)+ . . . +a„(a„xi+L„) =0. (191)

Eq. (191) gives the most probable value of xi, and is called the

Normal Equation.

In like manner the normal equation in terms of each of the

other quantities X2, xs, etc., can be found.

The rule for finding the normal equation for each unknown is,

Multiply each condition equation by the coefficient of the unknown

in that equation and add the results.

As the number of normal equations is the , same as the

number of unknowns, the values of the unknowns can be found

from the normal equations, and from what has been shown

above these values are the most probable ones.

Problem: 28. The measured values of the angles of a

triangle are 44° 49' 02.5", 49° 42' 33.5" and 85° 28' 23.5".

Find the most probable values of the angles.
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The equations are

x = 44°49'02.5"

2/ = 49°42'33.5"

.-i;+2/ = 180°-2 = 94° 31' 36.5''

(192)

The normal equations are formed by the rule given in sec.

130 of this appendix.

x= 44° 49' 02.5"

x-\-y= 94° 31' 36.5"

From Eq. (193),

from Eq.(194),

Then

From Eq. (194),

from Eq. (193),

Then

2a;+2/ = 139° 20' 39" . .

y= 49° 42' 33.5"

x+y= 94° 31' 36.5"

a;+22/ = 144° 14' 10" . ,

4x+2i/ = 278°41' 18" and
a;+2z/ = 144° 14' 10"

Zx =134° 27' 08" and
X = 44° 49' 02f

"

2a:+42/ = 288°28'20" and
2x+ y = 139° 20' 39"

32/ = 149°07'41" and

y= 49°42'33f"
x-\- y= 94° 31' 36^"

(193)

(194)

2= 180°-(a;+2/)=180°-94° 31' 36^" = 85° 28' 23f"

Each of the corrected or most probable values differs from
its observed value by the same amount, because the observed
values have equal weights and each angle is related to the
other two in exactly the same way.
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Problem 29. The following are the condition equations:

x+3y= 3.

2x+ 2/= -2.

2/+2z=4.

Zx-z=-7.

Find the most probable values of x, y and z.

The following normal equations are formed by the rule in

sec. 130.

x+ Zy - 3 =

4a;+ 2y +4 =

9x -3z+21=0

Ux+ 5y-3z+22=^0

dx+ 9y - 9 =

2x+ y + 2 =

y+2z- 4=

5a;+ll2/+2z-ll=0

2y+4:Z- 8 =

-3x+ z- 7=0

-3x+ 22/+53-15=0

Solving the normal equations by elimination, a; =—1.9,

2/
= 1.65, and 2=1.2.

Problem 30. The Adjustment of the Angles of a Quadri-

lateral* The following are the observed values for the hori-

zontal angles of a quadrilateral. These angles are numbered

and lettered as shown in Fig. 100.

* See Special Publication No. 28. U. S. Coast and Geodetic Survey.
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Ai 44 49 16

Ba 22 42 02
Cs 97 06 41
D, 20 66 43

185 34 42

- 44 49 16
- 62 46 15
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Xl+X2+X3+X4:+X5+Xe+X7+Xs=1.00 . . (197)

21 .2X1 - 10.82:2+50.6x3- 17.8x4- 2.7x5*

-113.9x6+55x7-16.8x8 = 13.00 . (198)

The following equations can be derived from the direct

relations shown and from Eqs. (195), (196), (197) and (198),

giving the values of the eight unknowns in terms of xi, X2, X3

and X6 which may be assumed as the four independent un-

knowns of the above equations:

Xl =
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In X3 + xz

+ Xi+ X2+ X3

+ .700x1+ .280x2+ .906x3-1.474x6- .029

- .251x1- .673x2+ .906x3-1.474x6- .981

0=1.449x1+0.607x2+3.812x3-2.948x6-1.010

In a;6 — xi— X2 + xe- 2.000

+ X6

-1.140x1- .456x2-1.474x3+2.401x6- .046

+ .409x1+ 1.093x2-1.474x3+2.401x6+1.596

= - 1 .731x1- 0.363x2- 2.948x3+6.802x6- 0.450

One of the most convenient methods for computing the

normal equations is that of DooUttle.* Its advantage is in

the arrangement of the work of computation. This method

is used in the solution of the above normal equations. The
tables shown on p. 268 are prepared. In column 1 of A
and B are the numbers of the hnes of the respective tables.

In column 2 of these tables are the numbers giving the order

in which the quantities are placed in the tables. In line 1 of

Table A are the coefficients and absolute term of the normal

equation in xi. The reciprocal of the coefficient of xi in this

normal equation is written in line 2 of column 3, Table A.

This reciprocal is given a negative sign. The other terms in

line 1 are multiplied by this reciprocal and the products are

placed in line 2, Table A. This gives a value of xi in terms of

X2, X3 and X6.

The coefficients and absolute term of the normal equation

in X2, omitting the coefficient of xi, are written in line 1, Table

B. The terms in line 2, Table A, are jmultiplied by tlie co-

efficient of X2 in the normal equation in xi, this coefficient

being given in line 1, column 5, Table A, and the products are

placed in line 2, Table B. The sums of the quantities in lines

1 and 2 (in their respective columns), Table B, are written in

line 3, Table A. The quantities in line 4, Table A, are found

* See App. 8, Report of 1878.
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from those in line 3 in a manner similar to that for finding

those in line 2, from those in line 1. Line 4, Table A, gives Tli

in terms of xz and xe.

The coefficients and absolute term (omitting the coefficients

of x\ and X2), are written in line 3, Table B. The quantities

in lines 4 and 5, Table B, are found by multiplying, respectively,

the terms in lines 2 and 4, Table A, by the coefficients in lines 1

and 3, column 6, Table A. The quantities in line 5, Table A,

are the sums of the quantities in lines 3, 4 and 5 (in their

respective columns) Table B.

The terms in line 6, Table A, are obtained from those in

line 5 in the same way that those in line 2 were obtained from

those in line 1. This gives xz in terms of x^.

In line 6, Table B, are the coefficient of x^, and the absolute

term of the normal equation in xe. The products of the co-

efficients in lines 1, 3 and 5, column 7, Table A, and the quan-

tities in lines 2, 4 and 6, columns 7 and 8, Table A, respec-

tively, give the quantities in lines 1 -, 8 and 9, Table B.

The quantities in line 7, Table A, are the sums of the quan-

tities in lines 6, 7, 8, and 9 in their respective columns. Table B.

The quantities in line 8, Table A, are obtained from those in

line 7 in the same way that those in line 2 are obtained from

those in line 1, Table A. This gives the value of x^.

For finding the values xi, X2 and xz, Tables C and D are

used. The absolute terms of the equations given in Table A
for x\, X2 and xz are written in line 1, Table D. The coefficients

of X2, Xz and xq in the equation for x\ in Table A are written

in line 1, Table C. The coefficients of xz and xq in the equation

for X2 in Table A are written in fine 2, Table C,and the coefficient

of X6 in the equation for X3 in Table A is written in line 3,

Table C. In line 2, Table D, are the products of the value of

X6 by its coefficients as given in Table C. In line 3, Table D,

are the products of the value of xz by its coefficients in Table C,

and in line 4, Table D, is the product of the value of X2 by its

coefficient in Table C. The values of xz, X2 and xi are found

by adding the quantities in Table D in the columns headed by

these terms.
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The values of Xi, xs, X7 and xg are found by substituting

the values of xi, X2, etc., in the equations given above for these

terms, Xi, X5, etc.

Observed Valties Corrections Adjusted Values

Ai 44 49 16
Ba 22 42 02
Cs 97 06 41
Dj 20 56 43

-.52
.68

.77

.23

44 49 15.48
22 42 02.68
97 06 41.77
20 56 43.23

Log sines

9.8481237
9.5864951
9.9966460
9.5532484
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